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Stellingen behorend bij het proefschrift van W.A. de Rooij

1. Van de Hulst overschat de nauwkeurigheid van zijn asymptotische formule voor

hoge orden van verstrooiing bij reflectie van licht aan een half-oneindige

homogene atmosfeer. Het name de extrapolatie vanuit de eerste zes orden levert

voor hogere orden van verstrooiing een relatieve fout op die groter is dan één

procent.

H.C. van de Hulst

Astron. Astrophys. 9_ (1970) 374

2. Door Y /2 te gebruiken in plaats van y had Fowler de toepasbaarheid van zijn

methode om de coëfficiënten te bepalen voor de ontwikkeling van de elementen

van Mie-verstrooiingsmatrices in Legendre-polynomen aanmerkelijk kunnen vergroten.

B.W. Fowler

J. Opt. Soc. Am. 21 (1983) 19

3. De onderstellingen die Veverka maakt in zijn afleiding van de "regel van Russell"

rechtvaardigen het bereikte resultaat niet.

J. Veverka, Icarus \A_ (1971) 284

H.N. Russell, Astrophys. J. 43_ (1916) 173

4. De benaming "improved Gaussian integration", die Kronrod voor een bepaalde

integratieprocedure invoerde, is misleidend en heeft geleid tot het gebruik

van inefficiënte integratiemethoden.

A.s. Kronrod

Modes and Weights of Quadrature Formulas,

Consultants Bureau, New York, 1965

5. Volgens Stoer is bij interpolatie de methode van Newton te verkiezen boven

de methoden van Neville en Aitken als men de waarden van een interpolatie-

polynoom voor meer dan één punt wil bepalen. Daar de methode van Newton het

minste rekenwerk vergt, ook als slechts een enkele funktiewaarde bepaald

hoeft te worden, verdient deze methode in het algemeen de voorkeur.

J. Stoer

Ëinführung in die Numerische Mathematik,

Springer Verlag, Berlijn, 1972



6. Bij de gebruikelijke verklaring van de kleur van de heldere blauwe hemel

wordt stilzwijgend aangenomen dat de onbewolkte aardatmosfeer optisch dun is.

7. Het interpreteren van waarnemingen van zonlicht dat is verstrooid door een

planeetatraosfeer kan gebaat zijn bij het gebruik van vereenvoudigde verstrooiings-

matrices, waarmee met name regenboogachtige verschijnselen en de glorie

gesimuleerd kunnen worden. Het ontwikkelen van dergelijke verstrooiingsmatrices

verdient derhalve aanbeveling.

8. Garcia en Siewert tonen aan dat de scalaire versie van de karakteristieke

vergelijking in de theorie van het stralingstransport geen nulpunten op het

interval t-3,+l] heeft als m = 0 en geen nulpunten op het interval (-1,+1) heeft

als m > 0 . Een vrij eenvoudige uitbreiding van de door Garcia en siewert gevolgde

redenering laat zienf dat de karakteristieke vergelijking geen nulpunten heeft

op het interval (-1,+1) in geval de polarisatie van licht in rekening wordt

gebracht.

R.D.M. Garcia en C.E. Siewert

Z. angew. Math. Phys. 33_ (1982) 601

9. De NS zou er goed aan doen ook een deel van de tï-Airüjalkons voor niet-rokers

te reserveren.

10. Het verdient aanbeveling musicasettes van evenveel begeleidende informatie

te voorzien als de overeenkomstige grammofoonplaten.

11. Gezien het feit dat voor allerlei doeleinden fotokopieën van diploma's worden

verlangd, zou het handig zijn als hiervoor het formaat A4 werd gebruikt.

12. Een toename van de publieke belangstelling voor het veldrijden is te verwachten

als de wereldkampioenschappen eerder in het seizoen worden verreden dan nu

gebruikelijk is.
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S A M E N V A T T I N G

Al meer dan een eeuw kunnen helderheden van planeten en

satellieten nauwkeurig bepaald worden. Nauwkeurige polarisatie-

metingen werden echter voor het eerst verricht door Lyot in de

20-er jaren van deze eeuw. Sinds 1960 is de hoeveelheid foto-

metrische en polarimetrische gegevens aanzienlijk gegroeid.

Enerzijds maakte het beschikbaar komen van foto-emissiedetec-

toren het mogelijk een groter golflengtegebied te bestrijken

en hogere meetnauwkeurigheden te halen, anderzijds werd een

enorme hoeveelheid gegevens verkregen door planetaire ruimte-

vluchten zoals de Venera- en Pioneer-Venus-missies naar Venus,

de Mars- en Viking-missies naar Mars en de Pioneer- en Voyager-

missies naar Jupiter en Saturnus.

Uit.interpretaties van waarnemingen van door planeten ge-

reflecteerd zonlicht, in het bijzonder die van polarimetrische

waarnemingen, kan waardevolle informatie over de atmosferen

van deze planeten worden afgeleid. Het gaat hierbij voorname-

lijk om de bepaling van de verticale structuur van de atmos-

feer en om fysische eigenschappen als grootteverdeling en de

complexe brekingsindex van de deeltjes in de atmosfeer. De re-

sultaten van deze interpretaties leveren onder andere rand-

voorwaarden voor thermochemische-modellen van de reuzenplaneten.

De gevonden parameters worden ook gebruikt als invoergegevens

voor dynamische modellen van planeetatmosferen.

Voor de interpretatie van waarnemingen is de berekening

van de reflectie-eigenschappen van modelatmosferen nodig.

Nauwkeurige berekeningen werden voor het eerst mogelijk door

de ontwikkeling van semi-analytiscne methoden door Ambartsumyan

en Chandrasekhar in de 40-er jaren. De opkomst van digitale

computers in de 60-er jaren bevorderde de ontwikkeling en het

gebruik van meer directe numerieke methoden. Slechts in enkele

van deze methoden kan de polarisatie van het licht in rekening
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worden gebracht; het meest gebruikt wordt een combinatie van

de verdubbelings- en de optelmethode.

De verdubbelingsmethode werd door Van de Hulst ingevoerd

in de theorie van het stralingstransport. Het is in principe

een procedure om uitgaande van de reflectie- en transmissie-

eigenschappen van een enkele homogene laag de overeenkomstige

eigenschappen van een combinatie van twee van deze lagen te

berekenen. Samen met de optelmethode, waarbij verschillende

lagen worden gecombineerd, kunnen de reflectie- en transmissie-

eigenschappen worden bepaald van iedere atmosfeer die bestaat

uit een aantal vlakevenwijdige homogene lagen, als de ver-

strooiingseigenschappen van de deeltjes in elke laag bekend

zijn. De verdubbelingsmethode is met name geschikt voor optisch

dunne lagen.

In dit proefschrift, getiteld "Reflectie en transmissie

van gepolariseerd licht door planeotatmosferen", worden locaal

vlakevenwijdige planeetatmosferen beschouwd die bestaan uit

een aantal homogene lagen, waarbij de onderste laag een grond-

oppervlak of een hal foneindige laag is.

Als een alternatief voor de verdubbelingsmethode worden

twee methoden gepresenteerd om de zogenaamde reflectiematrix

en transmissiematrix van homogene vlakevenwijdige lagen te be-

rekenen: een iteratieve methode voor halfoneindige lagen en de

zogenaamde laagscheidingsmethode voor eindige lagen, waarbij

de laatste geschikt is voor lagen met een kleine tot zeer

grote dikte. In tegenstelling tot de verdubbelingsmethode zijn

deze methoden met name geschikt voor optisch dikke lagen.

De iteratieve methode om de reflectiematrix van een half-

oneindige homogene laag te berekenen gaat uit van een niet-

lineaire integraalvergelijking en een beperkende nevenvoorwaar-

de waaraan de reflectiematrix moet voldoen. De niet-lineaire

integraalvergelijking heeft echter in het algemeen naast de

fysisch relevante oplossing ook niet-fysische oplossingen.

Een onderzoek van de niet-fysische oplossingen heeft echter

duidelijk gemaakt, dat de iteratieve procedure in de praktijk

de fysisch relevante oplossing zal selecteren. Bij de laag-
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scheidingsmethode worden de reflectie- en transmissiematrices

van een vlakevenwijdige eindige homogene laag afgeleid uit de

reflectiematrix en het inwendige stralingsveld van een half-

oneindige atmosfeer met een gelijke samenstelling. Voor beide

methoden is een selectie van de resultaten gegeven en is een

vergelijking gemaakt met de verdubbelingsmethode. Wat betreft

de nauwkeurigheid van de berekende resultaten en de benodigde

capaciteit van het computergeheugen zijn de twee methoden ver-

gelijkbaar met de verdubbeli:igsmethode. Als de complete re-

flectiematrix van een half-oneindige laag berekend wordt, is de

iteratieve procedure een factor twee tot tien sneller dan de

verdubbelingsmethode aangevuld met een asymptotische aanpas-

sing voor (bijna) conservatieve verstrooiing. Als de complete

reflectiematrix en transmissiematrix van een eindige laag be-

rekend worden, is de laagscheidingsmethode sneller dan de ver-

dubbelingsmethode als de optische dikte van de laag groter is

dan ongeveer een tiende. De hier gepresenteerde methoden hebben

bovendien het voordeel dat fouten in de resultaten eenvoudig

aan te geven zijn. De absolute fouten in de berekende reflec-

tiematrix en transmissiematrix zijn namelijk kleiner dan de

interne nauwkeurigheid die bij de iteratieve procedure gevon-

den wordt.

Naast metingen aan zonlicht gereflecteerd door specifieke

gebieden (locale reflectie) worden ook metingen verricht aan

licht gereflecteerd door de gehele planeet (globale reflectie).

Om gemeten en berekende grootheden te kunnen vergelijken moet

dan een integratie over de schijf worden uitgevoerd. Drie

methoden om over de schijf van een planeet met een horizontaal

homogene atmosfeer te integreren worden onderzocht. Bij methode

(i) en (ii) wordt een directe integratie over de schijf uitge-

voerd. Methode (iii) is gebaseerd op de ontwikkeling van de

zogenaamde planetaire matrix in gegeneraliseerde bolfuncties.

In het algemeen leveren de drie integratiemethoden resultaten

met fouten die dezelfde orde van grootte hebben. Methode (ii)

is ongeveer een factor vijf sneller dar: methode Ii) . Methode

(iii) is ongeveer een factor 10 tot 20 sneller dan methode

(ii) als resultaten voor 40 tot 80 fasehoeken nodig zijn om de



fasekrommen voor helderheid en polarisatie te representeren.

Als resultaten voor minder dan vijf fasehoeken verlangd worden

is methode (ii) de snelste. Aparte behandeling van enkelvoudige

lichtverstrooiing levert voor de drie onderzochte methcden een

reductie op van zowel de benodigde rekentijd als van de fouten

in de berekende resultaten. In het laatste geval kan de reduc-

tiefactor zelfs tot 50 oplopen.

Tenslotte zijn de hier gepresenteerde numerieke methoden,

en de optelmethode, gebruikt om de invloed te onderzoeken van

een hooggelegen nevel in een planeetatmosfeer op de helderheid

en polarisatie van het gereflecteerde zonlicht. Hiertoe be-

schouwen we horizontaal homogene atmosferen bestaande uit twee

lagen: een halfoneindige gas- of wolkenlaag met erboven een

nevel, waarbij aangenomen wordt dat de wolken en nevels uit

kleine bolletjes bestaan. Ter illustratie worden bij de bespre-

king van de bevindingen enkele resultaten van de modelbereke-

ningen getoond. Een sterke gelijkvormigheid werd gevonden tus-

sen de fasekrommen van de gehele planeet en die van de speci-

fieke plaatsen op de schijf. Zowel de globale als de locale

fasekrommen kunnen goed begrepen worden in termen van de ver-

strooiingseigenschappen van de deeltjes in wolken en nevel.

Bijzonder gevoelig zijn het gebied met fasehoeken kleiner dan

25 graden - het gebied van de regenboog en de glorie - en het

gebied met fasehoeken groter dan 160 graden - het gebied van

de voorwaartse verstrooiingspiek. De variatie van de helder-

heid en de polarisatie over de schijf levert voornamelijk in-

formatie over de veiticale stiucLuur van de atmosfeer. Naar

rand en terminator toe wordt de invloed van de nevel op de

reflectie-eigenschappen van de atmosfeer groter. De invloed

van de nevel overheerst nabij de rand en dt- terminator voor

fasehoeken kleiner dan 25 en groter dan 160 graden, en nabij

rïe polen voor het gehele bereik aan fasehoeken.
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C H A P T E R 1

INTRODUCTION AND SURVEY

For more than a century accurate measurements of the

brightness of planets and satellites have been performed [cf.

Harris (1961)] . Precise polarimetric observations were first

made in the 1920's by Lyot (192 9) , who measured, among other

things, the degree of polarization as a function of phase

angle for Venur, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Since about i960

the amount of photometric and polarimetric data obtained has

increased considerably. The availability of photoemission

detectors made it possible to obtain higher accuracies and to

scan a larger wavelength range than before [cf. Gehrels and

Teska (1963)]. A vast amount of data was also obtained by

various planetary spacecraft missions. As examples of the lat-

ter we mention: the Venera and Pioneer Venus missions to Venus,

the Mars arfd Viking missions to Mars and the Pioneer and

Voyager missions to Jupiter and Saturn.

Valuable information concerning planetary atmospheres can

be derived from measurements of reflected sunlight, especially

from polarimetric observations. The interpretation of these

observations requires the calculation of the reflection proper-

ties of model atmospheres. Accurate calculations became pos-

sible through the work of Ambartsumyan and Chandrasekhar in

the 1940's [see Ambartsumyan (1960) and Chandrasekhar (1950)].

This line of work on semi-analytical methods was continued,

among others, by Sobolev and Busbridge [see Sobolev (1963,

1975) and Busbridge (I960)]. An alternative semi-analytical

approach is the eigenfunction expansion method developed by

Van Kampen (1955,1960) and Case (1960). The polarization of

light for more general types of scattering than scattering by



gas molecules was taken into account by Domke [see Domke

(1982)], and Siewert and co-workers [see e.g. Siewert (1981)

and Benassi et al. (1984)]. The advent of digital computers in

the 1960's stimulated the use of more direct numerical methods.

For reviews of these methods we refer to Hansen and Travis

(1974), Irvine (1975), Lenoble (1977), and Van de Hulst (1980).

Few numerical methods include the polarization of light, the

most widely used of these being the doubling method.

The doubling method was introduced into radiative trans-

fer theory by Van de Hulst (1963). Essentially, it is a proce-

dure to calculate from the reflection and transmission proper-

ties of a single homogeneous layer the corresponding proper-

ties of a combination of two of these layers. In conjunction

with the adding method, in which different layers are combined,

the reflection and transmission properties of any atmosphere

consisting of a number of plane-parallel homogeneous layers

can be determined, provided that the scattering properties of

the atmospheric particles are known. The doubling method was

extended to polarized light by Hansen (1971) and Hovenier

(1971) . Improvements in the numerical approach of this method

have recently been presented by De Haan (1985).

The doubling and adding methods have been use>: by many

authors in interpretations of brightness and polarisation

measurements. The physical parameters of the particles in the

main cloud deck and upper haze of Venus were deduced by Hansen

and Hovenier (1974), and Kawabata et al. (1980), respectively.

Tho former used results of earth-bound polarimetry, the latter

observations performed by Pioneer Venus. Analyses of Pioneer

10 and Pioneer 11 data were carried out by Tomasko and co-wor-

kers: Jupiter was considered by Tomasko et al. (1978), Stoll

(1980), and Smith and Tomasko (1984); Saturn by Tomasko and

Doose (1984); and Titan by Tomasko and Smith (1982).

The main purpose of interpretations of observations is

the determination of the vertical structure of the atmosphere

and of physical properties of the atmospheric particles such

as the distribution of their sizes and the complex index of

refraction. The results of these interpretations provide, for



instance, constraints for thermochemical models of the giant

planets [cf. Weidenschilling and Lewis (1973)]. The parameters

found may also serve as input in dynamic modelling of planetary

atmospheres [see Kondratyev and Hunt (1982)].

The doubling method is very well suited for optically

thin layers, but becomes rather time-consuming for optically

thick layers. For very thick layers and (nearly) conservative

scattering, it is desirable to supplement the doubling method

by an asymptotic fitting procedure [cf. Van de Hulst (1980)],

in order to obtain accurate results. In this thesis we present

as an alternative for the doubling method two methods to cal-

culate the so-called reflection and transmission matrices of a

homogeneous layer, taking full account of the polarization of

light. One of these methods is applicable to semi-infinite

layers and the other one to finite layers. The alternative

methods and the doubling method are in a way complementary,

since the alternative methods are especially suited for thick

layers. -It is now also possible to check in an independent way

numerical results obtained with the doubling method for general

types of scattering.

In Chapter 2 basic concepts and procedures to be used in

the following chapters are introduced. Also the series expan-

sions of the scattering and phase matrices in terms of gener-

alized spherical functions are given.

The well-known nonlinear integral equation for the reflec-

tion matrix of a plane semi-infinite homogeneous layer is stud-

ied in Chapter 3. After deriving this equation, the expansion

of the radiation field in the atmosphere in terms of eigenvec-

tors of the transport equation is treated. This expansion is

then used in a thorough analysis of the nonuniqueness of solu-

tions of the nonlinear integral equation.

A method to calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the

transport equation is given in Chapter 4. The nonlinear inte-

gral equation and the principal eigenvector are then used to

construct an efficient iterative procedure for the computation

of the reflection matrix of a plane semi-infinite homogeneous

3



layer.

In Chapter 5 a method to compute the reflection and trans-

mission matrices of a plane-parallel finite homogeneous layer

is presented. This method requires two distinct steps. First,

using the reflection matrix of a plane semi-infinite homoge-

neous layer, the internal radiation field at a specific optical

depth in this layer is calculated. Then, the reflection and

transmission matrices of a finite layer with the same composi-

tion are computed from the reflection matrix and the internal

radiation field of the semi-infinite layer.

In addition to measurements of sunlight reflected by spe-

cific areas, also measurements of light reflected by the entire

planet have been performed. Consequently, an integration over

the disc has to be carried out when observed and calculated

quantities are to be compared. The most widely used method is

a direct integration method presented by Horak (1950), which

is rather time-consuming. In Chapter 6 three methods to inte-

grate over the disc of a planet with a horizontally homogeneous

atmosphere are discussed. In two methods a direct integration

over the disc is performed. The tbJ.rd method is based on an

expansion of the so-called planetary matrix in generalized

spherical functions. A procedure to calculate the required ex-

pansion coefficients is presented.

Finally, in Chapter 7 the numerical procedures presented

in this thesis are applied to realistic model atmospheres. The

main goal is an investigation of the influence of an upper

haze layer in a planetary atmosphere on the brightness and po-

larization of reflected sunlight. This chapter can roughly be

divided into three parts. First, various observational data

and interpretations found in the literature are reviewed. This

is followed by a detailed description of the numerical tech-

niques used. In the last part of this chapter the results of

the model calculations are presented and discussed.

All computations reported in this thesis were performed

on the CDC Cyber 170-750 computer of SARA (Academic Computer

Centre Amsterdam).
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C H A P T E R

SCATTERING MATRIX AND PHASE MATRIX

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chanter fundamental concepts and relations are

discussed which will be used in the following chapters. First

we review some representations of polarized light. Polariza-

tion parameters are introduced and their rotation properties

are discussed. The next section is devoted to scattering of

polarized light by a volume-element containing particles. The

scattering matrix and the expansion of its elements in gener-

alized spherical functions is treated. The transport equation

for polarized light in a plane-parallel atmosphere is given

in Sect. 2.4. Here, we also introduce an azimuthal Fourier

decomposition for the so-called phase matrix and for the re-

flection and transmission matrices. In the following section

we derive an expansion for the phase matrix in terms of gener-

alized spherical functions. In the final section we present a

number of model scattering matrices which are later used for

testing the numerical methods developed in Chapters 4, 5 and

6, and for the presentation of some results.

2.2 REPRESENTATIONS OF POLARIZED MGHT

In this section we give a short review of representations

of polarized light. Consider a plane--.rave solution of Maxwell's

equations travelling in the z-direction. The components of the

electric field in two perpendicular directions (defined by the

unit vectors e and e ) can be expressed as



E = a • exp[i (uit-kz-e^)] (2.1)

and

E = a • exp[i(wt-kz - cr) ] , (2.2)

where u is the circular frequency and k is the wave number.

The amplitudes a and a ,and the phase constants E ( and cr are

real quantities. The direction of propagation is the direction

of the vector product e x e . Real polarization parameters are

defined as

Q = E
? .

E « " E r E r = <~ar ' (2-4)

V = E ?E*+E rE* = 2a(ar cos A, (2.5)

V = i(EpE* -E^E*) = 2a,,ar sin's, (2.6)

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation and the phase

difference 6 is given by

Thr parameter I represents the specific intensity, omitting a

constant factor common to all four parameters. The parameters

Q, U and V, which have the same dimension as I, describe the

state of polarization. The definitions (2.3) through (2.7) are

consistent with those given by Chandrasekhar (1950) and Van de

Hulst (1957).

After a rotation about the z-axis the reference system

(eJ,,er) is replaced by (e^,e^). Let us consider a rotation

through a positive angle a (i.e. considered anticlockwise when

looking in the direction of propagation). In the primed refer-

ence system we find [see Fig. ?.1]

EJ = E} cos a + E^ sin u (2.8)



and

E' = -E„ sin a + E cos a. (2.9)

Fig. 2.1 Rotation of the reference plane through an angle a about the positive z-axis.

The relations between the polarization parameters in the two

reference systems are then given by

I1 = I,

Q' = Q cos 2a + U sin 2a ,

U' = -Q sin 2a + U cos 2 a ,

V' = V.

In vector notation this can be written as

I' = L(a)I,

where the intensity vector I is defined by

I = (I,Q,U,V} = I

0

u
v

= I I

I 3

In

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

and the rotation matrix Ha) by



1 0 0 0

0 cos 2a sin 2i 0

0 -s in 2« cos 2u 0

0 0 0 1

(2.16)

This rotation matrix can be diagonalized by the introduction

of complex polarization parameters [see Kuscer and Ribaric

(1959)]. In our notation these parameters are given by

(2.17)

'o+ iu

I + V

I - V

IQ- iU

fï,
I n

I - ti

Ï - -

Remark that the indices in Eq. (2.15) run from 1 to 4, whereas

in Eq. (2.17) we have indices 2, 0, -0 and -2. The relation

between the two representations is

I = T (2.18)

with

T =

0 1 i 0 ]

1 0 0 11

1 0 0 -1 ]
[ 0 1 -i 0 j

(2.19)

The inverse relation is

(2.20)

where T 1 denotes the inverse of T. We easily obtain



0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1

-i 0 0 i

0 1 - 1 0

(2.21)

Relation (2.14) can be transformed into

(2.22)

with

L» =

• e - l - 2 a

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

e i-2a

(2.23)

or, for each component separately, into

X' =
m

Ï (m=±0,±2) (2.24)

The parameter set {I,Q,U,V} used by Chandrasekhar (1950)

and Van de Hulst (1957) is not the set used by Kuscer and

Ribaric (1959), here denoted by {I ,Q„_,U ,v}. From the

rotation properties of the electric field given by Kuscer and

Ribaric (1959), and a comparison of their reference system

with ours, we find

= ±E„ and E 2 = +E (2.25)

Substituting Eqs. (2.25) into the definitions of the polariza-

tion parameters given by Kuscer and Ribaric (1959) we obtain

the identifications



(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

Using these identifications, it can be shown [see Hovenier and

Van der Mee (1983)] that the results for multiple scattering

in the paper of Kuscer and Ribaric (1959) are correct.

A geometrical description of an elliptically polarized

plane wave can be given as follows. The endpoint of the elec-

tric vector will trace an ellipse whose orientation is given

by an angle x [see Fig. 2.2], where 0 t . •- ••. If the electric

vector traces the ellipse in the clockwise direction, when

looking in the direction of propagation, we call the polariza-

tion right-handed. We further introduce an angle t> 1 [- :-/4 , -/4 ] .

In absolute value the tangent of a is equal to the ratio be-

tween the minor and the major axes of the ellipse. The sign of

E is positive for right-handed polarization and negative for

left-handed polarization. It can then be shown [cf. Van de

Hulst (1957; Sect. 5.1)] that

sin 21- = V/(0"+Ur+V") 2 , (2.30)

> 2l

Fig. 2.2 The ellipse traced by the electric vector of a right-handed polarized beam

of light. The direction of propagation is into the paper.



and

tan 2x = U/Q. (2.31)

The first polarization parameter, I, represents the specific

intensity (W • m"'? • sr"' -Hz"1) of the wave. The remaining three

parameters specify the ratio between the minor and the major

axes of the ellipse, the handedness and the position angle >

(Q having the same sign as cos 2X).

In writing down Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) we assumed that a,,,

a , c and c are constants. Actual licjht, however, consists

of many "wave-trains" in rapid succession. The four quantities

a}, a , Ef and c are subject to irregular changes since the

duration of a wave-train is in the order of 10"1" second. We

may, however, still speak of a completely polarized beam of

light if the ratio a,/a and S(=ep-e ) remain absolute con-

stants. This implies that S and x are absolute constants. In

Eqs. (2.3) - (2.6) we will then have to take time averages of

the quantities involved.

For a mixture of independent streams of polarized light,

i.e. without fixed phase relations, the polarization parameters

are equal to the sum of the respective polarization parameters:

I = I I(n) ,
n

Q = X Q(n) ,
" (2.32)

U = 1 U(n) ,
n

V = I V(n) ,

where n labels the streams of light. The principle of optical

equivalence [cf. Stokes (1852)] states that two beams of light

characterized by the same set of polarization parameters cannot

be distinguished by any optical device and thus this set gives

a complete description of the intensity and state of polariza-

tion of a beam of light. For an arbitrary mixture of light one

can show that the following relation holds:

13



I' i O2 + U? + V?, (2.33)

where the equality sign is found if all individual streams of

completely polarized light have the same B and x. Natural or

unpolarized light is characterized by

Q = U = V = 0. (2.34)

According to Stokes (1852) an arbitrary mixture of light may

be regarded as a mixture of a completely polarized stream and

an independent stream of natural light. The parameter set

{I,Q,U,V} is thus resolved into the two parts

f (Q7 + U7 + V7) 5,Q,U,V} (2.35)

and

{I - (Q: + U7 + V")*,0,0,0}, (2.36)

respectively. The description of an elliptically polarized

plane wave given above [cf. Fig. 2.2 and Eqs. (2.30) and

(2.31)] is now applicable to the completely polarized stream

of light (2.35). The degree of polarization of a beam of light

is then defined by

P = (Q7 + U7 •:• V7 ) V l . (2.37)

Since for a linearly polarized beam of light V= 0 we define

the degree of linear polarization by

P, = (Q7 +V?) */I, (2.38)

and the degree of circular polarization by

Pcp = V/I. (2.39)

If U = V = 0 we will use, in addition,

1.4



Ps = -Q/I, (2.40)

so that P is positive when the vibrations of the electric

field parallel to e dominate over those parallel to e .

2.3 THE SCATTERING MATRIX

Let us now consider the scattering of a beam of light by

a volume-element of independently scattering particles. The

plane through the incident and scattered beams is called the

scattering plane. The reference systems for the incident and

scattered beams are chosen such that e and e' are perpendicu-

lar to the scattering plane. The polarization parameters

{I', Q', U', V1} of the scattered beam are linearly dependent

on the polarization parameters {I,O,U,V} of the incident beam. Up

to a multiplicative constant the scattering matrix F transforms

the intensity vector I of the incident beam into the intensity

vector I' of the scattered beam [see Van de Hulst (1957)].

For a volume-element containing randomly oriented parti-

cles, where (i) each particle has a plane of symmetry, or (ii)

particles and mirror particles are present in equal numbers,

or (iii) a mixture of (i) and (ii) is present, the scattering

matrix has the form [Van de Hulst (1957; Sect. 5.2)]

F(e) =

a,(i;| bi(a) 0 0 1

b](e) a?(0) 0 0

0 0 a3<<3) b2(o)j

0 0 -b,(a) a„(s)J

(2.41)

Here 0 is the scattering angle (0 s a i i), i.e. the angle

between the directions of the incident and the scattered beam

of light. The same form is found for Rayleigh scattering and

molecular scattering, including depolarization. The six func-

tions appearing in Eq. (2.41) are real and satisfy the
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following symmetry relations for forward (n = 0) and backward

(ii = O scattering [Van de Hulst (1957; Sect. 5.3)]

a:. (0) = a, (0) , bi(0)=b.-(0)=0, (2.42)

and

a, (n) = -ai(«) , b, (n) = br(.,) = 0. (2.43)

The scattering matrix for complex polarization parameters

[cf. Eq. (2.17)] will be denoted by F(n). This matrix can be

expanded in generalized spherical functions [Kuscer and Ribaric

(1959), Domke (1974), Hovenier and Van der Mee (1983)]. Thus

F (0) = ;: s' . P'1 (cos •<) , (2.44)
in, n „ , i i I i . m , n m , n

f=max( m , j n )

where the indices m and n run as 2,0,-0,-2. The functions

P1" (cos II) are generalized spherical functions [see Gel'fand

et al. (1963)] for which there is no difference between the

indices +0 or -0. They satisfy the relations

Pe (x) = P9' (x) =(-1)t+ra~n P': (-x). (2.45)

m, n n, m - in, n

The expansion coefficients obey the symmetry relations

Sf = s'; = Sl , (2.46)
m , n n , in - m , - n

and further one finds

Sf ,S!' = real; sl' 0 = SJ:* - . (2.47)
m , m T n , - m ' '•

The symmetry relations in Eq. (2.46) reflect reciprocity and

mirror symmetry of the scattering process [cf. Domke (1974)].

An expansion similar to the one in Eq. (2.44) can also be

derived for the elements of the scattering matrix F(6). Since

the intensity vectors I and I are linked by Eq. (2.18) we find

1 h



F (()) = T"1 • F(<)) • T . (2.48)

By explicit calculation of the matrix products in Eq. (2.48)

and use of relations (2.45) and (2.46) we find for the func-

tions in Eq. (2.41)

a x(0) = Z <SU'f „ + s',_„) P U , 3 ( C O S 0 ) , (2.49)

a?(0) = Z ( S ? j ? P J \ •> (cos 'i) + S\, ( _:. P.ï#_, (cos •:)), (2.50)
1. = 2

a,(5) = Z (SÏ :. P? .. (cos •') -sj' _; P' -?(cos':)) ,(2.51)

a,.(n) = E (S^n-S^.s) Pr , n (cos >•) , (2.52)

b,(0) = T. (Snr :• + S , # _ ? ) P Ü r , (cos .:•) , (2.53)
!'. =2

b,(o) = I -i(sO ,-sf; .,) pj , (cos '0 . (2.54)

In practice it is convenient to work with real quantities

throughout and therefore we introduce the real functions

Pf''"'(x) = i ' s • / '''+ ' S : ' • P' t (x) for m = 0, + 2 (2.55)
1S' ' and s = 0,±1, + 2, ... .

and the real expansion coefficients

,; = in,,, + s;,., , (2.56)

•«.- = S: ,? + s) ,_, , (2.57)

. ï = S-. ,.-, - § ? , _ , , (2.58)

u', = s i , n - S
!
n t-v , (2.59)

: i = SO , :• + sl ,_:- , (2.60)

;• '. = -i (SÏ, , .• - sS, -.-) • (2.61)

The factor t (• + [ s I ) !/ (> - [ s \ ) .' ] ̂ has been included in the defi-

1 7



nition of P^'m(x) for future convenience. The expansions in

Eqs. (2.49) - (2.54) may now be written as

ai (e) = E a| P° '"(cos 9) , (2.62)
11 = 0 "•

= - z (.12+03) /(s-"2) : p2'2 (cos 6) , (2.63)

a2(e)-a3(0) = - Z (03-03) / U " 2 ) ! P!'"'(WS 8) , (2.64)
1 = 2 (1 + 2)1 "•

a„<e) = l a 1 P°'°(cose) , (2.65)

bi(8) = E f?i P°' 2(cose) , (2.66)

£ = 2

b2(6) = S 62 P|!'2(cos e) . (2.67)

We remark that P°'°(x) is the usual Legendre polynomial

P (x). The expansion in Eq. (2.62) thus is the well-known ex-

pansion of the phase function, i.e. matrix element ajfa), in

Legendre polynomials.

From the orthogonality relations for generalized spherical

functions it is easy to derive the following orthogonality

relations

' d x = ~

(2.68)

Here, 6 is the Kronecker delta symbol. With the help of

this relation the expansion coefficients can be written as

18



+1
a.1 = =^~- ƒ P° ' ° (cos e) ax (O)d(cos fl) , (2.69)

-1

(02+03) = - Up- J(l~2)' ƒ V2f>
2 (cos 0) (a2(0)+a3(e))d(cos e) ,

(2.70)

J ~ +1
(«2-013) = - ^p- \> ̂ l~2) ' { P^'"2(cos6) (a2 (e)-a, (e) )d(cos 8) ,

(2.71)

1

1 pj'°(cos 0) ah (o)d(cos y) , (2,72)

-y-1 ƒ P '' (cos Ü) bi (o)d(cos •:•) , (2.73)
-1

+ 1
~ ƒ p" '7 (cos n) b? (ii)d(cos e) . (2.74)i

Recurrence relations for the functions in Eqs. (2.62) -

(2.67) can be derived from recurrence relations for the gener-

alized spherical functions Pv (x) [cf. Gel'fand et al. (1963)]
in, n

The relevant relations and initial functions for si 0 are:

)-(J+s)P^°(x) , (2.75)

(2.76)

ps,0
2 s • i- '

P°'±2(x) =-{» /6 (1-xJ) <s = 0 ) , (2.78)

19



(2.79)

(2.80)

These initial functions are completed with the relations

P^'n(x) s Ü for n < max(s,|n[). (2.81)

Very useful is the relation

P^'n(-x) = (-1)'"S Pj'""<x) (n=0,±2) (2.82)

[cf. Eqs. (2.45) and (2.55)].

Siewert (1982) has given a similar expansion of the func-

tions in Eqs. (2.62) - (2.67) using another set of basic func-

tions. With his choice the recurrence relations for two of the

four functions are coupled. In another notation, Eqs. (2.69) -

(2.74) have also been given by Siewert (1932).

So far we did not specify the normalization of the scat-

tering matrix F(e). In this work the normalization will be

l\ (e) dö = a , (2.83)

where d£2 is an element of solid angle and a the albedo for

single scattering. When light is incident on a volume-element

of particles, a certain amount of light is intercepted. Part

of it is absorbed and part of it is scattered by the particles.

The fraction of the intercepted light that is scattered is

called the albedo for single scattering. We use the terminology

conservative scattering if a = 1, non-conservative scattering
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if a < 1, and nearly-conservative scattering if (1-a)<<1.

Another important quantity is the average cosine of the

scattering angle, <cos o>, defined by

<cos 9> = ƒ Firi('l)cos8 d!!// F1#i(0)dn. (2.84)
4 it 4 v

Using formula (2.69) for the expansion coefficients <i\ one

readily finds

+ 1

a = | f a, (n)d(cos M) = :,'{• (2.85)
-1

and
+ i 1

a • <cos !i> = § ƒ ai (ii)cos 'i d(cos (l) = ^n{ . (2.86)

2.4 THE TRANSPORT EQUATION IN A PLANE-PARALLEL ATMOSPHERE

Consider a plane-parallel atmosphere containing particles

with properties as discussed in the preceding section, i.e. the

scattering matrix for a volume-element containing such parti-

cles is given by Eq. (2.41). We further assume that no change

of wavelength occurs by scattering and that there are no

lightsources in the atmosphere. Since scattering is not con-

fined to a single, fixed, plane, we will have to use some fixed

reference system to describe the intensity and state of polar-

ization of light. For this purpose we take the local meridian

plane [see Fig. 2.3] as the plane of reference, i.e. ef lies

in this plane and e is perpendicular to it. The positive z-

axis points to the zenith, and the azimuth ip is measured clock-

wise, looking to the zenith. The direction of propagation

e x e} is denoted by the coordinate pair (#,(p). Up to a multi-

plicative constant, the transformation matrix to be applied to

the intensity vector of the incident light, with direction

(SoiiPo); in order to obtain the intensity vector of the scat-

tered light, with direction (#,ip), is now given by the phase

matrix
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Fig. 2.3 Scattering of light by an volume-element of particles. The direction of the

incident light is given by t&q,it>Q) and the direction of the scattered light

by {#,«» .

= L(n-i2) • F(0) -L(-ii). (2.87)

Thus, the reference plane is rotated from the meridian plane

of incidence to the scattering plane through an angle 1 1 ( then

the transformation F(9) is applied, and finally we rotate the

reference plane to the meridian plane of the scattered beam

through an angle i2.

Instead of the coordinate pair (#,tp) we will usually take

the coordinate pair (u,ip), where

u = - cos (2.88)

In the following section, we shall give formulae to express

cos 8, ix and i; in the directions (u,ip) and (uo,ipo) .

Vie now introduce the optical depth in the atmosphere as [see

Fig. 2.4]
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T 0

T h

l

u < 0

^ * u > 0

top

bottom

Fig. 2.4 Specification of the parameters used to describe a plane-parallel atmosphere.

Ths azimuth angle y) is measured clockwise when looking in the positive z-

direction. The positive z-direction is pointing to the zenith.

= ƒ ke.,t dz, (2.89)

where k is the volume-extinction coefficient (dimension:_ext

length"1) and b the optical thickness of the atmosphere. For

b < °° we use the term finite atmosphere and for b = °° the term

semi-infinite atmosphere. In a similar way as given by

Chandrasekhar (1950; Chapter 1) we may now derive the equation

of transport for polarized light:

(2.90)

2v -i-1

O -1
' )d(cos dip'

This equation, describing the specific intensity (and other po-

larization parameters) in the atmosphere, has to be solved imposing

certain boundary conditions. Furthermore, from now on, unless

explicitly stated otherwise, we will assume that the phase ma-

trix does not depend on the optical depth, T. For such an at-

mosphere we will use the term homogeneous atmosphere.
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Instead of solving Eq. (2.90) directly we may introduce a

Fourier series expansion and obtain an equation for each

Fourier coefficient. Let us first note that the phase matrix

depends only on the azimuth difference (ip-ip0), and therefore

we will further use the following notation for the phase ma-

trix: Z(u,u0 ;<p-iPo) • If "
e use I(T,U,IP) for the intensity vector,

the transport equation may be written as

- 2 7T +1

-T- j ƒ4ir
jU' ;ip-ip'):i(T,u' ,ip')du'd(p' . (2.91)

0 -1

The phase matrix obeys the following symmetry relation

£(u,u' ; o'-tp) = D • £(u,u' ;u>-ip') - D , (2.92)

where D = diag(1,1,-1,-1) , (2.93)

as derived by Hovenier (1969). If we now expand the phase ma-

trix in a Fourier series as

£(u,uo;<p-<po) = 0) Z*lu,u,|cos

+ 2 E Z (u,uo)sin
m=l ~ s

(2.94)

we find, using Eq. (2.92), that Zm and Zm have the forms

Z™(u,u0) =
u,u0) £
0 Z?(U,UG)

(2.95)

for m = 0 , 1, 2, ,

and
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l Z2(u,u„)
Z (u,u,| = (2.96)

~S Z?(u,u0) 0

for m = 1, 2, 3,

Here, J0 denotes the 2 x 2 zero-matrix. The matrices Z™ (i= 1,2,

3,4) are 2 x 2 matrices. For the intensity vector we find the

Fourier series

I(t,u,ip) = Z (2-6 n) [I
m(T,u)cosnup + I (t,u)sin imp] (2.97)

m=0
With

I°(T,U) = 0, (2.98)

where 0 is the zero-vector (4 elements). This expansion, i.e.

Eq. (2.97), may also be written as

I(T,u,<p> = E (2-5 )[K?(ip) • I ? ( T , U ) + KZ((P) - I 2 ( T , U ) ] ,

(2.99)

where

Kx (ip) = diag( cos imp, cos racp, sin imp, sin mip) , (2.100)

K™(cp) = diag(-sin imp, -sin nup, cos mip, cos mcp) , (2.101)

IT(T,U) = J(E+D)I°(T,UJ + i(E-D)I°(T,u), (2.102)

I?(T,U> = J(E-D)I™(T,U) - i(E+D)I™(T,u) . (2.103)

Here, E is the 4 x 4 unit matrix. VJe shall call I™(T,U) and

I?(T,U) the intensity vectors of type 1 and 2, respectively.

Before returning to the transport equation, we give the famil-

iar orthogonality relations for sines and cosines
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2 ir
1
- ƒ c o s m(ip-cp' ) c o s n( ip ' - ip o)dcp ' =

1
— ƒ sin m((p-<p') sin n ((p'-iPo)dip'
71 0

1

— ƒ c o s m(ip-(p') s i n n ((p'-cp 0) dip'

( 1+6 . ) 6 c o s m(ip-(Po) ,0 , m m , n
( 2 . 1 0 4 )

( 1 - 6 _ ) Ö c o s m(ip- tp 0 ) ,
u r m m , n

( 2 . 1 0 5 )

( 2 . 1 0 6 )

After some algebra insertion of Eqs. (2.94) and (2.99) into

Eq. (2.91) will yield the following set of transport equations

+ 1

ƒ (2.107)

for i = 1,2 and m z 0 .

The matrices Zm(u,u') are defined by

Z°(u,u') = Z°(u,u'] (m= 0) (2.108)

and

Zm(u,u') = ,\i') -DZ m(u,u') (m>0) (2.109)

For m> 0 we thus find [cf. Eqs. (2.95) and (2.96)]

m 1
Zm(u,u') =

zT(u,u')

zT(u,u')
(2.110)

A remarkable fact is that 1-^ (T ,U) and ^?(T,U) satisfy the same

transport equation. In general, however, the equation has to

be solved for different boundary conditions.

For the azimuth independent term in the Fourier decompo-

sition (m=0) we find that Eq. (2.107) represents two 2-vector
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equations [see Eqs. (2.98), (2.102), (2.103) and (2.108)]. The

third and fourth elements of ^J(T,U) are zero, so we may es-

sentially replace this 4-vector by the 2-vector (1,0}. Further,

the first and second element of 1^(t,u) are zero and this vec-

tor may be replaced by the 2-vector (U,V). This procedure can

be utilized to reduce numerical work to be performed.

For the azimuth dependent terms (m > 0) the Fourier decom-

position given by Eqs. (2.99) - (2.103) replaces the coupled

pair of intensity vectors I™(T,U) and I™(T,U) by the uncoupled

pair of intensity vectors I]"(T,U) and I™(x,u). This decoupling

facilitates both analytical and numerical work.

Equation (2.91) is replaced by the set of equations (2.107) in

order to reduce the number of angular variables, which makes

the analytical approach simpler. Furthermore, this reduction

of angular variables also reduces the computer storage require-

ments for the numerical solution of the transport equation.

Essentially the same set of equations [Eqs. (2.107)] was de-

rived by Siewert (1981), using a different approach [see also

Hovenier- and Van der Mee (1983)].

In general, we do not wish to solve the transport equa-

tion for all optical depths but we are mainly interested in

the solution at the boundaries, i.e. for T = 0 and T = b.

Consider, therefore, the following situation. A plane-parallel,

homogeneous, atmosphere of optical thickness b on top of a per-

fectly absorbing ground is illuminated at the top by a uni-

directional beam of light having- a direction (uoi<Po)- The

boundary conditions in this situation are:

I(O,M,ip) = 6 (u-uol « (ip-iPo) "£ (2.111)

and

I(b,-vi,<p) = 0 , (2. 112)

where the first element of nF is the net flux per unit area

normal to the beam. In addition to the variable u we also use

at boundaries the variable u= |u|e[0,1]. The intensity vectors
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of the reflected and transmitted light may now be written as

I(O,-v,<s>) = R(y,uo ;<n-cpo) Mo F (2.113)

and
-b/uo

J(b,y,tp) = T(p,g0 ;(p"tPo) Uo F + e S (yu o) <5 (tp-<Po) K£ ,

(2.114)

where by definition R(M , M 0 ;ip-tp0) is the reflection matrix and

T(M, MO ;<p-ifo) is the transmission matrix. The first term on the

r.h.s. of Eq. (2.114) describes the diffusely transmitted

light and the second term the directly transmitted light.

Since the reflection and transmission matrices satisfy the

symmetry relations

R(p,Mo;«>o-<P) = D R(u,Uo;<P-<Po)D (2.115)

and

T()i,Mo ;<Po~iP) = D T(y ,uo ;U>-tPo)D (2.116)

[Hovenier (1969)] , we may use a similar expansion as for the

phase matrix [see Eqs. (2.94) - (2.96) and Eqs. (2.108) - (2.110)].

After making azimuthal Fourier decompositions we find

Im(0,n) = } Mn-Uo)F. , (2.117)

I™(b,-u) = 0 , (2.118)

-b/Mo
= Tm(y,u„)uo Fi + | e 6(u-Mo)F. , (2.120)

I™(0,-u) = Rm(y,uo)uc li , (2.119)

a n d

I™(b

where [cf. Eqs. (2.102) and (2.103)]

Fi = i(E+ D)F (2.121)

and
F2 = i(E - D)F . (2.122)
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Similarly, for illumination at the bottom by a unidirectional

beam of light we find the boundary conditions

I(b,-u,(p) = 6 (IJ-UO) S <cp-iDo) «F (2.123)

and

I(O,y,tp) = 0. (2.124)

The reflected and transmitted intensity vectors are now

I(b,u,<p) = R*(iJ,uo;'P-<Po) Mo F (2.125)

and

* o
J(O,-y,ip) = T (P,MO ;<P-iPo) Mo F + e il F S (p-u 0) S (ip-ipo) ,

(2.126)

where the asterisk denotes incident light from below. According

to Hovenier (1969),

R (u,Uo;iP-<Po) = £ R(UFUO ;u>-ip0) D (2.127)

and

T (u,Mo;ip-tPi,) = D T(u,p0 ;cp-tpo) D . (2.128)

Numerical methods to determine the reflection and trans-

mission matrices for homogeneous plane-parallel atmospheres

will be given in Chapter 4 (semi-infinite atmospheres) and in

Chapter 5 (finite atmospheres).

If an arbitrary distribution of light is incident at the

top we proceed as follows. The intensity vector of the incident

liaht 1(0,u,<p) is written as
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2 Tl 1. 2 Tl 1

1(0,HA") = - ƒ ƒ « (u-u') <5 (m-to') • •> 1(0,u' ,tp') du ' dtp' .

° ° ~ (2.129)

The integrals in Eq. (2.129) represent a superposition of uni-

directional beams of light. Usina this superposition also for

the intensity vectors of the reflected and transmitted light,

we find [cf. Eqs. (2.111) - (2.114)]

1(0,-ii,to) = 1 ƒ ƒ R(|JfM' ;io-<p') u
1 1(0,i.1 ,»' )du' dip' (2.130)

0 0

and

- 2 - 1
I(b,u,ip) = - ƒ ƒ T<u , M1 7(JO-IP') M ' 1(0,u' ,w')d,i' dtp'

;1 o o

+ e " b / y I (0,n,ip) . (2.131)

After making an azimuthal Fourier decomposition we find for

the reflected light

I™(O,-i.) = ƒ jRm(w,u
1)2n1 I™(O,u')dv,' (2.132)

and for the transmitted liaht

,.,J = ƒ T m(! J,, J' " b / u

(2.133)



In a similar way we may derive expressions analogous to the

ones in Eqs. (2.129) - (2.132) for an atmosphere illuminated at

the bottom by an arbitrary distribution of light. Thus, the

reflection and transmission matrices of an atmosphere give a

complete description of its reflection and transmission pro-

perties.

In determining the radiation field inside or at the boun-

daries of an atmosphere two approximations are frequently used.

In the first approximation one ignores polarization and uses

only the intensity. This amounts to putting all matrix ele-

ments in the scattering matrix [cf. Eq. (2.41)] and the phase

matrix [cf. Eqs. (2.87), (2.94), (2.108) and (2.109)] equal

to zero except the matrix element (1,1). The intensity vector

,1 - {I,Q,U,V} is then replaced by the first element, I. This

situation will, for obvious reasons, be called the scalar case.

This approximation will lead to reasonable results for the

intensity in many cases, as was reported by Hansen (1971) and

Hovenier (1971) . In the second approximation one assumes that

the coupling between the {I,Q,U}-part and the {V}-part of the

intensity vector is negligible. Numerical calculations per-

formed by Hansen (1971) have shown that this so-called 3x3—

approximation leads to (very) good results for scattering by

spherical aerosols. Thus, if one is not interested in circular

polarization only the 3-vector {I,Q,U} may be considered,

which amounts to removing the fourth row and fourth column in

the scattering matrix and in the phase matrix. The use of this

approximation considerably decreases computing time and memory

storage requirements.
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2.5 EXPANSION OF THE PHASE MATRIX

As we have seen in the preceding section, the phase matrix

can be expressed as [cf. Eq. (2.87)]

,Z(u,Uo ;(p-cp0) = L(n-i2) • F(e) • M-ij) . (2.134)

The angles e, ii and i2 can be expressed in u, u0 and (ip-(po)

using spherical trigonometry [see Hovenier (1969)], viz.

cose = uu 0 + (l-u^CI-uS)* cos(<p-<D0) , (2.135)

-U + Uo • COS 8
cosii = T r f (2.136)

±(1-COS2 6) (1-Uo)

-Uo + U • COS 6

cos i2 = r r , (2.137)
+(1-cos2 8)M1-u !) J

where in Eqs. (2.136) and (2.137) the plus sign has to betaken

for IT < ip-(po < 2TT and the minus sign for 0 < ip-ip0 < n. When the

denominators in these equations become zero the appropriate

limits must be taken [Hovenier (1971, Appendix)]. Further, we

use for 8 is ii or i2:

sin 26 = 2(1-cos2 B)^ cos 8 , (2.138)

cos 23 = 2 cos2 S- 1 • (2.139)

In order to calculate the coefficients for an expansion of the

phase matrix as in Eq. (2.94), we can use the orthogonality

relations for sines and cosines [cf. Eqs. (2.104) - (2.106)].
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Subsequently, we can construct the desired matrices £m(u,u0)

using Eqs. (2.108) and (2.109). The matrices £m(u,u') can,

however, also be expressed directly in the expansion coeffi-

cients of the scattering matrix [cf. Eqs. (2.56) - (2.61)].

To do this we start with complex polarization parameters and

write

Z(u,u, ;»-<!>(,) = L(u-i2) -P(0) -Lt-ii). (2.140)

The rotation matrices are now the diagonal matrices [cf. Eqs.

(2.22) and (2.23) ]

£(a) = diagle i ' 2 o i , 1 , 1 , e i ' 2 a ) . (2.141)

The (m,n)-element of the phase natrix (m,n= ±0,±2) can thus be

written as

Z (ufu„;ip-<Po) = e
1'"113 • F (cos e) • e 1 ' " 1 1 . (2.142)

The (m,n)-element of the scattering matrix can be expanded in

generalized spherical functions. Using Eq. (2.44) we find

I (u,u0 ;*-*„)= I Si e 1 ' - P ^

(2.143)
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The addition theorem for generalized spherical functions [see

Gel'fand et al. (1963), Hovenier and Van der Mee (1983; Appen-

dix) ] reads

e1""1' • Pl (cos o) • e 1 - n i l =

T. <-1)SPf (u)Pl (u„)-e-is(lD-C°3) (2.144)
s , m s , n

I

Substitution of Eq. (2.144) into Eq. (2.143) yields the expres-

sion

Z ( u , u „ ; y > - i p „ ) = V Z s ( u , u , ) • e " 1 * itp~<s>'>' , ( 2 . 1 4 5 )
ra, n _ _ m , n

w h e r e

Z s ( u , u „ ) = ( - 1 ) a Z P ' ; ( u ) S l P ' : ( u , ) . ( 2 . 1 4 6 )
m , n ii _ f . I s , I» m , n s , n

The matrix with elements given by Eg. f2.146) can be written

as

Zs(u,u„) = (-1)H >: P'.(U) S' P^(u^) , (2.147)
~ C = | s | ~ K ~

where P (u) is the diaaonal matrix

(2.148)

and S is element (m,n) of the matrix S .
m , n ~

Returning to the real polarization parameters (I,Q,U,V)

we may write Eq. (2.14 5) as

Z(u,u0;tp-u)0) = 1 z;s(u,uD) • e-
101*"*0' . (2.149)

s = -'"

From Eqs. (2.94) and (2.149) we find that
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2

and

Z™(u,u„) = 1[Z m(u,u<,) +|m(u,u0) ] (2.150)

Z™(u,u„) = i[?"m(u,u0) - Z
m(u,u0)] . (2.151)

Equations (2.92) and (2.149) lead us to the conclusion that

Combining Eqs. (2.108), (2.109), (2.150) and (2.151) we find

z"(u,u,| = j(E-iD) 2~m(u,u,) + i(E+iD) |'"(u,u0). (2.153)

Application of Eq. (2.152) to the first term on the r.h.s. of

this result then

Z (u,u„) = ^-(E+iD) Z (u,u„) (E-iD) . (2.154)

Since [cf. Eqs. (2.18), (2.145) and (2.149)]

!Zn(u,u„) = T"1 £m(u,u„) T (2.155)

and

•j(E-iD) (E + iD) = E , (2.156)

we readily find from Eqs. (2.147) and (2.154) that

Zm(u,u<j) = t ,, ml ', Q(u) S Q"(U 0) . (2.157)
f. =ln

Here we define

"' T(E-iD) (2.158)

. (2.159)



After some straightforward algebra we find that

I
ai
,1 I
Si ot2

«3

- 0 2 01M

(2.160)

and

0

0

0

(U)

(2.161)

In this derivation we used the definitions given by Eqs.

(2.55) - (2.61).

Equation (2.157) is the desired expression for !Zm(u,Uo)

in terms of the coefficient matrix Sl [cf. Eqs. (2.62) - (2.67)

and Eq. (2.160)]. In practice the series in Eqs. (2.62) - (2.67)

are truncated after a certain number of terms. The summations

in these equations then run from i = 0 or 2 to I = N, where N

depends on the required accuracy. The summations in Eq. (2.157)

will then run from I = m to 8. = N, and we find that ^"(u^o) =£

for m > N.

An important feature of Eq. (2.157) is the separation of

the variables u and u 0, which is well-known for the scalar

case [cf. Chandrasekhar (1950), Sobolev (19"5)]. An equation

similar to Eq. (2.157) was first given by Siewert (1981),

using a different procedure [see also Hovenier and Van der Mee

(1983)].

For numerical calculations it is expedient to diagonalize
n

the matrix Q m(u), since this reduces computer storage require-
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ments and facilitates the manipulation of these matrices. This
n

diagonalizat.' n for m > 0 [Qo (u) is a diagonal matrix] can be

obtained us-rig

T

Sa = Si

0

0

0

0

1
/2
1
/2
0

1
/2

_J_

0

(2.162)

in the following way. We write

(2.163)

where

. (2.164)

Equation U.157) may now be written as

with

(H-m) I

x, = in

(2.165)

(2.166)

= s. • s11 • s:1 (2.167)

Vie remark that P™' (u) is the associated Legendre func-

tion P™(u). The expression for the (1,1)-element of £m(u,u0)

thus is the well-known expansion of the phase function.

The matrices £m(u,u0) satisfy some symmetry relations,

which are often useful and reduce the effort in determining
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these matrices using Eq. (2.157). From the symmetry relations

for Z (u,u0 ;<p-iPo) given by Hovenier (1969) we find

Z"'( u, u0) = 3„ [Zm(u„,u)]T g„ , (2.168)

Zm(-u,-u„) = g, [Zm(uc,u)]
T g, , (2.169)

where T denotes matrix transposition,

q? = diagd ,1,-1,1) (2.170)

and

q„ = diagd ,1,1,-1). (2.171)

These symmetry relations also follow directly from Eqs.(2.157),

(2.160) , (2.161) and (2.82) .

Hovenier (1969) also derived some symmetry relations for

the reflection and transmission matrices. The relation corre-

sponding to Eq. (2.169) is

Rm(u,u„) = g,[R™(ï»,u|]T q- (2.172)

and the one corresponding to Eq. (2.168) is

Tm(u,u„) = q,.[Tm(:,„,u)]
T q„ . (2.173)

These relations are useful for checking purposes and for re

ducing computing time in numerical work.

Finally, we consider the series expansion given by Eq.

(2.157) from a numerical point of view. As has been mentioned

in the beginning of this section, the matrices Zra(u,u,-,) can

also be obtained by using the orthogonality relations .or

sines and cosines. Numerical tests performed by J.F. de Haan

(1983), however, have shown that for practical cases the latter

procedure is a factor of 4 to 10 slower than explicit use of

the series expansion in Eq. (2.157). The series expansion is



thus not only a more elegant way to obtain the phase matrices

Zm(u,Uo), but also a faster one. For these reasons the series

expansion method is to be preferred.

2.6 MODEL SCATTERING MATRICES

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6 we will illustrate some numerical

procedures with results for a number of scattering models.

These model scattering matrices will be presented and discus-

sed in this section. The first one is molecular scattering,

including depolarization and absorption [see Chandrasekhar

(1950; Sects. 17 and 18)]. For this type of scattering we find

a,(n] = a c |(cos ? n + 1) + a(1-c) , (2.174)

a? (0> = a c |(cos'' n + 1) , (2.175)

a,(e) = a c | cos n , (2.176)

a,(u) = a d | cos <l , (2.177)

bj(9) = a c |(cos r e-1) , (2.178)

b p (fi) = 0 , (2.179)

with c = 2(1-p)/(2+p) , (2.180)

d = 2(1-2p)/(2+p) , (2.181 )

where p is the so-called depolarization factor. The expansion

coefficients of the scattering matrix are given in Table 2.1.

Rayleigh scattering, i.e. p = 0, will be called model R.

In addition to the simple molecular scattering matrix,

also realistic aerosol scattering matrices will be included,

in order to test the numerical procedures for situations which

may occur in practice. For this purpose we select four cases

of so-called Mie scattering, i.e. scattering by homogeneous

spherical particles. Two tvpes of particle size distributions
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Table 2.1 The expansion coefficients of the scattering matrix

for molecular scattering.

I

0

1

2

-\
£

a

0

I
"2

0

0

3 ac

I

0

0

0

I

0

| a d

0

B^

0

0

4-

BI

0

0

0

have been used. The first one is», 'the gamma distribution

n(r) =
1

l-3b

ab-r((1-2

ab (2.182)

as discussed by e.g. Hansen and Travis (1974). Here, r is the

particle radius, rdenotes the gamma function, and a and b are

parameters. The second one is Deirmendjian's (1969) modified

gamma distribution, here parameterized as

n(r) - r^feiy-6)
a+1

e . ( 2 . 1 8 3 )

Both distributions are normalized to one, i.e. the number of

particles per unit volume is one. A convenient characterization

of scattering models is given by the effective size parameter

eff G= g ƒ n ( r ) • Trr x • dr , (2.184)

where x = —- and G is the average geometrical cross section of
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the particles, i .e.

G = ƒ n(r) • itr2 • dr , (2.185)

and the effective variance of the distribution

1
eff

ƒ n(r) • Ttr2 - (x-xeff )
2 dr . <2.186)

In Eqs. (2.184) - (2.186) the factor ir! has been included as a

measure for the extinction cross section C , which is for
ext'

large particles roughly equal to twice the geometrical cross

section [see Van de Hulst (1957)].

Table 2.2 Parameters and <cos e> for the model scattering matrices.

model

A

B

C

D

1

n
r

.45

1-44

1

1

.33

.33

X

0.

0.

0.

0.

lim)

55

55

70

70

a =

a =

r
c

a =

size

0.23

1.05

= 0.07

2.2 u

distribution

UB, b= 0.18

um, b = 0.07

\M, a= 2, y = i

m, b<0.07

x

2

11

4

19

eff

.628

.995

.3^0

.747

1

0

0

0

0

'eff

.180

.070

.418

.070

< cosS>

0.72100

0

0

0

.71800

.80420

.80188

The data defining the model scattering matrices, with

some characteristic quantities, are listed in Table 2.2. The

aerosols are assumed to be conservatively scattering, i.e.

nL = 0, the complex index of refraction being denoted by

m = nj.-i.ni. Model A was found by Kawabata et al. (1980) for

the Venus haze particles from an analysis of Pioneer Venus

polarization data. For model B we chose the well-known Venus

cloud particles as deduced by Hansen and Hovenier (1974) from
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F34/F11

- model A
• model B

model C
model D

Fig. 2.5 Illustration of the behaviour of the elements of the model scattering matrices.



earthbound polarimetry. Model C is Deirmendjian's water haze L

for a wavelength X = 0.70 ym. To include a model with large ef-

fective size parameter and sharp features, we also constructed

a separate model, called D. The behaviour of the elements

of the model scattering matrices is depicted in Fig. 2.5,

where it should be noted that ai (S) = aj (6) and a3 (6) = ai, (8)

for Mie scattering. For model A we find smooth curves without

considerable diffraction (near 8 = 0°) and glory (near 8 = 180°)

peaks. The degree of polarization for scattering of unpolar-

ized light, -bx(0)/ai(8)f is small if compared with Rayleigh

scattering and changes sign. As x increases diffraction and

glory become more prominent, while at the same time -bi(e)/

ai(o) becomes more structured. Rainbow-like features are found

in a! (6) at 8RJ165° for models B and C, and at the angles

8» 145° and 9«170° for model D. Corresponding features in the

other three curves can readily be identified.

The numerical procedures required to calculate the scat-

tering matrices for these models have been discussed by De

Rooij and Van der Stap (1984). These authors also discuss

methods to determine the expansion coefficients and give numer-

ical results for models A, B, C and D, which are expected to be

correct to all decimals given (being ten, five, seven and five

decimals,respectively). We will use the coefficients given by

De Rooij and Van der Stap (1984) and assume that these are

exact.

In tost calculations we will simulate absorption by multi-

plication of the expansion coefficients, and thus the scatter-

ing matrix, by an albedo for single scattering a< 1. We found

this to be a good approximation for nearly-conservative scat-

tering, while the structure of the matrix elements remains

roughly the same for 0.6 < a < 1.

For the scalar case the following phase functions will be

used. First of all the widely used Henyey-Greenstein phase

function [see e.g. Van de Hulst (1980), Sobolev (1975)]
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(e) = Fu^(a,g,8) =
 a ( 1 9 ? ) , -1 < g < 1 ,

(2.187)

H G '\ / -}

" - 2gcos e) '

where a is the albedo for single scattering. It was introduced

by Henyey and Greenstein (1941) in their explanation of the

diffuse galactic light [see e.g. Van de Hulst (1980;Sect.20.5)].

This phase function, which is often very useful in practice,

is a smooth analytic function of cos 8 . The average cosine of

the scattering angle <cos 8> =g. The expansion coefficients of

this phase function are

„i = a(2«+1)ge. (2.188)

This model includes isotropic scattering

a3(B) = a, ai = a • fifl e , (2.189)

by taking g = 0 . If g> 0 forward scattering dominates and if

g < 0 backward scattering. In addition, we will also use

Irvine's (1965) model phase function, approximating the phase

function of a maritime haze. This phase function is the double

Henyey-Greenstein phase function

ai(B) = F (a,8) = 0.9724 • F (a,0.824,0) +
MM H Lt

+ 0.0276 • F (a,-0.55,0) , (2.190)
HG

the average cosine of the scattering angle being <cos 8>

0.78608.
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C H A P T E R 3

REFLECTION OF POLARIZED LIGHT BY PLANE SEMI-

INFINITE HOMOGENEOUS ATMOSPHERES I . THEORY

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we study the reflection of light by a

plane semi-infinite homogeneous atmosphere. The main goal is

the analysis of a nonlinear integral equation for Rra (u , u.-) ,

i.e. the m-th Fourier component of the reflection matrix.

This equation is the basis of the numerical procedure to de-

termine the reflection matrix, described in the next chapter.

The well-known nonlinear integral equation for the re-

flection matrix will be derived in Sect. 3.2. This equation

was first presented by Ambartsumyan (1942, 1943a,b) for the

scalar case, i.e. ignoring polarization. In the derivation he

used a so-called principle of invariance. The derivation pre-

sented here is based on the version given by Chandrasekhar

(1950) for the scalar case.

In Sect. 3.3 we will consider the eigenmode expansion

method for solving the transport equation. This method is due

to Van Kampen (1955, 1960) and Case (1960). The former used

the method in an investigation of plasma oscillations. Both of

them showed the power of the method in a study of isotropic

neutron scattering. In the literature the eigenmode expansion

method is usually called the Van Kampen-Case method or the

Case method, since especially the work of Case (1960) attracted

attention and stimulated further research. The method was ex-

tended to anisotropic scattering by Mika (1961), and was great-

ly popularized by the monograph of Case and Zweifel (1967). A

thorough review of the literature on the method up to 1972 was
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given by McCormick and Kuscer (1973). The eigenmode expansion

method has also been used for polarized light. First by Siewert

and Fraley (1967) for scattering by free electrons and later

by Bond and Siewert (1971) for scattering by molecules. Domke

(1975a,b) extended the method to more general types of scat-

tering, such as Mie scattering. Contrary to Domke (1975a,b) ,

who used complex polarization parameters, we shall only use

real polarization parameters. The same choice was recently

made by Siewert and Pinheiro (1982), in a related work. In ad-

dition to discussing the eigenmode solutions, we shall also

derive a linear singular integral equation for the reflection

matrix. The scalar equivalent of this equation was derived by

Sobolev, first for simple types of scattering [cf. Sobolev

(1963)] and later for more general cases [cf. Sobolev (1975)].

The derivation given here is based on the one presented by

Pahor and Kuscer (1966) for the scalar case.

In the last section of this chapter we will examine the

nonuniqueness of solutions of the nonlinear integral equation

mentioned above. Chandrasekhar (1950) found that this equation

may admit physically nonrelevant solutions. This issue was

further investigated by Busbridge (1960) and Mullikin (1964).

The latter showed that the nonlinear integral equation should

be supplemented by a set of linear constraints. Pahor and

Kuscer (1966) rederived flullikin's (1964) linear constraints

using heuristic arguments, and gave a discussion of the

"physical" and "nonphysical" solutions. A biorthogonality con-

cept introduced by McCormick and Kuscer (1966) and Pahor

(1966) for unpolarized light, was generalized for polarized

light by Domke (19751:, 1983). On employing this concept,

De Rooij and Domke (1984) found a larger set of solutions of

the nonlinear integral equation than the one given by Mullikin

(1964) in the scalar case. Here, we will follow the same ap-

proach using real instead of complex polarization parameters.

We will also show that the larger set of solutions of the non-

linear integral equation is a complete set. To obtain the lat-

ter result it is first shown that both the nonlinear integral

equation and the linear singular integral equation have a



unique solution if all linear regular constraints are taken

into account.

3.2 THE NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR THE REFLECTION MATRIX

The nonlinear integral equation for Rm()i,ii(,), the m-th

Fourier component of the reflection matrix,can be derived

along several routes. The derivation given here follows the

one given by Chandrasekhar (1950; Sects. 29 and 30) for the

scalar case. Let us consider the situation sketched in Sect.

2.4. A plane semi-infinite homoaeneous atmosphere is illumi-

nated by a parallel beam of light. We then find for the

Fourier coefficients of the intensity vector

Im(0,y) = I & (u-uo) F. (3.1)

and

I™(0,-ii) = Rm (p,„|„ Fi , <3.2)

where 1=1 or 2 and mi 0. The transport equation is now writ-

ten as

°(T,U) + B ™ < T , U ) (3.3)

with
+ 1

B™(T,U) = 1 ƒ j'lu.u'lljlt.u'ldu' (3.4)

[cf. Eq. (2.107)]. Substitution of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) into

Eq. (3.4) for T = 0 yields the following result

Bm(0,u) = ±[Zm(u,u„) + 2 ƒ Zm(u,-u')Rm(u',Mo))'» du'] F. . (3.5)
0 ~ ~ 1

In the next step of the derivation we will use

Arabartsumyan's (1942, 1943a,b) principle of invariance. Con-

sider the radiation field for a virtual boundary at optical

depth TO [see fig. 3.1]. If we remove the finite slab with
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.T=0

X = T„

Fig. 3.1 A semi-infinite atmosphere illuminated by a parallel beam of light.

Reflected light and internal radiation at a virtual boundary T = To are

indicated.

0 s T < TO» the remaining part will be a serai-infinite atmosphere

with the same reflection matrix as the total atmosphere. Light

travelling upward, i.e. in directions -1 s u < 0, can thus be

considered as reflected light with incident direction 0 < u s 1.

We thus find, using Eq. (2.132),

l
= 2 Rm(u,M')u' I™(T„,u')du' (3.6)

By differentiation we find from this equation

= > 5
(3.7)

The derivatives in Eq. (3.7) can be eliminated using Eq. (3.3).

In the result we then substitute the expression for Bra(0,±u)

given by Eq. (3.5) and use Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). A rearrange-

ment of terms then yields the desired nonlinear integral equa-

tion for the m-th Fourier component of the reflection matrix:
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o)R (u,uo) = 4" £ (-Vino

+ i v ƒ R m(M,P 1)Z m(y
O ~

1
+ J N | Zm(-M,-y1)Rra

l l
+ uu, ƒ ƒ Rm(M,u

1)Zm(g1,-,i")Rm(i,",uo)d,1
1 du". (3.8)

O O ~ ~ ~

A crucial part in the derivation is played by Eq. (3.6) , which

follows from an invariance principle, in this case the invari-

ance for removal of a finite slab from a semi-infinite atmos-

phere. Invariance principles of this kind were first introduced

in radiative transfer theory by Ambartsumyan (1942, 1943a,b).

The solutions of Eq. (3.8) are discussed in Sect. 3.4. A

procedure for solving Eq. (3.8) numerically will be presented

in Chapter 4.

3.3 EIGENMODE SOLUTIONS OF THE TRANSPORT EQUATION

In this section we will consider the eigenmode solutions

of the transport equation in a homogeneous atmosphere

u -£• I™(T,U) + I " ( T , U ) = \ ƒ "zm(u,u') I™(i,u')du' (3.9)

tcf. Eq. (2.107)], where the phase matrix is given by [cf. Eq.

(2.157)]

?. = m

The same problem was considered by Domke (1975a), but we will

follow a somewhat different route. We thus assume a finite

expansion of the scattering matrix [cf. Sects. 2.3 and 2.5].
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From the recurrence relations for generalized spherical

functions [cf. Eqs. (2.75) and (2.76)] and from Eq. (2.161)

the following recurrence relation for the matrices Q ' (u) is

found:

U+l-m) Ae • (u) = [ (2P. + l)u E- ET] Q* (u) +

- (8.+m) A ^ 1 " 1 (u) . (3. 11)

The matrices A and B are defined as

diag (1,0,0,1) for t s2

and

A

diag (1,

(3.12)

, 1) f or i * 2

„I _ _ 2(2t+l)
m ~ " m'

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0

(3.13)

From Eq. (2.164) and the orthogonality relation (2.68) the

following orthogonality relation w. i be derived

where

and

E = E for I a 2

E£ = diag (1,0,0,1) for P. =0,1 .

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)
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We now seek solutions of the transport equation (3.9) of

the type

Im(T,u,v) = 0m(u,v)e-r/u , (3.17)

disregarding the subscript i. Any such solution is called an

eigenmode solution, with eigenvector 0m(u,-j) and eigenvalue

v. Inserting Eq. (3.17) into Eq. (J.9) we find

+ 1
(v-u) 0m(u,v) = 2" ƒ Zm(u,u') 0m(u',v) du' . (3.13)

Note, that the eigenvector and the eigenvalue are independent

of the index i, since it does not occur exolicitly in Eq. (3.18).

Substitution of Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.18) yields

(J-U) 0m(u,u) = j Z ll~™\ ; Q!'(u) S'V(,> , (3.19)

where we introduced the vector

+ ]
S (v) = ƒ Ql(u) 0m(u,v)du . (3.20)

p
In order to derive a recurrence relation for the vectors C (v),

~m

we now multiply both members of Eq. (3.19) from the left by

(V(u). With the help of Eq. (3.11) we may express the combina-

tion u Q'(U) in terms of the matrices Q1 (u) with ;' =&+l, i,

i.-1. We then integrate over u from -1 to +1 in order to obtain,

using Eqs. (3.14) and (3.20), the following recurrence relation

(:+l-m) A! + 1 ï' + 1 (v) = [(2;+l)vE f-vS'-B !] ;'|v) +f*j r v m <~^ ™ " ^ m •-«in

A' f '"' (v) , (3.21)

where we used E' S' = S' .
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The initial vectors are in general given by E; (v) . For

m < 2 we find, however, that

(3.22)

if in = 0 and ( = 0,1; or if « = ! = 1 [cf. Eqs. (2.81), (2.161)

and (3.20)]. In these cases in addition to [fm(v)] (j=1,4)
m j

also [C(v)] (j=2,3) will have to be specified. We, there-
in j

fore, introduce the vector f (v) as follows

where

+ 1

Üm ( v )~m ( v ) = (3.23)

il

pm,0
m

0

0

0

m.-2
+ p

m,2.
i [ p

} [ p m , - 2 _ pm,2]

l [ p
m,-2 pm,2j

"•]
I

0
I

nm,0i

(3.24)

Here m* = max(m,2); the argument u is omitted for typographical

reasons. Calculating the determinant of :; (v) it is readily
~m

shown that n (v) is only singular when v = ±1 . This pair of eiaen-

values will be reconsidered later on in this section. Vie nowexpress the vectors r, (v) in the vector (v) as

(3.25)

According to Eq. (3.21) the matrices

rence relation

(v) satisfy the recur-

(v) = (v)
i

(v) (3.26)



The initial matrices for these expressions are determined

through Eqs. (3.20), (3.23) and (3.25). We readily obtain

Gm(v) = Qm(v) , (3.27)

supplemented for m = 0,1 by

(E-Em)G?(\>) = {E-Em)O:> (v) . (3.28)

The problem of finding the initial vectors for t^ (•-) is thus

reduced to finding f; (v) .

In determining the vector ^ («) we will first consider

the case v ft [-1/ + 1]. Equation (3.19) may then be written as

0m(u,v) = jr ' ~ m
v - u — ~ m

( v ) ' (3.29)

where

[cf. Eq. (3.25)]. Substitution of Eq. (3.29) into Eq. (3.23)

yields the characteristic equation

y nB<uMi>-,,)££] ^(v) = 0, (3.31,

for which we may determine >, (v) . This equation, also written

as

A (u) ' (u) = 0 , (3.32)
'—* rn '-'in ~

forms an algebraic system of four linear equations with four

unknowns. This system has a nontrivial solution if and only if



det A (v) = O . (3.33)

This equation may also be called the characteristic equation.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise we will assume that Eq.

(3.33) has only simple roots, lying in the complex plane cut

along C-1,+1]. We will return on this issue. The roots of Eq.

(3.33) are the discrete eigenvalues v.. Once a value v. has

been found, we solve Eq. (3.32) to determine i (v.). Then we

compute the eigenvector <g (u,v) using Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30)

with v = v . .

From Eqs. (2.82) and (2.161) we find that

c/(-u) = <-1)£'mD<g*(u) D (3.34)

[cf. Eq. (2.93)], a relation that is also satisfied by _n (u)

and £ m(v). According to Eq. (2.160) and Eqs. (3.26) - (3.28)

also G^(v) fulfills symmetry relation (3.34). Prom Eqs. (2.160),

(3.30) - (3.32) and symmetry relation (3.34) we find that

A (-u) = D A (v) D . (3.35)

Combining Eqs. (3.33) and (3.35) we find that the eigenvalues

occur in pairs ±v.. Further, because the dispersion matrix

£ffl(\>) is real and analytic outside [-1,+1], the eigenvalues

also occur in complex conjugate pairs. The number of pairs of

eigenvalues will be denoted by M . When discrete eigenvalues

actually exist (i.e. M > 0) we will label these such that

v_. = -v. , (3.36)

Re v. i 0 for j i 1 , (3.37)

and
Re v i Re v for j s 1 . (3.38)
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Additional information on the position of the discrete

eigenvalues was obtained by Germogenova and Konovalov (1978)

and Kuz'mina (1979). For nonconservative scattering and m= 0

they proved the existence of a simple real eigenvalue v > 1

with eigenvector 0°(u,v ) satisfying condition (2.33). For

conservative scattering and m = 0 the eigenvalues + v coalesce
max

to infinity. All other eigenvalues, including those for m j 1,

are situated in regions bounded by the circles

|v i J v I < i v (3.39)
' max ' max

[cf. Germogenova and Konovalov (1978, Fig. 4)], implying the

absence of purely imaginary eigenvalues. Numerical computations

have shown that complex eigenvalues actually occur, even if

m = 0 [see Benassi et al. (1983)].

For the discrete eigenvalues two types of degeneracy may

occur. 'Equation (3.32) may have two or more linearly independ-

ent solutions for a fixed value \> . , leading to a set of linear-

ly independent eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue v..

For the second type of degeneracy Eq. (3.33) has multiple roots

v. having a multiplicity exceeding the number of linearly in-

dependent solutions.of Eq. (3.32). If such a root of Eq. (3.33)

has multiplicity two, whereas Eq. (3.32) has_ only one solution,

we find in addition to the eigenmode

-T/V.
0m(u,v) e : (3.40)

also an eigenmode

^ - W - ^ (3.41)

in which the variables u and T are not separated. An example

of this type of degeneracy occurs for the m = 0 term in the

case of conservative scattering [cf. Mika (1961); Case and
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Zweifel (1967; Appendix F)]. For nearly conservative scatter-

ing one finds

and

v l

wliere

i.„ = (1,0,0,0) (3.44)

and

i, = (1 - 4 •<}> "] io (3.45)

[cf. Domke (1974)]. If the albedo for single scattering a

(= ui) tends to one, 1/v, and 1/>_i both tend to zero [see Eq.

(3.43)]. The solutions corresponding to solutions (3.40) and

(3.41) are, for conservative scattering, denoted by

Tr(i,u,v+1) = J i, (3.46)

and

l/'(i ,u,v_,) = Hui,, -ril) , (3.47)

respectively.

In addition to the regular eiaenvectors or eigenmodes,

which occur for v £ [-1,+1], we have singular eigenvectors for

\> £ (-1, + 1). Using Eqs. (3.19), (3.25) and (3.30) we find that

the singular eigenvectors are given by

gm(u,v) = [ *f P ~"'v_u—
 + ,in,<

v> Mu-v)Rn|(\j) , (3.48)

whore

4 1 „ ,

p



Here, »f (-1,+1) and P denotes the fact that Cauchy principal

values have to be taken in integrals where (?m(u,\)) occurs. By

substitution one easily verifies that j?ra(u,v) satisfies Eqs.

(3.18) and (3.23), where jj (v) may be taken arbitrarily. Thus,

the continuous spectrum (-1,+1) is fourfold degenerate. The

four linearly independent eigenvectors can be represented by

the columns of the matrix

'J' (u,v)
0m(u,v) = j P ~ m

v _ u — + _Xm(v)6(u-v) . (3.50)

We emphasize that 0m(u,v) is a vector if vi [-1,+1], and a

matrix if v£ (-1,+1). In the above description the cases v = ±1

are omitted, since one only uses gm(u,v) in integral formulas.

We now turn to the orthogonality and completeness of the

eigenvectors j8m(u,v). Equations (3.32) and (3.35) show that we

may write ,£ (-v) = ££m(v) . Application of symmetry relation

(3.34) for g^<u) and G^(v) to Eq. (3.30) then yields [cf. Eq.

(3.29)] •'

0m(-u,-v) = D0m(u,v) . (3.51)

From Eq. (3.18) one readily finds

ƒ [0"lu,v)]T(1-i)g, f(u,v')du =

+ 1 +1
= è ƒ ƒ [0m(u,v)]q„ Zm(u,u')0m(u,v')dudu1 . (3.52)

1 i ~ ~ ~ ~

After transposing both members of Eq. (3.52) and using Eq.

(2.168) in the form

[g„ Zm(u,u') ] T = g,, Z,m(u,u') , (3.53)

we interchange v and v'. The resulting equation is then sub-

tracted from Eq. (3.52), yielding the orthogonality relation
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(-----) ƒ [g m(u' ,v) ] T u' q„ g m ( u ' ,ï')du' = £ . (3.54)
-1 ~ ~

For the singular eigenvectors, where V É (-1,+1), the normali-

zation integral may be written as the 4 x 4 matrix

+ 1
J [0ra(u',v)] u'q,, ^(u'^ldu 1 = N(v) . (3.55)

For the regular eigenvectors, i.e. v?[-1, + 1], we write the

normalization integral as the scalar

+ 1

ƒ [0ra(u',v.) ]Tu' q,, 0m(u' ,v.)du' = N(«.) = N. ,!3.56)
_! ~ 3 ~ 3 : 3

provided v. is a simple root of Eq. (3.33). [Otherwise Eq.

(3.56) must be replaced by a more elaborate expression.] Using

Eq. (3.51) we obtain the relations

N(-v) = -N(v) for v£ (-1,+1) (3.57)

and

N(v_.) = N(-v.) = -N(v.) for 1 < j < Mm. (3.58)

Following the procedure presented by Domke (1975a) we may

derive the expressions

N(v) = v[^(v)q„> (vl t i - ^ /(\i,Wq.,* (»,v)] (3.59)

for v € (-1 , + 1) , and
2 T

V . + 1 'è ( u 1 . v . ) q i ) u ' i i ( u ' . v )
N, = Y / £<*s ^—^ L i m <V d u '

J -1 ( u ' - v . )
( 3 . 6 0 )

for discrete eigenvalues v..

It can be shown [cf. Domke (1975a)] that the entire set

of eigenvectors (corresponding to both discrete and continuous
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eigenvalues) form a complete set on the range uG [-1,+1]. This

property is expressed by the closure relation

ƒ gm(u,v) N'Mv) [0m(u',v)]Tq, dv = j!(u-u')E, (3.61)
o

where the integral sign represents an integration over the con-

tinuous part of the spectrum and a summation over the discrete

part. For the discrete eigenvalues N"'(».) is to be read as

the scalar NT1 [cf. Eq. (3.56)].

In the proof of the completeness of the whole set of

eigenvectors one has to adopt the following assumptions:

1. There are no regular eigenvectors for eigenvalues

v. e [-1,+1]. This condition can be translated into the assump-

tion

detN(v) f 0 for v€ (-1, + 1) , (3.62)

in combination with a condition on the behaviour of N(v) near

v=+1. Garcia and Siewert (1982) showed that v. £ [-1,+1] if

m = 0 and v . (? (-1 , + 1 > if m > 0. For polarized light no such re-

sult has been found in the literature.

2. All discrete eigenvalues v. are simple zeros of Eq.

(3.33). This condition may be relaxed considerably by compli-

cating the normalization and orthogonality relations. For a= 1

and m= 0 the multiple zero of Eq. (3.33) for v = °° and the cor-

responding vectors i.o and îi in Eqs. (3.46) and (3.47) should

be taken into account, as has been done for the scalar case by

Case and Zweifel (1967; Appendix P).

The intensity vector in the atmosphere may be written as

. " t / v „itn ,
I™(T,U) = ƒ e" T / v 0m(u,v)A(v)dv

a

for 0 £ T < » (3.63)
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if the characteristic equation (3.32) has no degeneracy of the

second type. The quantity A(v) is a matrix for v E (-1, + !) and

a row-vector for v = v.. If the intensity vector is known for a

certain optical depth, the quantity A(v) can be determined-

using the full-range orthogonality relations (3.54) - (3.56).

Once A(v) is known, the radiation field at any optical depth

can be obtained via Eq. (3.63).

In our present situation the boundary conditions for a

semi-infinite atmosphere amount to having given Im(0,y) for

u£ [0,1] and boundedness of ,Ira(T,u) for T-"«. In that case we

need so-called half-range orthogonality relations in order to

determine the quantity A(v) from I™(0,n) with u £ [0,1], i.e.

the half-range of the angular variable. The half-range ortho-

gonality relations require, however, the knowledge of the re-

flection matrix [see, for instance, McCormick and Kuscer

(1973), Domke (1983); or Sect. 4.2 of this thesis]. A solution

of the transport equation (3.9) bounded for T > - can then be

written as

I°(T,U) = ƒ e~ T / v 0ra(u,v)A(v)dv , (3.64)

where o+ is the set of discrete and continuous eigenvalues

with Re v > 0. (Here we take for convenience 0 •• a • 1, but the

discussion can be extended to the case a= 1.) We now follow

Pahor and Kuscer (1966) and apply the invariance principle ex-

pressed by Eq. (3.6) to the solution (3.64). Since the inten-

sity vector of the light incident at the top, Im(0,u), may be

taken arbitrary, Eq. (3.6) has to be satisfied by any eigen-

mode solution with Re v > 0. In this way we find

1
0m(-M,«) = 2 ƒ Rm<M,M')|i' 0I"()J1,v)di.1

~ 0 ~ ~

for Re •,' - 0. (3.65)

For the continuous spectrum we obtain [cf. Eq. (3.50)]
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— ! r •* <-u,Po) , (3.66)

which is a linear singular intearal equation. For the discrete

eigenvalues we find

1
0m(-u,v,) = 2 ƒ R^u.M'tu1 0m(vj\y.)dy'

: 0 ~ :

for 1 s j s H , (3.67)

being a set of M linear regular constraints.

The orthogonality and completeness of the eigenvectors

of the transport equation [cf. Eqs. (3.54) - (3.61)], and the

linear singular constraints (3.67), form the basis for the

analysis of the nonlinear integral equation (3.8), given in

the next section.

3.4 NONUNIQÜENESS OP SOLUTIONS OF THE NONLINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATION

To begin our analysis we will first give an alternative

derivation of the nonlinear integral equation for the reflec-

tion matrix. This alternative derivation will fr..:ilitate the

examination of the physically nonrelevant soiu .ons. The non-

linear integral equation (3.8) may be written as
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1
J , U o ) = B m ( - , j , u o ) + 2 y ƒ R m ( t J , i j ' ) B m ( ) J

1 , „ „ ) d u 1

~ O ~ ~

(3.68)

with

B m ( u , y „ ) = 1 j z r a ( u / l l 0 ) + 2uo ƒ Z r a ( u , - u ' ) R m ( ü ' , P o ) dn

( 3 . 6 9 )

which is more convenient for later use.

We will assume that the characteristic equation (3.33)

has simple zeros on]y, i.e. no degeneracy of the second type

occurs. In particular, the azimuth independent (m=0) in the

case of conservative scattering is not included. This parti-

cular case will be treated at the end of this section, using

a limiting procedure for a -•• 1 .

We first exploit the orthogonality relations for the

ei-.envectors [see Eqs. (3.54) - (3.56)], which may be written

at,

+ 1 m Tƒ [0,m(u',v)] u'

(3.70)

6 4

N(v)S(v-v'), If v,v'C(-l,+1),



We now introduce the quantity u (u,v) as follows

1
q, • um(y,v)N(v) = gm(u,v) - 2 ƒ D R m ( u , v ' ) g u ' 0 m <-y ' , v) dp ' ,
~ ~ ~ ~ 0

(3.71)

where u m ( u , v ) i s a m a t r i x fo r v 6 ( -1 ,+1) and a v e c t o r fo r

\J = v . . To f i n d an o r t h o g o n a l i t y r e l a t i o n fo r u m (M,v; we s t a r t
J ^

w i t h t h e i d e n t i t y
+ 1
/ [ 0 m ( u \ v ) ] u ' q„ 0 m ( u \ v ' ) c l u ' = ( 3 . 7 2 )

= ƒ t ö ( y ' , v ) ] p ' qi , 0m(v' , v ' ) d u ' - ƒ [ 0 l - u ' r V ) ] u ' q i . 0 ( - u ' . v ' l d u 1 .
0~ ~ ~ 0~ ~ ~

We then subtract the double integral

2 ƒ ƒ [ 0m(-u',v) ]Tg., y' R m(y',u")p" 0 m(y",v 1)du 1 du" (3.73)
0 0

from both terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.72). Using Eqs.

(2.127), (2.172), (3.51) and (3.71) the following orthogonali-

ty relation can be derived

NT(v) ƒ [um(lj
1,v)]'r u' 0m(p',v1)du1 +

~ 0 ~ ~

+ 1 [0m(u',-v)]T M' umlv',-«')du' S ( v > ) = N(v)6(v-v').
0 ~ ~ - ~ ~

(3.74)

Here, the r.h.s. is shorthand for the three possible cases

[cf. Eq. (3.70)]. From Eqs. (3.51) and (3.65) we find [see the

defining equation (3.71)]

um(u,-v) = £ if Re v > 0 . (3.75)

Combination of Eqs. (3.74) and (3.75) yields the biorthogonal-

ity relation [cf. Domke (1975b, 1983)]
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J [um(y',v) ] T u' 0m(p',v')dy' = E 5(v-v1) , (3.76)
O

using again shorthand notation at the r.h.s. of the equation

for the three possible cases. Further, we should take

v = v. , j = 1,2,..., Mm; (3.77)

or

v £ [0,1) . (3.78)

The reflection matrix can now be written in spectral

representation as

Rm<u,Mo) = \ 1 0m(-(J,v)[um(yo,v)]
Tdv , (3.79)

°+ ~
where a is the set of eigenvalues given by Eqs. (3.77) and

(3.78). Equation (3.79) follows from Eq. (3.64) for T = 0 and

u < 0 . The quantity A(v) can be determined usinq Eqs. (3.1),

(3.2), (3.61) and (3.71). Since F. may be taken arbitrary Eq.

(3.79) is found as result.

As an intermediate step we will derive a half-range inte-

gral equation for the eigenvectors from the full-range equa-

tion (3.18), rewritten as

+ 1
(1-u/v)gm(p,v) = 1 ƒ Zm(p,u1)0m(u1,v)du1 . (3.80)

_1

The r.h.s. of this equation may be written as

1 l

è ƒ Zm(Vi,lj
1)0m(M1,v)du' + i ! Z m( M,-M

1)0 m(-u',v)du' .
0 0

(3.81)

To rewrite the second term we use the identity

gI"(-u1,v) = ƒ gm(-n •,..') S(v-v') d..1 . (3.82)
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Further, we use Eq. (3.76) to eliminate the delta function and

employ the spectral representation (3.79) to find the following

half-range equation

l
(1-u/v)0m(u,v) = 2 ƒ Bm(ur)1')0

nl(u1,J)dy' , (3.83)
~ 0 ~ ~

where we used Eq. (3.69) .

The final part of the derivation of the nonlinear inte-

gral equation runs as follows. Using the spectral representa-

tion of the reflection matrix [cf. Eq. (3.79)] we find

2-Rm(i.,ua) = ƒ 0
m(-,. ,v)[ura(n„,v) ]Td-, =

= j~^ \i.a ƒ (1+)</-.<)0
nl(-!.,.>[un'(ui,v) ]Td.. +

+ M ƒ 0n'(-n,'-')[ I1-i.»/v)u'"(i,,, ,)]Tdvj . (3.84)
'~ +

From Eqs. (3.76) and (3.83) we find the adjoint half-range

equation

l
(1-p/v)[um(u,.')]T = 2 ƒ [um(y', v)]TBm(v< ,u) du' . (3.85)

~ 0 ~ ~

Substitution of both half-ranae equations into Eq. (3.84)

yields

l
(u + Mo)Rm(M,yo) = Bm(-i,,lin) + 2y ƒ Rm(u,ii')Bra(i, \ U o ) dp' ,

0 (3.86)

which is the desired result [cf. Eq. (3.68)]. In the deriva-

tion we used the identity (closure relation)

ƒ 0"'(;., l[u'"(i , )]Td = E '~ . (3.87)



In this section we have so far assumed that the relevant

part of the eigenvalue spectrum is given by

o+ = {v|ve[0,1))u{v.|Re(v.)>0}. (3.88)

The derivation given here can also be extended to include mul-

tiple roots v. of the characteristic equation (3.33). Further-

more it is clear, by inspection of the derivation given above,

that one or more eigenvalues v. may be replaced by v_. (= -v.)

without changing the result. In this case we find that Eq.

(3.75) is replaced by

um(ti,v.) = 0 , (3.89)

but now um(u,-v.) f £ (Re v. > 0). Clearly, the physical con-

straint (3.67) is now replaced by the unphysical constraint

for v.:

1
0m(-g,-v.) = 2 ƒ RD1(y,p')y' 0m<y',-v.) dM' . (3.90)
~ 3 0 ~ :

Equation (3.90) implies, according to Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.56)

and (3.63), that the expansion (3.63) contains a term for

v =-v . . Thus, the intensity vector I™(T,U) is unbounded for

T •* «, which is physically unacceptable. A reflection matrix

Rra(y,y') satisfying Eq. (3.90) is therefore also physically

unacceptable. The nonlinear integral equation for the reflec-

tion matrix may have more than one solution, but only one of

these is physically meaningful.

It will now be shown that the solutions just indicated

form the complete set of solutions. Let us first remark that

any solution of Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69) obeying the symme-

try relation (2.173) also satisfies the linear singular equa-

tion (3.66). The proof is given in the appendix of this chap-

ter. The linear singular integral equation (3.66) has a unique

solution if all linear constraints (3.67) are taken into ac-
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count. For, if there is more than one solution there would be

a vector f(p) / 0 such that

ƒ [f(n)]'riif(v,v|dp = 0
0 ~

for v C [0,1) or v = v . (3.91)

[see Eqs. (3.66) and (3.67)]. From the closure relation (3.87)

we find that both the vectors 0m(y,v) and the vectors um(y,v)

form a complete set on u e [0,1]. Equation (3.91) and the as-

sumption f(y) / 0 thus yield a contradiction. We conclude that

Eqs. (3.66) and (3.67) have a unique solution and consequently

also the nonlinear integral equation [see Eqs. (3.68) and

(3.69)] supplemented by all linear constraints (3.67) has a

unique solution.

To obtain explicit expressions for the nonphysical solu-

tions we proceed as follows. An arbitrary solution of the

linear singular integral equation satisfying Eq. (2.172) can

be written as

M M
~ mm
R (y , y o) =-R (v , y o) + £ £ <ï 3 u (u, v.) a. .[u (uo,v.)] ,
~ ~ 1=1 j=l ~ x * > 3 3

(3.92)

where Rm(n,)io) i s the physically relevant solution and

o^ . =a. . For convenience we write Eq. (3.92) as

R m(p,M 0) = Rm(y,|i0) + X m {»j, y B ) . (3.93)

Since Rm(y,n0) has to satisfy Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69) we find

by substitution

(u+Vo>Xm(u,uo) = 2u ƒ Xm(u,u')Bm(y1,M0) dn' +
j 0 ~

+ 2po j C[3 [B (y',u)] q 3 X ( y ^ u o J d y 1 *
0 ~ ~ ~

1 1
+ ywo ƒ ƒ Xra(M,p')Zm(ii1,-u")Xm(y11

rii(,) dy'du" , (3.94)
0 0 ~ ~ ~
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which is an additional condition on Xm(u,uo)- Insertion of the

explicit expression for Xm(y,uo) into Eq. (3.94) followed by

application of Eq. (3.85), yields

N A + AN = AC A , (3.95)

where the M x M matrices A, N and C have elements
mm r*J r*« ~

A. . = a. ., (3.96)

N i j = f 5 i j
 (3-97)

and

C . = ƒ ƒ [um(y',v.)]TZm(n',-p")q3 um<M11,.'.) d M'dp".
1/3 ° ° " ~ ~ ' (3.98)

The latter expression can be rewritten as

1 l
C. . = / / d p ' d p " [ u m ( p \ v . ) ] T Z m ( p \ - p " ) q , • q- •

l | ] 0 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~

• j j ! - [ 0 m ( p " , v j ) - 2 ƒ D R m ( p " , p ) D p 0 m < - p , v . ) d p ] =

1 . + 1

= ƒ d p ' [ u m ( p ' , \ > . ) ] ~ O ƒ Z r a ( - p ' , u " ) 0 m ( u " , v . ) d u " +
0 ~ 1 w j ~ . . j ~ 3

+ £- / / d p d p ' [ u m ( p ' , v . ) ] T B m ( p ' , P ) 0 " ' ( P , - V . ) , ( 3 . 9 9 )
i o o ~ i~ ~ :

w h e r e w e u s e d E q . ( 3 . 6 9 ) t o e l i m i n a t e R m ( p " , p ) . E q u a t i o n s

( 3 . 8 0 ) a n d ( 3 . 8 5 ) a r e n o w u s e d t o a r r i v e a t

C . = 4
 | ƒ [ u m ( M ' , v . ) ] T p ' 0 m ( M ' , - v .) d p ' . ( 3 . 1 0 0 )

1 ' : j " j 0 X ~ 3

In order to solve Eq. (3.95) we now write

M

X™ (;i , u -. I = q -. T um (i< , . ) • u"'(;.-,. ) , (3.101)
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where we take

(3.102)

ïïm(n,v.) = um(y,v.) - y. • um(y,v..) if j + t , (3.103)

such that B. . = B. . and

B = S = B 5 „ , (3.104)

which is possible due to the symmetry of the matrix A. We may

now derive an equation similar to Eq. (3.95). Element (f,«) of

this equation yields

<•«,?' TT" = ! % , £ •
 c

c , £ " « s , e (3.105)

or

'\ l[e>t a ~ 2rT ] = ° ' (3.106)

where we defined

1
n
e
 = / [""'(u/V,,)] T u 0 m(u,-v e) dp . (3. 107)

Let us now introduce the matrix

R ™ n In,»
1) = Rm(u,p') + B? JJ • q3 u

m(p,v f) [ u
m ( u 1 , v J ) ]

T (3.108)

which is the physically relevant solution if B„ ( = 0, and

otherwise satisfies Eq. (3.90) for j= f. The matrix R™ (u,u0)

is in both cases a solution of Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69) of the

type discussed earlier. In the entire formalism used before

R (!i,u>| is now replaced by R1", (u, n o) , i.e. in the definition

of Bm(u,>, - ) , U"'(L , .) and so on. Equation (3.92) is now re-

placed by
M

Rn'(..,.. ) = R"' .(..,.,.) + l'" q.u'" (;,,..),' un' I:,,,..)
~' ' i , j - 1 ~ l ' • ' ' ' ~ l '

i,i'. (3.109)
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and we may again derive an equation similar to Eq. (3.95).

From Eq. (3.109) it is then clear that the «-th row and the

ü-th column on the r.h.s. contain zeros only. On inspecting

the l.h.s. one sees that this can only be true if

«7», iv.v.) = L , , <u,'.',) for j * f. , (3.110)

since the vector u1™ .(tw••>,.) would yield a contribution to the

e-th row and the t-th column via Eq. (3.85). For the general

solution of Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69) we now find

M

~ m ' i, j = i ~ ~''; ' 1 x•3 ~('' ' j

i'3?M' (3.111)

where

i» j '\i r I *

The procedure represented by Eqs. (3.92) to (3.112) can now be

repeated for v , (*'̂ i') and so on.

We have thus shown that the nonlinear integral equation

for the reflection matrix has solutions characterized by the

choices v = u . or u=-u. (j = 1,2,...,M ) in the linear con-

straints

1
0m(-u,«) = 2 ƒ Rra(Mf,,

1)u> 0m<M',v) dü' - (3.113)
~ 0 ^ ~

M

In general there are 2 m solutions for Eqs. (3.68) and (3.69)

satisfying symmetry relation Eq. (3.91).

Finally, we consider the azimuth independent term for

conservative scattering. For nearly conservative scattering we

easily obtain from Eqs. (3.42), (3.56), (3.67), (3.71) and

(3.107)

Ni = j UT " in] • :f- + O(-v) , (3.114)



n2 = 1 + 0(^-) (3.115)

and

u°(M/Vi) = u" (Ü,-) +0(1/v,) . (3.116)

Equations (3.107) and (3.108) then give

nO i ) = R ° / ) + ^ [i^*i l*u°( "-WuM '"ll"̂

(3.117)

In the limit for a + 1, i.e. vj > •", both solutions merge. The

nonlinear integral equation has in this case 2 °~l solutions.
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Appendix

In this appendix it is shown that every solution Rra(v,y0)

of the nonlinear integral equation (3.S), satisfying symmetry

relation (2.172), is also a solution of the linear singular

integral equation (3.66).

Let us first define

<£^(uo) = Q*(uo) + 2 M o ƒ Q V P 1 ) Rm < y' , m)dp' . (3.A1)

From Eqs. (3.10) and (3.69) we then find

M

Bm(u,w„) = j j: <r (u) S* v (MO) - (3.A2)
4 K'm ~ m ~ m ~ m

where

Substituting Eq. (3.A2) into Eq. (3.68) we obtain

1 N £ ' -m I' T £ • I • ,
(u+uo) R (y t y o Ï — "T £ (~1) 2 3 ^ ( M ) J 33 S P̂ ^ P o) /

(3.A4)

where we used Eq. (2.172) and the relation [cf. Eqs. (2.82),

(2.161) and (2.170)]

Q*;(-u) = (-I)1'1" q3 [QJ(u)]T q3 . (3.A5)

Inserting Eq. (3.A4) into Eq. (3.A1) and using relation (3.A5)

we find

| Mo ^ , j,l+l'
2 . , __

" ƒ q3[ip
£ ' (y)QJ(y) I1 a, Sl' vl'(vo) -p- • (3.A6)

0 U + V o
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Equation (3.A6) forms a set of (N-m+1) coupled nonlinear inte-
p

qral equations for the matrices ip*(u) . From this set of non-

linear integral equations we will now derive a set of (un-

coupled) linear singular integral equations for the matrices

cp (u) . In doing so we will follow the derivation given by

Hullikin (1964) for the scalar case.

We begin the derivation with the introduction of the fol-

lowing matrices:

sjk«z> = ! / «>> s > > ê z ' (3-A7)

b . k ( Z ) = ( - l ) * + k § ƒ 33 *£<•>> £ > > ) 3 3 ^ , (3.AS)

and

Here, z is a complex number outside the interval [-1,+1]. We

now substitute Eq. (3.A6) into Eq. (3.A7), replacing 1.0 by

a g[-l,+l]. Using the identity

(z-a) (i.+a) (z-o)'(2+.:} (z + u) (1.+") '

we find

(3.All)

; - 4 Z + u 11 + o
= m 0 0

] T q, S 8' [ip( ' (0) Ok (o) ] du do . (3.A12)



Using Eqs. (3.A7) and (3.A8) in the second term, and Eq. (3.A6)

and the relation [cf. Eqs. (2.160), (2.170) and (3.A3)]

[33 £m ] T = £3 S*' (3.A13)

i n t h e t h i r d t e r m a t t h e r . h . s . o f Eq. ( 3 . A 1 2 ) , we may w r i t e

1

0

E b T (Z S " '
9.'=m ~1l ' ~ m ~C' ' k

, 1

I o ~ro ^m " ~m U

1
Ja • ( 3 . A 1 4 )

Combining the first term at the r.h.s. of this equation with

the last part of the third teim, using relation (3.A5), we

obtain

(3.A15)

Introducing

£jk - S V • O.A16)

Eq. (3.A15) can be transformed into

N N N
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As the next step we will show that

N N . .
X (E..+ t L. ,(z)s,.)G :'(z)=Q 1(z) / (3.A18)
j=m £'=m m ~

where GD(r) satisfies Eqs. (3.26) -(3.28) and

i - i i _ i
+ 1 g (a ) II (a) -Q (Z ) II (z)

L (z) = f ƒ -2 =2S =2? =£ n ( o ) Q 3 ( 0 ) d a (

[cf. Sobolev (1975, Sect. 7.1) for the scalar case].

Equation (3.A13) can be written as [cf. Eqs. (3.A9) and (3.A16)]

N
G 1(z) = Q 1(z) - E L . . ( z ) S 3 G ] ( z ) . (3.A20)

From Eq. (3.A19) we find that

L . (z) = 0 if i < j . (3.A21)

In Eq. (3.A20) we first set i =?+l, then i =i, and finally

i =1.-1. Using Eq. (3.A20) we let the summations rjn from j =m

to j = f when i =n + l> and from j =m to j =£-1 when i = t and

i =e-I. The resulting equations are then multiplied by

(e+l-m)A'+1, - [ ( 2 E + 1 ) Z E-B^] and (e+nOA', respectively.

If the three equations are added, and Eqs. (3.11), (3.14) and

(3.A21) are employed, we find that the first terms at the r .h . s of

the three equations cancel. The same is found for the terms in

the summation with j =m through ;i =t.-i. Only the term with

j = f. in the first equation remains. As a result we then find

the recurrence relation

E -Bl] G (z) +

(3.A22)
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From Eqs. (3.11), (3.A3) and (3.A19) we readily find

(e + l-m) A l + 1L (,(z) = z | /*"! ' £
? • (3.A23)

Therefore, in view of Eq. (3.A3), recurrence relations (3.26)

and (3.A22) are identical. The initial matrices (3.27) and

(3.28) may also be obtained from Eqs. (3.A20) and (3.A21).

Thus the matrices G!(z) defined via Eqs. (3.A19) and (3.A20),

and those introduced in Sect. 3.3 are identical.

From Eqs. (3.A10) and (3.A19) we obtain

z — l i

+ i

f 'I (a) Cp(a)-^- , (3.A24)
- 1 ~m ~m

where we used the fact that Q1(z) and ^"'(z) commute [cf. Eqs.

(2.1C1) and (3.24)]. From Eqs. (3.A18) and (3.A24) we then

find

N N

j=m a '=m

, (3.A25)

(3.A26)

or

fcf.

N

j = m

Eqs.

(•p

\ £

( 3 .

- s K

•

•a

30) ,

, (z)

- 1

N

(3

Z [|

~2 -

m

. 31 ) ,

f '

(z

(3

Z)2ra (

I
, j=m

) s

. 3 2 ) ,

z)

Si'

(3

*

( o , S

i

m

.A3) a n d

Z J

(3

~m

• A9)

la
— 0

)

] .
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In the final step we proceed as follows. Equation (3.A6),

continued analytically for the complex plane cut along [-1,0),

may be written as

t (%n- V $i"lz)zi'f)&'lz) = si(z) • (3-A27)

Postmultiplication of both members of Eq. (3.A17) by G (z) and

summation over k yields, using Eq. (3.A26),

N N N
J (E,,. - Z a,„„(z)s„„,.) G N Z ) =

Combination of Eqs. (3.A27) and (3.A28) then gives

j=m J £'=

A„(z)] = 0 . (3.A29)

This equation may be written as a matrix equation with matrices

of higher order by casting the matrices having both indices i

and j in matrix form (yielding a 4(N-m+l) x4(N-m+l) matrix),

and the matrices having index j only in vector form (yielding

a 4(N-m+l) x4 matrix). The determinant of the square matrix

(i,j-indices) is analytic in the complex plane cut along

[0,+l]. According to Eq. (3.A8) we have

lim [ E ^ - i J^.(it)atlj] = E. . . (3.A30)

Hence, the above determinant does not vanish identically, and

thus has a finite number of zeros in the complex plane cut

along [0,+l]. With an exception for these zeros we find from

Eq. (3.A29)
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We now take the limits of Eq. (3.A31) as z approaches

no e [0,1) from above and below the cut, and determine the half-

sum. Since ig (r) is continuous across the cut [ 0 , + 1], this

procedure yields the following linear singular integral equa-

tion [cf. Eqs. (3.30), (3.A7), (3.A9) and (3.A15)]

^ ^ , p . )

(3.A32)

which is the set of linear singular integral equations for the

matrices ip (y0) we set out to derive.

Equation (3.A32) will now be used to obtain a linear sin-

gular integral equation for the reflection matrix R (y,yo)-

According to Eq. (3.A4) we have

N .

(3.A33)

We now postmultiply both members of Eq. (3.A33) by X (MO)/

substitute Eq. (3.A32) and use the identity

La = w l _ o 1 (3 A34)La = _
(y+yo)(yo~a) y+yo u+a o+W a-y0

and Eq. (3.A33) with y0 replaced by o to obtain

Rm(y,yo)X (wo) = 4- P ƒ Rm(u,o)0 (o,u.) -^- +

IN
- a I S (-1) «33 tip (u) 3 qa S

0 £=m _

(3.A35)
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The second term at the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.A35) may be expressed

as

1
ƒ
0

N
E (-1)

«=m

N
Q 3 £

*

(3.A36)

where we used Eqs- (3.30), (3.A6) and (3.A13). Substituting

Eq. (3.A36) into Eq. (3.A35) we find

Rm(»,»o) Am(,0) = \ P ƒ R
m(y,a) im(a,yo) ^ +

(3.A37)

Or, using Eqs. (3.30), (3.A3) and (3.A5),

1

= -~ P ƒ R (y,o) ̂  (o,Mo) ~ ^ — +

0 ~ m

The last equation is identical to Eq. (3.66).

Thus we have shown that every solution of the nonlinear

integral equation (3.8) for the reflection matrix, which satis-

fies symmetry relation (2.172), is also a solution of the

linear singular integral equation (3.66) for the reflection

matrix.
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C H A P T E R 4

REFLECTION OF POLARIZED LIGHT BY PLANE S E M I -

I N F I N I T E HOMOGENEOUS ATMOSPHERES I I .

A NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

4 . 1 INTRODUCTION

The reflection matrix of a plane semi-infinite homogeneous

atmosphere can be calculated in various ways. For the scalar

case Aitibartsumyan (1942, 1943a,b) reduced the problem to solv-

ing a set of coupled nonlinear integral equations for the

functions ip'(u) [for the generalization to polarized light see

the appendix of Chapter 3]. This problem was further reduced

to solving the so-called H-equation for a single function

Hm(u) per Fourier term by Chandrasekhar (1950), Busbridge

(1960) and Sobolev (1975). This reduction was generalized for

polarized light by Domke (1975). The procedure is very ela-

borate and is virtually impossible for scattering by most

aerosols. A reduction for molecular scattering, including po-

larization, was given by, for instance, Abhyankar and Fymat

(1970, 1971) [see also De Rooij (1981)].

In practical situations one usually employs a more direct

numerical approach to determine the reflection matrix. A num-

ber of such methods for the scalar case have been reviewed by

Lenoble (1977). For polarized light only a few methods have

been presented and tested. For example, the F -method proposed

by Siewert and Benoist (1979) has, until now, only been used

for the scalar case and for molecular scattering [see for the

latter Maiorino and Siewert (1980), and Siewert and Maiorino

(1980)]. The doubling method is undoubtedly the most widely
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used (and best tested) m<_chod for polarized light. Is was pro-

posed by Van de Hulst (196 3) for the scalar case and it was

extended to polarized light by Hansen (1971) and Hovenier

(1971). For large optical thickness this method can be sup-

plemented by asymptotic fitting (cf. Van de Hulst (1968,

1980)]. In this chapter we will present an alternative method

in which the nonlinear integral equation for the reflection

matrix and one of the linear constraiii.o are used. For the m = 0

term in the scalar case such have been presented by Konovalov

(1974) and Dlugach and Yanovitskii (1974). Our procedure is a

generalization of theirs which is applicable to all Fourier

terms (m=0 and m >0) and to polarized light.

In Sect. 4.2 we consider the calculation of discrete

eigenvalues v. and corresponding eigenvectors of the transport

equation. We will give a generalization for polarized light of

the well-known continued fraction method [see e.g. Van de

Hulst (1970a, 1920)], which has been used for the scalar case.

In Sect. 4.3 we will present an iterative procedure to

calculate the reflection matrix. In this procedure the non-

linear integral equation and one of the linear constraints are

used [see Sects. 3.2 and 3.3]. In the constraint the above

mentioned eigenvectors occur. The nonuniqueness of solutions

of the nonlinear integral equation [see Sect. 3.4] is recon-

sidered in Sect. 4.4. The nature of the nonphysical solutions

is discussed on the basis of numerical results. In Sect. 4.2

some numerical results are presented and discussed. Our pro-

cedure is compared with other numerical methods. Conclusions

are given in the last section of this chapter.

4.2 CALCULATION OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS. RESULTS.

Discrete eigenvalues v . and their corresponding eigenvec-

tors caii be obtained in a number of ways. In principle we may

determine the zeros of det £ (v), performing . ie integrations

in Eq. (3.31) numerically [cf. Eqs. (3.31) -(3.33)]. From Eq.

(3.32) t (v .) is obtained, and 0m(M,v.) may be determined~m 3 "- j
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using Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30). This procedure leads, however,

to a number of numerical problems. These problems have been

discussed by Kaper et al. (1969) for the scalar case. They

also presented a rather cumbersome procedure to overcome these

problems.

Benassi et al. (1983) approximated the discrete eigen-

values u . by the eigenvalues of a large band-diagonal matrix.

For m =0 they presented some results, which included complex

eigenvalues v. for the {U,V}-part of the intensity vector.

The procedure is, in general, rather time-consuming. This is

especially so if only one of the discrete eigenvalues is re-

quired.

In order to calculate eigenvalues v. and their corre-

sponding eigenvectors we will use a generalization of the so-

called continued fraction method. A thorough discussion of

this method for the scalar case has been given by Van de Hulst

(1970a, 1980). A generalization of this method has been pre-

sented by Domke (1973, 1974, 1982a) for the {I,Q}-part of the

intensity vector in the case m =0. In this section we will

give a generalization applicable to all cases, i.e. for the

vector {I,Q,U,V} if m > 0 and for the vectors {I,Q} and {U,V}

if m =0. For the cases m =0 and m =1 we will also give a spe-

cial procedure, recovering Domke's procedure for the cast

m =0.

The eigenvectors of the transport equation for discrete

eigenvalues v. are given by [cf. Eq. (3.19)]

In numerical work it is more convenient to use the diagonal

matrices £m(u) than the matrices g^(u) [cf. Sect. 2.5]. For

m > 0 we therefore introduce the quantities

0™(u,\O = S gm(u,v) , (4.2)
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S.I = £,., ë' S"1 , (4.3)

e! (v) = S, C' (u) , (4.4)

and, for later convenience,

G! (.•) = S, G' (y) S 7 ! . (4.5)

The index m is suppressed in the last three quantities intro-

duced. The same notation is used for the m = 0 term, where we

also suppress the index m ( = 0 ) . From Eqs. (3.11), (3.21) and

(3.26) we find the recurrence relations

(: + l-m) A' + 1 R' h! ;u) = f (2 .+1) uE' - B| ] R' (u) +

- ( . +m) A' R' - 1(u) , (4.6)

- (•. + m ) A ' C , ( - . ) , ( 4 . 7 )

and

- ( : +m) A1' G; " ' ( . ) , (4.8)

where

SA = m „ (,̂ +i) " diag(O,-l, 1 ,0) , (4.9)

The initial matrices (3.27) and (3.23) become

^(v) = Rm(v) , (4.10)



supplemented for m = 0 ,1 by

(E-Em)G^(v) = (E-E
m)R^(v) . (4.11)

Further, orthogonality relation (3.14) is replaced by

_ 1

After these preparations we will now examine the behaviour

of £!'(v) for ».-*•». For f >N we have

&A = 2. (4.13)

and for u >>N we find [cf. Eqs. (3.12) and (4.9)]

A' K E (4.14)

and

Bl « £ . (4.15)

According to Eq. (4.7) we thus get for i. » N the approximate

relation

The matrix C l + (v) is now introduced through the relation

(4.17)

For •: ••• N we may choose C l + (v) to be diagonal [see Eqs. (4.7) ,

(4.9) and (4.13)]. For Ï » N this matrix becomes independent of

= diag(A i , > 2, A 3 , X „) , (4.18)
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where according to Eq. (4.16)

A2 -2 vA.+ 1 = 0 for i =1,2,3,4 . (4.19)

This equation has two solutions, viz.

\± = v ± A>7-1 , (4.20)

which are different in modulus for v g[-l,+l]. Using Poincare's

theorem fcf. Inönü (1970)],it can then be shown that the dia-

gonal elements A. converge to one of these roots. Since

\ •\_ =1 either A or A_ has a modulus less than one. The so-

lution with the smallest modulus will be denoted by r, so that

|r| = min(|\J,\\J) . (4.21)

As an intermediate step we remark the following. The func-

tions P (u), and thus also the functions P m' n(u), form a
m, n K

complete orthogonal set on [-1,+1] [see Gel'fand et al.(1963)].

Using Eqs. (3.20), (4.2), (4.4) and (4.12) we find that

(4.22)

Since 0 (u,v.) is regular we must have

7 rg>.vJ)]*g>.vJ)du- t\

(4.23)

which is a convergent series. For i^N the magnitude of the

elements of ^.^(v) either increase as r~l or decrease as r'

fcf. Eqs. (4.17) -(4.21)]. In view of Eq. (4.23) they should

thus all decrease, i.e.

lim C*+1(v.) = r • E , (4.24)
&->«> ~ ^ ~
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and therefore

0 4-1 "

al ( V = r - £ A ( V • (4-25>
Relation (4.25) is of great importance in the following

procedure. From Eqs. (4.7) and (4.17) we find the recurrence

relation

C (v)Cf(v) = [ (2S. + D v g - vS* -B'ic'tvJ-d+mIA .

(4.26)

This equation may be rewritten as

C£(v) = [(2J+l)v E { - vs" - B ! -(l+l-n)At+1 Ct+1(v)] ll+m)Al ,

(4.21)

which may be used in a downward recurrence scheme for computing

C (v) . As a starting value for C (v) with £ » N we may then take

the asymptotic relation (4.24). The downward recurrence scheme

is numerically stable, as will now be shown. Equation (1.27)

may for I»N be written as [cf. Eqs. (4.13) -(4.15)]

C*(v) = [2 vE-C l t l(v)] . (4.28)

Since C (v) is taken to be diagonal for n » N , we find for the

diagonal elements of C (v):

I 4 C * . ( v ) I « I r l - U c J + 1 ( v ) | , (4.29)

p n

where A C (v) is the error occurring in C (v) due to the fact

that the starting value is not the exact value. So, in the

downward recurrence scheme the error A C rapidly diminishes

when l is decreasing. It also follows that upward recurrence

is numerically unstable.
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We now use the fact that upward and downward recurrence

schemes should yield the same result for some l =q, i.e.

£q(v) | + = £
q(v) | + . (4.30)

Here, + and )• denote the results of upward and downward cal-

culation, respectively. Since the matrices C (v) are not

uniquely defined [cf. Eq. (4.17)] upward and downward calcu-

lation yield, in general, different results. From Eqs. (4.17)

and (4.30) we find, however, that

fC q(v)| + - C q(u)| + } C^'tv) = £ . (4.31)

The eigenvalues can thus be found by solving the equation

det{Cq(v)|+ - C q(v)| + ) = 0 . (4.32)

We note that in the scalar case this equation, together with

Eq. (4.27), may be written as a continued fraction [cf. Van de

Hulst (1970a)]. As a result of inward recurrence we may take

[see Eqs. (3.25) and (4.17)]

where the matrices G,(\>) can be found using Eqs. (4.8) , (4.10)

and (4.11). Since the matrices G (v) are singular for m =i =0,

m =0 and 9. = 1, and m = £ = 1 [cf. Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11)] we can

use Eq. (4.33) only for q j 3. We therefore take

q = max(3,m) (4 . 34)

to avoid this difficulty. Once Eq. (4.32) has been solved we

can find £ g~ (v) from the linear algebraic system in Eq. (4.31).

This vector can then be used to compute the vector [cf. Eq.

(3.25) ]
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(v) = IG^'Uv)]1 ? r 1 ( v ) - (4-35)
~A ~A

Having found the discrete eigenvalue v . and the vector

£ (v.) we have essentially solved our main problem. However,

the calculation of |?(v) using upward recursion with Eq. (4.7)

is numerically unstable for £ » m , as we have just shown. The

same is true for the upward calculation of £*(v.) using Eq.

(4.8). We could use the downward recursion with Eq. (4.7) or

Eq. (4.8), but we prefer to use results already obtained.

Since c^" (u.) is known we may use for i. > q [cf. Eq. (4.17)]

where C*(v.) has been calculated using downward recursion with

Eq. (4.27). This recursion is used to calculate Cq(v.)]j in Eq.

(4.32). From Eqs. (4.1) -(4.5) we find that

If m =0 or m =1 we also require :/, (v>.) with ; < q-1. In

these cases we may use the following explicit expressions,

which may be derived from Eqs. (4.8) -(4.11):

£°(v) = diag(l,0,0,l) £fl(v), (4.38)

C,; (v) = diag( (1-S?, j)v, 0, 0, (l-SÏ,»)v) C,(v), (4.39)

3-si, ,) y
2-l], P°'~2(v) ,

(4.40)
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£](v) = diag(/ 1- v2, O , O, / 1- v2 ) £ & (v) , (4.41)

£|(v) = dlag((3-sj(1) v/l-v
2, P^'"2(v) ,

v/ 1-v2 ) £A(U) . (4.42)

Here, we have

p 1 '

± 2<v, = 1
12(v) = ±

a (i-,2

/I • <i±v) • / 1 - v 2 ,

(4

(4

.43)

.44)

while we remark that common factors /l-u2 may be combined with

C.(v) , since the eigenvectors j# (u,v) are fixed up to a mul-

tiplicative constant, which may depend on v.

Finally, we give the expressions to calculate the matrices

C q(v). For m Ï 0 we find [seeEq. (A. 8) ]

_m+l, . „m+1, , r_m, .,"*
C (v) = G & (vi) [Gfl(v)j =

= [A m + 1] J • [(2m+l)v E - S m-v - B m] . (4.45)
~ ~ ~/\ ~A

For m = 0 and m = l we use [see Eq. (4.34)]

(3-m)A3 -G^(v) = [5-v-E - v - S 2 - B 2 ] -G 2(>J) +

- (2+m)-A2-Gj(v) (4.46)

and the fact that G 2(v) is nonsingular to find

(3-m)A3 -C 3(v) = [ 5 - v - E - v S 2 - B 2 ] +

2-G^(v)-[G 2(v)] ' . (4.47)



We now summarize the procedure to determine \> . and

jg°(u,v.). First we determine £q(v) using Eqs. (4.19), (4.20)

and Eqs. (4.45) -(4.47). We then calculate £ q(u)| + with a

downward recursion scheme starting with C (u) = r-E for a suf-

ficiently high value of I [see Eqs. (4.29) for the error re-

duction]. The matrix Cq(v)| is found using Eqs. (4.33), (4.46)

and (4.47). By scanning the complex plane we search for

zeros of Eg. (4.32) in order to obtain the discrete eigenvalues

v.. We then solve Eq. (4.31) for £q~ (v.) and determine

0™(u,v.) via Eqs. (4.36), (4.38) -(4.44) and (4.37). A simple

transformation then turns 0™(u,v.) into 0m(u,v ) [cf. Eqs.

(4.2)].

For the special cases m =0 and m =1 we can also use the

following method, which was first pointed out by Domke (1973,

1974). Although R™(v) is singular, we can still determine

C2(v) using downward recursion. From

C2(v) (4.48)

and the explicit expressions for |! (v) and E/t(v) [see Eqs.

(4.39) -(4.42)] we observe that the first and fourth columns

of C2(v) are fixed.

For m = 0 we easily find from Eq. (4.48)

C2(\

ao

So

0

* .
*

0

0

0
*

0

0

O O

(4.49)

where the asterisk denotes an element which is not fixed yet.

The zeros in the matrix follow from Eq. (4.27) since we start

the downward recursion with a diagonal matrix Cl(v). Further,

we have
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a. = i[{l-sfri){3-s}ri)v
2-l]/[(l-S?ri)v] ,

So = hi (1-sJ,!,) (3-si, „) v2-l]/[ (1-sJ ,») v] ,

EO = P°'2(V)/[(1-S;,,,)V] .

(4.50)

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.53)

Instead of using Eq. (4.32) to determine the discrete eigen-

values v. we can now use the equations

= a o ( v ) f o r t h e { I'Q }~P a r t' (4.54)

and

{C2 (v) }„,., I = So(v) for the {U,V}-part. (4.55)

As mentioned earlier [cf. Sect. 2.4] the {I,Q)-part and the

{U,V}-part of the vector {I/Q,U,V} can be treated separately

for m =0. After solving Eg. (4.54) or (4.55) we also find from

Eq. (4.49) 3o(v) or E O ( V ) , and so we can easily determine the

vector ï,1 (v) . These are readily found, using the explicit

forms of 5°(v) and e!(v)-

For the case m = l we obtain from Eqs. (4.41) and (4.42)

C2(v) =

a i * * 0

Si * * C i

V! * * El

0 * * & !

(4.56)

where

a, (v) = (3-S, ,1) -v if

61 (v) = (3-sl,*) -v if

0 ,

0 .

(4.57)

(4.58)
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The equations to be solved are now

{ £ 2 (v) J i ,1 I j. = «if»' i f £A
(v)li ^ ° (4.59)

and

{C2 (v) K ,„ | + = o, (v) if £A(v) | „ ?« 0 . (4.60)

As for m = 0 , after solving these equations, £i(v) can easily

be found and we find £i(v) from the explicit expression in Eq.

(4.41) .

In practice we used the first approach for the azimuth

dependent terms (m >0). For the azimuth independent term (m= 0)

we used Domke's method, because in this case the {1,0}-part

and the {U,V)-part of the intensity vector are decoupled. The

two 2-vectors {I,Q} and {U,V} may be treated separately, thus

reducing the computational effort. In order to determine the

largest real eigenvalue, from now on denoted by vi, we scan

the range 0 < 1/v <1. We do not scan the entire complex plane,

since we want to avoid working with complex eigenvalues and

the corresponding complex eigenvectors in the numerical proce-

dure to calculate the reflection matrix for a semi-infinite

homogeneous atmosphere. Germogenova and Konovalov (1978) and

Kuz'mina (1979) have shown that for m =0 at least one pair of

real eigenvalues ±v exists for the vector {I,Q}. The eigen-
in 3 x

value v is, in absolute value, the largest eigenvalue of
niSiX

the transport equation to be found [see also Sect. 3.3]. Our

calculations have shown that pairs of real eigenvalues may also

occur for the vector {U,V} in the case m = 0 [see also Benassi

et al. (1983)] and for the vector {I,Q,U,V} in cases with

m s 1.

For numerical purposes it is more convenient to use the

diffusion exponents k. (= 1/v.) instead of the eigenvalues v..

Note, that for m =0 and a=l an eigenvalue vi =« occurs for

the fI,0) vector, yielding ki =0. Numerical values of ki for

scalar Henyey-Greenstein scattering [cf. Sect. 2.6] with m = 0

have been given by Van de Hulst (1980) and Dlugach and
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Yanovitskii (1974). Tables of values for k. (i >1) have been

given by Dlugach and Yanovitskii (1977) in the case of scalar

Henyey-Greenstein scattering with m >0. The results mentioned

above agree with our calculations.

For polarized light we compared our results with results

obtained by Domke (1982a,b). These results concern the {I,Q}

part of the intensity vector for m =0. Domke (1982a) tabulated

diffusion exponents ki (i jl) for four types of scattering,

namely Rayleigh scattering, 50 I Rayleigh scattering + 50 %

scalar Henyey-Greenstein scattering with g =0.80, and two Mie

scattering models. As an example, our results for the second

model agree to eight or nine decimals with results obtained by

Domke (1982b). [Only five to six decimals were reported by

Domke (1982a).] We must, however, realize that essentially the

same method was used in obtaining the results.

As an illustration of our calculations we now give some

results for the scattering models presented in Sect. 2.6. As

discussed in that section, absorption will be simulated by

multiplication of the expansion coefficients [cf. Eqs. (2.62) -

(2.67) and Eqs. (2.157) and (2.160)] by an albedo for single

scattering, a <1. In our procedure for calculating the reflec-

tion matrix of a semi-infinite atmosphere only the eigenvector

corresponding to kj is of interest. Therefore, if m >0 we will

tabulate the diffusion exponent kj , and if ra =O the diffusion

exponent ki for both the {I,Q}-part and the {U,V}-part of the

Intensity vector. In Tables 4.1 to 4.5 the diffusion exponents

are given for several values of the albedo for single scatter-

ing, a, in the case m =0. The intensity vector deep in a semi-

infinite atmosphere is, up to a multiplicative constant, equal

to e 'T j2S°(u,\>]) as can be seen from Eq. (3.64). From the

tables mentioned above we see that as the albedo for single

scattering decreases, the diffusion exponent increases. As is

physically „I>iC.r, the radiation field will decrease more rapid-

ly when more absorption occurs. Furthermore, it is interesting

to see that the {I,Q)-part of the intensity vector dominates

the f I),V}-part when the albedo for single scattering is close

to one. Thus at great optical depths the polarization is zero,
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Table 4.1 Principal eigenvalues for the (I,Q)- and (U.V)-part of the

transport equation (n)=0) for the case of Rayleigh. scattering.

a

1

0.999

0.99

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

k

0

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

,(I.Ö)

054743

172285

519583

C.97604

811199

888707

941298

k](U,V)

0.852755

0.853096

0.856150

0.885038

0.913661

0.938589

0.959668

0.976618

Table 4.2 As Table 4.1, but for model scattering matrix A.

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

.999

.99

.9

.8

.7

.6

.5

k,(I,Q)

0

0.028945

0.091925

O.3O1B13

0.440997

0.SS4036

0.652391

0.739918

k,(U,V)

0.221994

0.223615

0.236882

0.360367

0.473819

0.574148

0.664945

0.747595

Table 4.3 As Table 4.1, but tor model scattering matrix B.

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

.999

.99

.9

.8

.7

.6

.5

klU.Q)

0

0.029091

0.092132

0.296257

0.427252

0.533040

ü.62S665

0.709173

ki(0,V)

0.281436

0.282561

0.292598

0.386295

0.480484

0.567393

0.648401

0.724081
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Table 4.4 As Table 4.1, but for model scattering matrix C.

a

1

0.999

0.99

0.9

O.B

0.7

0.6

0.5

k|U,Q)

0

0.024259

0.077339

0.261974

0.392550

0.503000

0.602146

0.692894

k,(U,V)

0.150681

0.152452

0.167854

0.294523

0.410463

0.514049

0.609188

0.697344

Table 4.5 As Table 4.1, but foi model scattering matrix D.

a

1

0.999

0.99

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.5

k,(I,Q)

0

0.024393

0.077516

0.257095

0.3812B5

0.486549

0.5818S3

0. «57005 3

kl(U,V)

0.189605

0.190912

0.202503

0.307203

0.410253

0.505279

0.594378

0.678372

or becomes linear with an angle x = 0 or x = TT/2 with respect to

the meridian plane [see Sects. 2.2 and 2.4]. As the absorption

increases both diffusion exponents become nearly equal in size.

In Tables (4.6) -(4.10) values for kj are listed for m >0

in case of Rayleigh scattering and scattering according to

models A, B, C and D of Sect. 2.6; the scattering is assumed

to be conservative. We have listed the exact results and also

the corresponding results in the 3x3-approximation [see Sect.

2.4]. The small differences indicate that good results may be

expected for the internal field in the 3x3-approximation.
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Table 4.6 Principal eigenvalues for the azimuth-dependent

part of the transport equation in the case of

Rayleigh scattering.

m

1

2

0.914816

0.740967

Table 4.7 As Table 4.6, but for model scattering matrix A.

m

1

2

3

0

0

0

.484552

.317412

.826597

k

0.

0.

0.

1(3x3)

483549

317J82

82536S

Table 4.8 As Table 4.6, but for model scattering matrix B.

m

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

Kl

0.423980

0.294330

0.602804

0.719039

0.794922

0.857133

0.911888

O..J85951

ki(3x3)

0.422874

0.293807

0.602739

0.718847

0.794599

0.856694

0.911358

0.989482
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Table 4.9 As Table 4.6, but for model scattering matrix C.

m

1

2

3

4

5

0.345861

0.224799

0.625161

0.862008

0.991412

k,(3x3)

0.345793

0.224781

0.624721

0.861682

0.991217

Table 4.10 As Table 4.6, but for model scattering matrix D.

m

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

ki

.310321

.210867

.479225

.614758

.692286

.746349

ki(3x3)

0.309411

0.210<:43

0.479170

0.614709

0.692237

0.746264

From Tables (4.6) -(4.10) we find that for m >1 the diffusion

exponent kj increases as the Fourier index m increases. Note,

however, that the value ki for m = l is larger than the one for

m = 2 . Inspection of the tables shows that deep in a semi-in

finite atmosphere the radiation field is dominated by the m =0

term and thus it becomes azimuth independent. Further, we found

for m >0 that k] increases as the albedo for single scattering,

a, decreases as we also found for m = 0 .
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4.3 COMPUTATION OF THE REFLECTION MATRIX

In Sect. 3.4 we have seen that the reflection matrix

Rm(M/Uo) is uniquely determined by the nonlinear integral

equation (3.8) and the set of linear constrained, i.e. Eq.

(3.67) for v=v. (j=l,2,..., M ). In the iterative procedure

here described we use the nonlinear integral equation (3.3)

l

(M+y»)R
nl(y,uo) = j Zm(-u,Po) +^ ƒ Rm(u , u ') Zm (u ' ,y o) dp ' +

l i

0 0 ~ ~

(4.61)

and one of the linear constraints, viz.

1
0m(-y,vi) = 2 ƒ Rm (p ,y ') ji' 0m(p',vi)dy' . (4.62)
~ 0 ~

Further, we will use the symmetry relation

R (u/Po) = 33 [R ( V O / P ) ] 33 (4.63)

[cf. Eq. (2.172)].

Let us start the iterative procedure with an approximant

of the reflection matrix given by

Zm(-u,Mo) (4.64)

that is the contribution of single scattering only [see e.g.

Hovenier (1971; Appendix)]. This expression is substituted in
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the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.61) to obtain on the l.h.s. the iterate

£ I , O ( P , U O ) , which satisfies Eq. (4.63). However, this iterate

will, in general, not satisfy Eq. (4.62). We now start an

upgrading procedure using Eq. (4.62). For the approximant

£ k j_ ( M » M o > Ik iterations with Eq . (4.61) and 1 upgrading steps

with Eq. (4.62)] we find

1

~k,l ( M ) = ê " 1 ^ ' ^ ' - 2 / £k,i
(ll'p')ljl 0m(p',v1)du' . (4.65)

Renormalizing (3 ( p , v i) so that

2 ƒ [0m(u,v,)]T i. 0m(;.,v1)d., = 1 (4.66)
o

we find that

£ k JIII.ND) +^ k L (ti) [0 (ii o , vi ) ] (4.67)

satisfies .Eq. (4.62). On the other hand, it does not satisfy

Eq. (4.63) and to preserve symmetry we take as the next approx-

imant

+ q3 0m(p,vi) Î ,k 1('J!-) l^a^
1 (4.68)

which does not satisfy Eq. (4.62). After each iteration we take

a number of these upgrading steps which are repeated until for

a certain 1 =1* (1* is k-dependent!)

max | [.< („) ]. ! •' \ , (4.69)
\i ; 1 ̂ l < 4

where <S is fixed beforehancl. we then substitute r, ,*(u/wo)
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in the r.h.s. of Eg. (4.61) to obtain on the l.h.s. the iterate

r (u,|ij). The iterative procedure is stopped when

max

L < i , j < 4
(4.70)

where A is the required internal deviation. For convenience we

omitted the index m for r^ (y,un) and £ (u,u • ).

We have so far assumed that a real eigenvalue v, and thus

a constraint exists. When such a constraint does not exist we

only use iterations using Eq. (4.61). We have also assumed that

Etj. (4.70) can eventually be fulfilled after a sufficient num-

ber of iterations. For m = 0 there is a decoupling between the

(I,Q)-part and the (U,V)-part of the reflection matrix. In

this case we use the constraint for the (I,Q)-part as well as

the constraint for the (U,V)-part. In order to perform the in-

tegrations in Eqs. (4.61) and (4.62) we use Gauss-Legendre

integration, which has a limited accuracy. A consequence is

that Eqs. (4.61) and (4.62) cannot be satisfied simultaneously

with any desired degree of accuracy. In that case A will no

longer decrease after a certain number of iterations, and the

iterative procedure has to be truncated. However, as shown by

experience, the last A found then provides a good indication

of the absolute error of the reflection matrix calculated. In

general, the last A found before truncating the iterative

procedure will be called the final internal deviation, A .

Numerical tests have shown that a useful choice for S

can be made as follows. After k iterations we determine

max
N .Ho

_ (,,,M0)] -[r

(4.71)

The factor (U + IJ0) is included in Eq. (4.71) to suppress large

deviations for Mr MO < ;1, where the order of magnitude of the
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reflection matrix increases. Exclusion of the factor

may lead to adoption of too high values for S^, as experience

showed. This quantity is now chosen to be

<4-72>

{4-73)

10-2

1 *
100 k

!
10 A

if

if

if

1
100 '

1 0 -

1 .
10 A

4k - 1 0

1
* 100

1
- 100

- 2

k

The choice for 6 can be motivated as follows. For upgrading

to be effective, & should be below a certain upper limit. On

the other hand, 6 may not be chosen too small, since this may

change the iterate so much that the number of iterations with

Eq. (4.61) may increase significantly. Experience showed that

6 = -r-jTQ A* works very well. There are, however, two restric-

tions. At the first few iterations upgrading appeared to be

effective only if 6 was smaller than . A* Experience now

showed that an upper limit lO"2 is useful. When A* approaches

A the number of upgrading steps may be reduced without in-

creasing the number of iterations with Eq. (4.61). As a lower

limit for & we therefore took rrjr A.

The upgrading via Eq. (4.68) is not the only possibility.

Our choice appears to be quite effective and has been used in

a vast amount of test calculations. There are two reasons for

the explicit use of the symmetry relation (4.63). First of all

the symmetry of the reflection matrix is used to reduce the

number of calculations to be performed. In this case any ap-

proximant r (ii,u«) has to obey Eq. (4.6 3). Secondly, we

found in several test calculations with scalar Henyey-Green-

stein scattering that use of upgrading with conservation of

symmetry reduced considerably the number of iterations to be

performed with Eq. (4.61). The symmetry relation was also taken

into account by Dlugach and Yanovitskii (1974), but not by

Konovalov (1974). These three authors considered the case m = 0
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and ignored polarization. Dlugach and Yanovitskii (1977) ap-

plied their method also to cases with m > 0 for scalar Henyey-

Greenstein scattering. This method fails, however, for

Irvine's (1965) maritime haze model [see Sect. 2.6], as our

experience showed. This failure is probably due to the fact

that in this case the m-th Fourier component of the phase func-

tion, i.e. Z?,i(u,u0), changes sign. In numerical calculations

for scalar Henyey-Greenstein scattering Z™,i(u,Uo) was found

to be nonnegative on the whole range of u and u0. Our method

does not have these defects and appears to be effective in all

cases considered, with and without polarization.

4.4 NONUNIQUENESP Or' SOLUTIONS IN PRACTICE

As we have shown in Sect. 3.4 the nonlinear integral equa-

tion for the reflection matrix has, in general, multiple solu-

tions. Numerous test calculations, using the iterative proce-

dure given in Sect. 4.3, have shown that in all cases consider-

ed the resulting solution was the physically relevant one, al-

though not more than one constraint was taken into account.

Test calculations for the scalar case, i.e. ignoring po-

larization, were performed for Henyey-Greenstein scattering,

Irvine's (1965) maritime haze model [cf. Sect. 2.6] and other

cases. Checks on the final solutions were made in two ways. In

the first way we verified that the reflection function satis-

fied all linear constraints within a certain accuracy. In the

second way we checked the final solution with results obtained

with the doubling method plus asymptotic fitting [see Sect.

4.5]. The latter results were calculated with a computer pro-

gram provided by J.F. de Haan. Also for polarized light a large

number of test calculations were performed, including test

models A, B, C and D of Sect. 2.6. Iii these cases we compared

our results with results obtained with the doubling method plus

asymptotic fitting. The latter results were made available by

J.F. de Haan (1983). The conclusion is that also for polarized

light the physically relevant solution was found in all cases
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Fig. 4.1 Functions u (u,\J..) for the azimuth independent terra (m=0) for scalar

Henyey-Greenstein scattering with g =0.80 and a =0.999.

Note that u2 is chosen as the ordinate.

Fig. 4.2 As Pig. 4.1, but for m =1, g =0.85 and a = 1.
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considered.

Since it is not clear beforehand why the physically rel-

evant solution is always found with our iterative procedure,

we will now investigate *;his. Because the structure of the

physically nonrelevant solutions is the same with and without

polarization [see Sect. 3.4] we will concentrate the discussion

on the scalar case. Physically nonrelevant solutions satisfying

one unphysical constraint for v. [cf. Eq. (3.90)] have the form

= Rm(u,iio) + 2H3- um(l,,v .) [u
m(uo,v.)]T (4.75)

[cf. Eqs. (3.106) -(3.108)]. Four functions u ( u , v .) are plot-

ted in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 for two cases of scalar Henyey-Green-

stein scattering. The functions have been scaled in such a way

that the constant N./2n. is replaced by ±1. In the cases con-

sidered we always found the positive sign. For m = 0 we chose

g =0.80 and a =0.999, yielding five pairs of discrete eigen-

values and for m =1 we chose g =0.85 and a =1, also yielding

five pairs of discrete eigenvalues. The physically relevant

solution Rm(u,Mo) is a fairly smooth function of the variables

M and MO- The solutions R™. (w#po) ars more structured than the

physically relevant solution [see Eq. (4.75) and Figs. 4.1 -

4.2]. We also find that the amount of structure increases as

the index j increases and that these solutions have large ex-

trema in the neighbourhood of u -u 0 =1. For solutions which

satisfy two unphysical constraints (say for v. and v ) a mix-

ture of the functions um(u/u.) and um(u,v ) [see Sect. 3.4]

noting that u™ (u,u ) is a linear combination of um(u,v ) and

u (u,v.) is found, which further increases the amount of

structure in the physically nonrelevant solutions.

The fact that we found the physically relevant solution

in all cases considered can now be understood as follows. By

including the constraint for v> into the iterative procedure

we prevent the entering of u (p,Vj) into a possible nonphysical

solution. The remaining nonphysical solutions have large fluc-
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tuations in the neighbourhood of p =yo =1- It is unlikely that

in the iterative procedure a highly structured unphysical so-

lution is preferred to the rather smooth physically relevant

solution. Practice has even shown that the use of the con-

straint for vi is not a necessity if », <». The merit of using

the constraint is (i) obtaining convergence if v 1 = °° (i.e. in

case m =0 and a =1) and (ii) obtaining a considerable improve-

ment of the rate of convergence if vi <».

4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

in order to test the numerical methods described in Sects.

4.2 and 4.3 we first performed a large number of computations

for the scalar case, i.e. ignoring polarization. The phase

functions used were mainly Henyey-Greenstein phase functions

and the maritime haze model phase function of Irvine (1965)

[see Sect. 2.6].

From the results for the azimuth independent terms given

in Tables 4.11 to 4.14 we find that use of the constraint

reduces the number of iterations required considerably. The

greatest improvement is of course accomplished for conservative

and nearly conservative scattering. The difference in the

Table 4.11 Number of iterations with use of the constraint (N t and without

use of the constraint (N > to calculate R^(IJ,UO) for isotropic

scattering with A=JO~8 and using 16 Gaussian division points.

a

1

0.999

0.99

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.054750

.172531

.525430

.710412

.828635

.957504

N
c

10

10

10

9

9

9

a

%

-
270

101

32

20

14

11
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Table 4.12 As Table 4.31, but for Henyey-Greenstein scattering with

g =0.5 and L =10~5, using 20 Gaussian division points.

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

.999

.99

.9

.8

.7

.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

kl

.038729

.122432

.385616

.541834

.657852

.827994

N
c

13

13

15

15

15

13

13

-

580

201

59

37

26

17

Table 4.13 As Table 4. It, but g -0.75, A =10~e, using

32 Gaussian division points.

a

1

0.999

0.99

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.5

ki

0

0.027402

0.087103

0.288080

0.423443

0.534490

0.719357

N
c

24

25

26

26

23

20

15

-

808

277

76

45

31

17

Table 4.14 As Table 4.II but for Irvine's (1965) maritime haze

model/ using 32 Gaussian division points and A =10~6.

a

1

0.999

0.99

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.5

ki

0

0.025349

0.080611

0.267960

0.396497

0.504020

0.688294

N
c

24

24

26

24

21

17

12

N
n

-

566

205

56

33

23

12
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number of iterations required with and without using the con-

straint vanishes for a < 0.5. The results for azimuth dependent

terms given in Tables 4.15 and 4.16 show that also in these

cases an improvement is found when constraints are used in the

Table 4.15 The number of iterations required to calculate R^iUtUa) with

A =10~8 with use of constraint (N ) and without use of constraint

(N ). Calculations are presented for scalar Henyey-Greenstein

scattering with g=0.75 and a = l, using 32 Gaussian division points.

m

1

2

3

0

0

0

.575174

.834860

.976530

N
c

25

20

16

N
n

38

22

16

Table 4.16 As Table 4.15, but for Irvine's (1965) raaritim

haze model and internal accuracy rt =10~^.

m

1

2

3

0

0

0

*<

.457267

.674179

.832972

H
c

24

20

15

N
n

33

22

16

iterative procedure. From the results for both azimuth inde-

pendent and azimuth dependent terms we find that the use of the

constraint reduces the number of iterations if 0 ;k, <k*. For

simple phase functions we may find k^ «0.9, but for more struc-

tured phase functions this number may be as low as k* «0.7 as

more extensive calculations have shown. The corresponding

ranges for the single scattering albedo for m =0 remain,

however, almost unchanged: 0.5 _<a ; 1.

Whether or not the final internal deviation A is lower

than the desired value A depends on the number of Gaussian

I 10



points used, as discussed in Sect. 4.3. Further, the final in-

ternal deviation A is expected to be a good indication of the

absolute error in the computed reflection function. The results

obtained have been compared with results obtained via the so-

called H-functions [see Chandrasekhar (1950)] for isotropic and

Rayleigh scattering. The iterative calculation of the relevant

H-functions has been discussed by Bosma and De Rooij (1983) .

For other types of scattering we used for comparison the dou-

bling method supplemented by so-called asymptotic fitting [see

Van de Hulst (1968, 1980)]. For m =0 and a =1 we used

R°(y,p0) « R°(u,uo) + T°(Vfuo), (b>M) (4.76)
m D D

where the indices (°° or b) indicate the optical thickness of a

homogeneous atmosphere. In other cases we used an optical

thickness, b, so large that

R™(M,U 0) <* K"(ii,vo) (4.77)

and

T°(M,uo) » 0. (4.78)

Equations (4.76) to (4.78) can be found from the asymptotic

relations given in Sect. 5.3. The computations using the dou-

bling method with asymptotic fitting were performed with a

computer program developed by J.F. de Haan. In all cases con-

sidered we found that the differences in results obtained with

our iterative procedure and the other methods were at most

equal to the final internal deviation Af.

For polarized light we performed test calculations for

Rayleigh scattering and for the scattering models A,B,C and D.

The results for Rayleigh scattering were compared with results

obtained via the so-called scalar and matrix H-functions [see

De Rooij (1981)]. The results for models A, B, C and D were

compared with results provided by J.F. de Haan (1983), who

used the doubling method plus asymptotic fitting. Again we
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found that the differences in the results were at most equal

to the final internal deviation A f. Some characteristic quan-

tities obtained with the calculation of the reflection matrices

for conservative scattering are given in Table 4.17. For large

Fourier indices m the reflectrion matrices R m ( u , \j 0 'i may be ob-

tained by computing one or two orders of scattering instead of

using the iterative procedure. This issue is further considered

in the Appendix of this chapter.

The order of scattering approach can also be used for

small values of m, requiring more than 2 orders of scattering

to be computed. If m = 0 and the albedo for single scattering

is close to one, asymptotic relations have to be used for high

orders of scattering to avoid excessive computation times.

Some asymptotic relations are given by Uesugi and Irvine (1969,

1970a,b), Uesugi et al. (1971) and Van de Hulst (1970b). We

have also explored the calculation of the reflection function

(matrix) via orders of scattering [see De Rooij (1980)]. It

was found that the iterative procedure was faster than the

order of scattering approach, except when one or two orders of

scattering sufficed. For the azimuth independent term, m = 0 ,

we found that the accuracy of the asymptotic relation dimin-

ishes as the asymmetry parameter -cos Or- increases. This im-

plies that the use of the asymptotic relation has to be shifted

to higher orders of scattering. This possibility is, however,

limited in practical calculations and, therefore, leads to a

reduction of the accuracy. Thus, the iterative procedure is

noi. only faster, but also yields more accurate results.

Since accurate numerical data are rather scarce in the

literature, we present some results, which may be used for

checking purposes. In Table 4.18 reflection matrices are given

for scattering according to scattering model C of Sect. 2.6.

The reflection matrices have been obtained with the iterative

procedure presented in this chapter, and have been checked

against results obtained with the doubling method. The errors

in the results are estimated to be at most one unit in the

last decimal given. For the symmetries in the results for •.; =1

1 I 2



Table 4.17 The number of iterations needed to calculate J?u((j, yo) is given as

a function of m for Rayleigh scattering (R) and models A, B, C and

D. The asterisk denotes that the constraint is not used for this

and higher order Fourier terras. The internal accuracy aimed at is

A=10~5; the final internal accuracy is denoted by Af. IE B >m;

two or less orders of scattering suffice to attain A < 10 s. For

models R and A 16 Gaussian points were used, and for models B, C

and D 28 points. For all five models we used the 3x3-approximation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

••9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

13

7

5

22

19

11

7*

5

4

3

3

2

2

2

10

26

20

16

12

11

1Ü

9

8

a*
7

7

7

6

6

5

5

5

5

4 -

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

32

30

27

16

11

8*

7

6

5

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

28

28

21

16

13

12*

11

10

10

10

9

9

9

8

8

8

7

7

7

7

6

6

6

6

6

5
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Table 4.18 Reflection matrices Rm(p,ucj) for scattering according to scattering

model C with a =1 and y.o =0.5. The upper three matrices are for m= 0,

the lower three matrices are for m = 2 .

M

U

U

M

V

V

--=0.1

= 0.5

= 1.0

= 0.1

= 0.5

= 1.0

1.03746
0.00661
0.
0.

1.04453
0.00719
0.
0.

0.93107
0.
0.
0.

0.22416
-0.00409
0.00115
0.00001

0.06464
-0.00381
-0.00239
0.00004

0.
-0.00481
-0.00481
0.

0.01248
0.55082
0.
0.

0.00719
0.28403
0.
0.

-0.01190
0.
0.
0.

-0.00556
0.22757
-0.03517
-0.00279

-0.003B1
0.07380
0.01234
-0.00540

0.
0.02974
0.02974
0.

0.
0.
0.49035
0.01831

0.
0.
0.23223
0.01484

0.
0.
0.

-0.01999

0.00525
-0.04766
0.20859
0.00143

0.002 39
-0.01234
0.04456
0.00101

0.
-0.00140
-0.00140
0.

0.
0.
-0.01464
0.63317

0.
0.
-0.014B4
0.41931

0.
0.
0.
0.20090

0.00005
-0.02033
-0.00386
0.21220

0.00004
-0.00540
-0.00101
0.05396

0.
0.00797
0.00797
0.

we refer to the discussion given by Hovenier and De Haan

(1985).

In the iterative procedure we used the supermatrix con-

cept developed by De Haan (1981,1985). In this formalism a

matrix multiplication plus a numerical angle integration is

essentially reduced to a single (super-) matrix multiplication.
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS

The iterative procedure to calculate the reflection

matrix of a plane semi-infinite homogeneous atmosphere, pre-

sented in this chapter, yields accurate results for general

types of scattering.

The approach via H-functions requires less computation

time, but is in practice restricted to simple phase functions

and molecular scattering.

Use of orders of scattering, with asymptotic relations

for higher order of scattering, is slower and less accurate,

if compared with the iterative procedure.

Only the doubling method with asymptotic fitting is, as

far as applicability, storage requirements and accuracy are

concerned, comparable to our iterative procedure. The latter

is, however, more than a factor two faster for the azimuth

independent term and (considerably) more than a factor two

faster for the azimuth dependent terms. A further advantage

of the iterative procedure is the fact that the final internal

deviation provides a good estimate of the accuracy of the re-

sults of the calculations.

APPENDIX

In order to calculate the intensity vector of the reflect-

ed light one or two orders of scattering may be sufficient. The

correspond-ng criteria will now be derived. The intensity

vector of the reflected light is, assuming uni-directional in-

cident light [see Sect. 2.4], written as

1^0,-u) = Z I™ ,(u) = Z 8* (il,»)». F. M.A1)

where [n] denotes the order of scattering. For the first two

orders of scattering we have [see e.g. Hovenier (1971; Appen-

dix) ]
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and

5 " l ] ( l l " J 0 > M 0 = 4(u+°tl0)

ƒ R™

+ MO ƒ Zm(-1,,-,i
1)R™ , (u1 ,ii„)du' \ . (4.A3)

0 ~ ~liJ I

Since all matrix elements have roughly the same order of magni-

tude we will consider only element (1,1), i.e. Z i r , ( u , uo) • For

the order of magnitude of the first order [see Eq. (2.A2)] one

easily finds, using Eqs. (2.157) and (2.160)

a(m) = max \a.\\ (4.A4)
m< e<N

For higher order scattering the order of magnitude is a(m)

[ae(m)]
n"1 [see Van de Hulst

effective albedo is given by

[a (m)]""1 [see Van de Hulst (1930; Sect. 15.3.3)] where the

(m) = max
m ̂  ". < N

(4.A5)

This suggests that computation of two orders of scattering

suffices if

a (m) • [a (m) ] < jK • (4.A6)

Computation of only one order of scattering surfices if

a(nt) • [a (m) ] < ^4- . (4.A7)

and no computation is required if
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a(m) < JQ • (4.A8)

Here, A is the desired deviation and a factor 1/10 has been

included as a safety margin. Experience has shown that the

criteria given above work very well in practical calculations.
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C H A P T E R 5

REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION OF

POLAPaZED LIGHT BY FINITE PLANE-

PARALLEL HOMOGENEOUS ATMOSPHERES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we consider a finite plane-parallel homo-

geneous atmosphere. Our main goal is the determination of the

reflection and transmission matrices of such an atmosphere.

For this purpose we separate a plane semi-infinite atmosphere

of the same composition into two parts, the toplayer being a

finite atmosphere and the bottomlayer a semi-infinite atmos-

phere. From the reflection matrix of the semi-infinite atmos-

phere and the internal radiation field at the interface of the

finite and semi-infinite layers, the reflection and transmis-

sion matrices of the finite atmosphere can be determined. This

procedure has been studied before by Engibaryan and Mnatsaka-

nyan (1974), Mnatsakanyan (1975) and Vanovitskii (1979), all

for the scalar case. Domke (1978) took into account polariza-

tion and was the firs- one to notice that in the case of con-

servative scattering a renormalization procedure has to be in-

cluded for the azimuth independent terms. In addition to such

a procedure for conservative scattering, Domke (1978) also

presented a renormalization for non-conservative scattering.

This renormalization requires that the principal eigenvalue

and the correspondina eigenvector of the transport equation

are known.

In Sect. 5.2 we will derive the basic equations for the

determination of the reflection and transmission matrices of

a finite atmosphere usino the procedure mentioned above.
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These equations were also presented by Domke (1978) , who used

complex polarization parameters, whereas we shall use real

polarization parameters. Renormalization procedures for the

azimuth independent term, which differ from those of Domke

(1978), are presented in Sect. 5.3. The entire procedure to

calculate the reflection and transmission matrices, described

in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3, will be called the layer separation

method. In Sect. 5.4 we will generalize a method due to Ivanov

(1975) to calculate the internal radiation field of a semi-

infinite plane homogeneous atmosphere. A numerical evaluation

of this method for scattering according to Henyey-Greenstein

phase functions has been reported by Dlugach (1976). The solu-

tion of the Milne problem, to be used in the renormalization

procedures, is treated in Sect. 5.5. In the final section of

this chapter results obtained with the layer separation method

are discussed and the method ia compared with the doubling

method. The latter method was introduced by Van de Hulst (1963)

for the scalar case and has been generalized for polarized

light by Hansen (1971) and Hovenier (1971). The doubling method

is now well-established and has been used in many practical

situations, e.g. by Hansen and Hovenier (1974) and Kawabata

et al. (1980) for the planet Venus. It yields accurate results

for general types of scattering, unlike many other methods,

but it is rather time-consuming for optically thick layers.

The doubling method is, therefore, especially suited for opti-

cally thin layers, whereas the layer separation method is

especially suited for optically thick layers.

General methods for the computation of the reflection and

transmission functions where polarization is ignored have been

reviewed by, for instance, Lenoble (1977) and Van de Hulst

(1980). As far as general methods for polarized light are con-

cerned, we mention the following. A Monte Carlo approach was

employed by Kattawar and Plass (1968). Computations relevant

to the clouds of Venus, using this approach, were made by

Kattawar et al. (1971). Maiorino and Siewert (1980) and Siewert

and t'aiorino (1980) applied the F -method to molecular scatter-

ing and presented numerical results. This method can in
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principle be used for more general types of scattering, but

requires the determination of all discrete eigenvalues of the

transport equation, which can be rather troublesome [cf. Sect.

4.2]. For the last general method to be mentioned we refer to

Herman (1965) and Dave (1970), who used a Gauss-Seidel itera-

tion to solve the transport equation obtained by discretiza-

tion of the variables T, U and ip. The first and the third

method just mentioned are rather time-consuming and do not

yield very accurate results. All three methods may be used to

compute the internal radiation field, in contrast to the layer

separation and doubling methods.

5.2 THE LAYER SEPARATION METHOD

Consider a plane semi-infinite homogeneous atmosphere

illuminated by a uni-directional beam of light [cf. Sect. 2.4].

The intensity vector at the top of the atmosphere, T =0, is

given by.

.I(0,M,ip) = 6 (u-ypj S ((p-(po)ir F (5.1)

and

,I(0,-ur<P) = R^ (M , uo ;V-iPo) V o F . (5.2)

The direction of the incident beam is (MO,<PO); the first ele-

ment of TTF is the net flux per unit area, normal to the beam

and M =|u|. For the internal .radiation field, i.e. the inten-

sity vector for T >0, we write at T =b

£(b,u,<p) = db (u,uo;<P-ipo) Wo F . (5.3)

The matrix d (u,wo;ip-<Po) satisfies the following syrrmetry

relation

d (u,Mo;<Po-ip) = D d (u,y0 ;ip~iPo)D (5.4)
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[see Hovenier (1969; Appendix)]. Therefore, an azimuthal

Fourier expansion, analogous to the one in Sect. 2.4 [cf. Eqs.

(2.94) -(2.110)], can be used lor this matrix. For the Fourier

coefficients of the intensity sector we then find [see Fig.

5.1]

(5.5)

and

(5.6)

(5.7)

The matrix db(u,)Jo) can be separated into two parts, describing

diffusely and directly transmitted light, respectively, as

follows

d™(u,y0) = D°(u,y0) + e b/u" 6(u-y„) E. (5.8)

Here, E denotes the 4x4 unit matrix.

T=0

Flq. 5.1 A semi-infinite atmosphere illuminated by a parallel beam

of light. The internal radiation field at i = b is indicated.
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Let us now consider a finite plane-parallel atmosphere of

the same composition, having optical thickness b. Illumination

by a uni-directional beam of light only at the top gives [see

Fig. 5.2]

and

I™(0,M) = h 5 (u-

17(0,-p) = R£(P,MO)PO

r'(b,-u) = 0 .

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

Here, we have the decomposition [see Eqs. (2.120) and (5.11)]

t™(u,u0) = T™(n,u0) + 2^7
 e'b/l" 5(u-uo)E, (5.13)

describing diffusely and directly transmitted light, respec-

tively,

B

j-6C|i-H0)F,

. x=o

Fig. 5.2 Finite atmosphere illuminated at the

top by a parallel beam of light.
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and

I l l umina t i on only a t t he bottom gives [see F ig . 5 .3]

I ° ( b , - y ) = h Sdi-noJP. , (5.14)

I . (b,u) — R. (ufMo)uoF. / (5.15)
~i ~b ~i

u) = t ( M , M o ) u o F . i ( 5 . 1 6 )

) = 0 , ( 5 . 1 7 )

f:

rr

w h e r e [ c f . E q s . ( 2 . 1 2 7 ) a n d ( 2 . 1 2 8 ) ]

m * . . _ _ _ m . .
* V '•V 'V 0 1 ~ i i K v , ( U r P o J

and

= D D.

(5.18)

(5.19)

t =0

Fig. 5.3 Finite atmosphere illuminated at the

bottom by a parallel beam of light.
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Fig. 5.4 Finite atmosphere illuminated at

both top and bottom.

Now consider the following situation [see Fig. 5.4]. An

atmosphere with optical thickness b is illuminated both at the

top and at the bottom. The intensity vector of the incident

light is assumed to be

™(0,u) = h (5.20)

at the top. At the bottom we then have

For the outgoing directions we find

(5.21)

1 ^
Fi + ƒ t™ (u,M')2y' d"(-ii',vD)u,F. du'

(5.22)

at the top, and
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Im(brM) = t"(n,p3)no F. + ƒ R™*(y,u
I)2p' d°(-n', v,) NF. du'

(5.23)

at the bottom. By inspection of Fig. 5.1 it is clear that the

same illumination occurred for the layer with 0 • t •• b of the

semi-infinite atmosphere. We thus find [cf. Eqs. (5.6) and

(5.7)]

Jm(0 ,-u) = R_"'(M , Mo) u o F. (5.24)

and

I™(b,u) = db(u,uo)iio F± • (5.25)

Since the vector F in Eq. (5.1) is arbitrary we find from Eqs.

(5.22) -(5.25) the important set of equations:

Rm'. p,uo) = R ™ ( P , M O ) +• f t (u,u')2v' d (-M' ,uo)d|j' (5.26)

and

db(g,uo) = tb(p,y0) + ƒ Rb*(u,y")2p
1 d™(~u',V o)&v ' . (5.27)

We will now show that these equations may be used to de-

termine the reflection and transmission matrices of the finite

layer, assuming R^lp^o) and d (u#wo) to be known. We now sup-

press the Fourier index m and introduce the matrices

db(p,u0) = db(u,yo) , (5.28)

Db(tJ,iio)=D(lj,1Jo) (5.29)

and

Dr<y,uo) = D (-u,uo) = d. (-u.uo) • (5.30)
i^D ~D '̂'13

In shorthand notation, Eqs. (5.26) and (5.27) can now be writ-

ten as the operator equations
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R b = R ^ - jb <S> E>b ( 5 . 3 1 )

and
+ —

t = d . — R © D . ( 5 • 3 2 )

Here, the a product denotes matrix multiplication and integra-

tion over |i' [cf. Hovenier (1970)]. When we pre- and postmul-

tiply both sides of Eq. (5.32) by D and substitute the result-

ing expression for t* into Eq. (5.31) we find

R, = R - [d** - R a D"*] 8 D" , (5.33)

where the asterisk denotes the result of pre- and postmulti-

plication with the matrix D. This equation may be rewritten as

R e [I - D""* e D~] = [R - d** 8 D"] , (5.34)
~£> ~ -̂ b "'t) ~*ji ^b ~o

where the unit element I for the product, a is given by

£ = Y~ f, (u-uo)E . (5.35)

From Eq. (5.34) we find that R can, in general, be expressed

as the Neumann series

where ~ ~ - n = 0 ~

Q = D" a D" (5.37)

The infinite series in Eq. (5.36) may also be written as

X 2n = (I + 0) 8 Z Q 2 n . (5.38)
n=0 ~ n=0 ~

Repeating this procedure we eventually obtain
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? Qn = II (l + QU ' ) , (5.39)
n = 0 ~ n = 0 ~ ~

where the infinite product relates to the » product. The in-

finite product converges faster than the geometric series; less

products have to be evaluated in order to obtain a certain

accurary [cf. De Haan (1981,1985)]. Therefore, it is to be

preferred in numerical work. The infinite product was first

used in the doubling method by De Haan (1981). Independently

it was used by Newman (1973) in radio astronomy, as part of a

technique to restore radio maps.

We now summarize the procedure to be followed. The reflec-

tion matrix R (p,po) i s calculated from Eq. (5.36), where the

geometric series is to be replaced by the product according to

Eq. (5.39). The transmission matrix is then found from Eq.

(5.32).

The procedure described above works very well, except for

m =0 and a =1. In this case the operator O has an eigenvalue

which equals one, as we will show below,and neither the series

in Eq. (5.36) nor the infinite product in Eq. (5.39) converge.

The eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue one can be

found as follows. From Eqs. ,3.1), (3.2), (3.64) and (3.79) a

spectral representation of d (u,uo) can be obtained, viz.

dm(u,Mo) = h ƒ e" b / v 0m(u,v)[ura(po,v)]T dv . (5.40)

In the case m =0 and a <1 we use Eq. (3.76) for the principal

eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector to obtain

1
e" /»! 0°(-lJ/v1) = ƒ d(-u,u')2y' 0°(u',vi)du' . (5.41)

0

We now take the limit for a + 1 and use Eqs. (3.17) and (3.46)

to find
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io = ƒ d°(-u,u')2y' io dp1 , (5.42)

io = D~ o i0 . (5.43)

Since for m =0

D D~ D = D~ , (5.44)

combination of Eqs. (5.37), (5.43) and (5.44) yields

:L0 = D~ e D~ s £o = Q ® io - (5.45)

Operator Q thus has io as an eigenvector with eigenvalue one.

The operator [I -0] [cf. Eqs. (5.34) and (5.37)] thus has :L0

as an eigenvector with eigenvalue zero, which implies that the

inverse of [̂1 -g] does not exist. The infinite series in Eq.

(5.36) and the infinite product in Eq. (5.39) are, therefore,

not convergent. If m = 0 and (l-a)<<l, the inverse of [I -Q]

exists,but both the infinite sum and infinite product [cf.

Eqs. (5.36) and (5.37)] are slowly convergent.

In practical calculations working with the quantities d

and t; will lead to a considerable loss of accuracy caused by

the terms with a delta function [see Eqs. (5.8) and (5.13)].

If these terms are split off, we obtain instead of Eqs. (5.36)

and (5.32) the equations

5b = [5» " ~b ° 5b " 5b* 8 5bJ s " ( £ + 2 ( 2 J) (5.46)

and

where

= 5b " SS 0 £b ' (5-47)

= ~- e'b/V0 6(y- M 0)E. (5.48)
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The loss of accuracy lies in the fact that after discretiza-

tion of p and n dj"(vi,m>) and t"(u,p0) contain two terms,

which may differ by several orders in magnitude.

5.3 THE RENORMALIZATION PROCEDURE

Since for m =0 and a =1 the operator Q has an eigenvalue

one [see Eq. (5.43)], Eqs. (5.31) and (5.32) do not have a

unique solution in this case. Therefore, additional relations

for the reflection and transmission matrices will have to be

used. To derive such relations we will examine the Milne

problem. In this problem one considers a semi-infinite plane

homogeneous atmosphere. Light sources are only present deep in

the atmosphere, producing an azimuth independent radiation

field. This situation was first treated by Milne (1921), who

assumed the scattering to be conservative and isotropic.

In this section we suppress the Fourier index m (= 0) ,

and give a separate treatment of the nonconservative case and

the conservative case.

5.3.a Nen—?mixsei'vati<>£ znatlevin^

Let us consider two adjacent semi-infinite atmospheres,

one with 0 < x <« and the other one with -•» - r <0, with plane

light sources forT > T >> 1 For T < < T the intensity vector of

the light is dominated by the principal eigenvalue and corre-

sponding eigenvector, up to a multiplicative constant, depend-

ing on the strength of the sources, the intensity vector is

given by [cf. Sects. 3.3 and 4.2]

£(T,U,-VU) = 0(u,-v1)e
t/"1 , (5.49)

We now remove the atmosphere with -<= < T s 0, and since

there is no longer light incident on the semi-infinite atmos-

phere with 0 <T < •» we find for the Milne intensity vector [cf.

Eqs. (5.5) and (5.7)]
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1
I M(T,U) = I(T,U) - ƒ aT(u,u')2u' I(O,i.')dy" . (5.50)

After substitution of Eq. (5.49) into this equation we obtain

£ M
( T ' U ) = g(u,-v,)eT/vi - ƒ dT(u,p')2u

1 g(u',-vi)dli
1 .

(5.51)

At the top of the atmosphere we find

JM(0,u) = £ (5.52)

and [cf. Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3)]

1
IM(0,-u) = 0{ - M , - V I ) - ƒ Rm(y,ii

1)2ii1 g(u',-v,)du' . (5.53)

Using Eqs. (3.51) and (3.71), the latter expression can be

written as

IH(0,-n) = N, g3 U(M,«I) • (5.54)

For the levels T =0 and T =b in the atmosphere [see Fig.

5.5] one easily finds the equations

1
IM(0,-g) = ƒ t*(v,v')2_u' ^(b^-u'Jdy' (5.55)

and °

I,M(b,p) = ƒ R*(y,p1)2VJ' IM(b,-u')dp' . (5.56)

With the help of these equations we may modify Eqs. (5.26) and

(5.27). It is easily seen that we may write

(5.57)

ƒ t*(M,p')2ii' [db(-u',)i,) -IM(b,-M') • f
T(u0)]du'
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Fig. 5.5 Illustration of the Hilne problem for

a plane semi-infinite atmosphere.

and

- ƒ T
f (yo)

(5.58)

where f(m) is an arbitrary function vector. The crucial

point in the preceding section was embodied by Eq. (5,41),

which indicates that O has an eigenvalue one for m =0 and a =1.

To circumvent these problems the matrix d (u,u') is now re-

placed by the renormalized version

Wb(u,u') = db(u,u') - IM(b,u) f (u') . (5.59)

The renormalization is chosen such that it has no effect on

Eq. (5.41) if v £[0,l) and v J*VJ, i.e.

1
ƒ W i-v, ' g(uf,v)du e"b/v g(-p,v) (5.60)
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For v =• v i we demand that

1 1 .
J ƒ W*(-li,y')2p' Wb(-p' ,y")2p" 0 (y ' , v i ) dy "dy ' =0 (e D / V 2)

f o r l < < b < < t M . ( 5 . 6 1 )

In order to satisfy Eq. (5.60) we find from Eq. (3.76) that we

must take

Uv') = c • u(ji' ,«i) , (5.62)

for some constant c. To determine the constant c in such a way

that Eq. (5.61) is fulfilled we will first consider some asymp-

totic expressions for 1 <<b <<^M- From Eq. (5.40) we find

db(u,p') = j s'
b/vi g(u,v1)u

T(uI,vi) . (5.63)

Thus, for the Milne intensity vector [see Eq. (5.51)] we have

I (b,-y) = e b / v i 0(-y,-vi) - e ~ b / v ' 0(-),,V]) -n, , (5.64)

1 T
where m = J u (u',«i)u' 0(u',-vi)dy' . (5.65)

0 ~

The quantity W (u,y') [see Eq. (5.59)] is then given by

Wb(u,y') = [| e'
b / v' g(u,v!) -c{e b / v i 0(u,-v,) +

- e" b / v' n, -0(u,v,))] oT(n',vi) . (5.66)

The latter expression clearly indicates that relation (5.61)

is fulfilled if

1 T T
ƒ uT<u',vi)D u' W (-u,u")dMn = 0 ' . (5.67)
0 ~ ~
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From Eqs. (3.87), (5.66) and (5.67) one readily obtains for

the constant c the expression
2b

1ÏÏ ( 5" 6 8 )

where the following identity has to be used:

1 T
Hi = ƒ u (M'/V])U' 0(v',-v i)d\i' =

0 ~ ~
1 T

= ƒ u (ii'rvih' D 0(-u',vi)dp' (5.69)
0

[cf. Eq. (3.51)].

Equations (5.62) and (5.68) can also be derived in the

following way. Substitution of Eq. (5.63) into Eq. (5.27) re-

veals that the variables p and v0 are separated in the asymp-

totic expression for t (u»uo)« To keep this separation also in

both terras at the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.5R) we arrive at Eq. (5.62) .

We now demand that the integral term in Eq. (5.57) vanishes

for b >>1, leading to Eq. (5.67). Substitution of the asymp-

totic expression (5.66) into Eq. (5.67) yields Eq. (5.68).

This derivation is simpler than the previous one, but gives

less insight in the asymptotic behaviour for b >>1.

For the renormalization in Eqs. (5.57) and (5.5 3) we

should use f,(p) as given by Eqs. (5.62) and (5.68). In this

renormalization procedure the matrix d (-u,uo) is replaced by

the matrix U {-p ,\io) • The former has a norm of order e" ,

while the latter has a norm of order e 'Vz. The slowly con-

verging series in Eq. (5.36) is thus replaced by a more rapid-

ly converging series. The same remark applies to the infinite

product (5.39). Although the renormalization was derived for

b >>1, practice has shown that it is also very effective for

b o l and even for !_. <<1. Equations (5.62) and (5.68) can

therefore be used for any value of b.
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Due to the separation of variables in both W, (+u,u') and
~ b _*

VJb(-p,n') for b » 1 [cf. Eqs. (5.59) and (5.66)], W b « Wb and

W* s W~ are both of order 0(e~ ). For the latter matrix
~b ~b

this is evident from Eqs. (5.66) and (5.67), in connection

with Eq. (5.61). From Eqs. (5.34), (5.54), (5.58), (5.62) and

(5.68) we then find the asymptotic expression

2b

1 n,.N,-e Vl

R..(u»Mo) = R (u,uo) —•* ' xr—- ' <ii "U(UFVI)IU(UO»\>I)J
~b — 2 r _2^n ~ ~

I1-nf-e 'I

if b » l . (5.70)

Inserting Eq. (5.63) into Eq. (5.47) we obtain for the trans-

mission matrix

1 *
- ƒ R(u,u')2y r 'i 0(-n',vi)e" / V l [u(uu,vi)] Tdu'R

if b » l . (5.71)

Substitution of Eq. (5.70) into Eq. (5.71) leads to the fol-

lowing result

Tb(u,uo) = | 3» "
Ni -u(p,vi) - e " b / v i [u(u,,v,)]T +

2b

r 2 b T 9" ^ . H t u c , ) ]

L1"11^6 "' j (5.72)

when Eqs. (3.71) and (3.78) are used. From this equation we

now find the asymptotic expression
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2b

( I' I V 0 ) = — • —

1-nf-e™
if b -••> 1 . (5.73)

The asymptotic expressions Eqs. (5.70) and (5.73) are general-

izations of the well-known expressions for the scalar case

given by Gerraogenova (1961), Van de Hulst (1968,1980) and

Sobolev (1975). Equivalent expressions for polarized light

were obtained by Domke (1978), who used complex polarization

parameters.

Finally, we remark that in principle the renormalization

procedure sketched above can also be used for the azimuth

dependent terms, i.e. m >0, and for the {U,V}-part of the in-

tensity vector if m =0 provided that a leading real eigenvalue

vi exists. In these cases, however, the product in Eq. (5.46)

converges so rapidly that a renormalization is unnecessary.

5.3.b Conseroative soattei'itut

We now consider a medium in which no radiation is ab-

sorbed. As in Sect. 5.3.a we consider two adjacent semi-in-

finite plane homogeneous atmospheres, one with —° < T •- 0 and

the other one with 0 JT <«. Let us assume that plane light

sources are present for T JI » 1. Far from the sources the

intensity vector is, up to a constant factor, given by

II(T,U) = j [ (l-<cose>)T -u] -L0+ Ti,o , (5.74)

where y is a constant [see Eqs. (3.44) -(3.47)]. Note that the

specific intensity I may become negative if T decreases, which

is unphysical. This, however, is not relevant for the following

procedure.

We now remove the atmosphere with -» < T <0 to find for the

intensity vector
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i
iM(T,u) = I(t,u) - ƒ dT(u,u')2u' JfO^'Jdu' . (5.75)

Substituting Eq. (5.74) into this equation and using Eq. (5.42)

we find for the Milne intensity vector

£ M ' T ' U ' = -| [ (l-<cose>) I -u] îo +

, 1
+ 4 ƒ d ( U , M ' ) 2 H l Z i 0 d p

1 . (5.76)

At the top of the atmosphere we obtain

I M ( 0 , p ) = 0 ( 5 . 7 7 )

a n d [ c f . E q s . ( 5 . 6 ) a n d ( 5 . 7 ) ]

3 \
= ? [ p E + f R ( u , u I ) 2 u l 2 d u 1 ] i < i - ( 5 . 7 8 )

2 ~ O "

It is obvious that Eqs. (5.55) -(5.61) are also valid for

conservative scattering. Instead of Eq. (5.62) we find

f(y') = c -u(y',») . (5.79)

Using Eq. (2.68) and Eqs. (2.157) -(2.161) it can easily be

shown that

+ 1
j J Z(u,u')i,o du1 = « [ i, = iu (5.80)
2 -1

and

+ 11 1

-T ƒ Z ( u , u ' ) u ' i , d u ' = i j j u i j = < c o s 9 > u i « . ( 5 .81 )
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Substitution of Eqs. (3.47) into the transport equation yields,

using Eq. (5.80) ,

, +1
<cos6> u :Li = -j ƒ £(u,u'):Li u' du1 . (5.82)

Now, it can readily be shown, using Eqs. (3.18), (3.53) and

(5.80) - (5.82) , that

ƒ [g(u',v)]T u'g» io du1 = 0 (5.83)

and

1 [0(u',v) ] T q_„ i, (u 1) 2 du1 = 0 (5.84)

for v 5Év+,. Equation (3.65) may now be used in Eq. (5.84) to

derive

ƒ [u(p',~)]T p' 0(u',v) dy = 0 (5.85)
o ~ ~

if Re(v) >0 and v /»i ,

where we used definition (5.78). Equations (3.46) and (3.65)

for «i =• together yield

l
ƒ R (y,y')2y' iodu' = i0 . (5.86)
0 ~~

From this relation and Eq. (5.78) we obtain

ƒ [u(u, = ) ]Ty i0 du = 1 . (5.87)
0 ~

Consequently, for conservative scattering the asymptotic ex-

pression for the matrix db(u,y0) is given by fcf. Eqs. (5.40),

(5.85) and (5.87)]

db(u,y0) = j 1,0 [u(u,«)]
T if b >>1 . (5.88)
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Following the procedure described by Eqs. (5.64) - (5.67) we

end up with the following constant

° = 3 ' (l-<cose>)b+2u2 ' (5.89)

where

u2 = ƒ U T ( M , » ) U 1 2 • iody1 . (5.90)

The renormalization procedure for nonconservative and

conservative scattering are essentially the same. The former

we have discussed in detail. In the latter case the Hilne in-

tensity vector is found from Eq. (5.76), while the function

vector f(u) and the constant c are obtained from Eqs. (5.79)

and (5.89), respectively. As for nonconservative scattering,

we found from practical computations that the renormalization

is effective for any value of b.

Owing to the separation of variables for W ( ± P , M 0 ) if

b>> 1 [cf. Eqs. (5.59), (5.62) and (5.88)], we can proceed

in a similar way as for nonconservative scattering and also

obtain asymptotic relations for the reflection and transmission

matrices [cf. Eqs. (5.70) - (5.73)]. The expressions are

for b >> 1 (5.91)

and

Sb ( M""> ' I (l-<cos9>)b+2U2 a(M,

for b » l , (5.92)

which are generalizations of the well-known expressions for

the scalar case obtained by Germogenova (1961), Van de Hulst

(1968) and Sobolev (1975). Domke (1978) has given equivalent
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expressions for polarized light, employing complex polariza-

tion parameters.

5.4 INTERNAL RADIATION FIELD

In order to calculate the internal radiation field in a

semi-infinite plane homogeneous atmosphere the explicit ex-

pression Eq. (5.40) for the matrix d (u, 11D) could be used.

Thi.o would, however, mean that all discrete eigenvalues v.

hava to be determined. The latter may be troublesome for eigen-

values v. with |v.| close to one [see Sect. 4.2]. Further, if

the number of discrete eigenvalues is of the order of ten or

more, the computational effort is considerable. Therefore, we

prefer to use an alternative method proposed by Ivanov (1975),

which is both simpler and faster.

Again we consider a semi-infinite atmosphere illuminated

by a uni-directional beam of light [see Sect. 5.2]. The

Fourier coefficients of the intensity vector at the levels

T = 0 and T = b are given by Eqs. (5.5) - (5.7). Vie now consider

the semi-infinite atmosphere with b £ T < °°. This atmosphere has

at its top an illumination given by

I°°(bflj) = d™(p,Mo)no Zi. • (5.93)

Hence, at T = 2b we have

1
I?(2b,u) = ƒ d™(u,u1)2uI l™(b,v')dv' , (5.94)

or, in view of Eq. (5.93),

1
i™(2b,u) = ƒ d™(u,p')2y' d£(ii\M„)uo £i dp' . (5.95)

By definition we also have

J™(2b,u) = d™b(u,u,)uD Fi . (5.96)
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Comparing Eqs. (5.95) and (5.96) we obtain the following im-

portant relation

l
d2b(u,ua) = ƒ d2(\i,v')2»

1 d™ (u ' , v o) dy ' . (5.97)

For the diffuse radiation field at T = 2b we find the following

relations [cf.Eqs. (5.8), (5.29) and (5.30)]

1
+ ƒ D*(u,v')2u' %+(„',»<,)<!),' (5.98)

and

D" ( Ü , P O ) = e'b/t"> • D"(p,uo) +
~2b ~b

1
+ J D (u,u')2p' D^lii'.poldii1 , (5.99)

0 ~ D

where we have omitted the Fourier index m. Equations (5.98)

and (5.99) were first derived by Ivanov (1975) for the scalar

case. In practice we only use Eq. (5.98), since we can also

employ the following relation for the upward radiation

1
D2b(v,Mo) = ƒ Roj(p,y

I)2M1 d+2b(v' ,uo)du' . (5.100)

This relation is found by comparing Eq. (5.96) with the fol-

lowing relation [cf. Eq. (3.6)]

1
I.(2b,-y) = ƒ R (u,y")2y1 I.(2b,u')dv' . (5.101)

For practical use Eq. (5.100) is formulated in terms of dif-

fusely transmitted light only, viz.
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D ~ ( y , u o ) = e ~ 2 b / v a • J R j u j p o ) + ƒ R o a ( v , v ' ) 2 v
l D+ ( u ' , u o > d u ' .

( 5 . 1 0 2 )

We conclude that once the radiation field is known at a

certain optical depth, the radiation field at twice that opti-

cal depth can be calculated using Eqs. (5.98) and (5.102). The

remaining problem is the calculation of the radiation field at

a certain (small) optical depth Ab. This task can be performed

as follows.

For a semi-infinite atmosphere with a virtual boundary at

T=Ab we find from Eq. (5.27)

^ b i u ' U a ) = W 1 " " 0 * + / S*b
(lJ'ljI)2lJ' Zibt-»''»»)**'

(5.103)

and from Eq. (5.100)

1
d A b ( - u , P o ) = ƒ nm(v,v')2\i' dAb(u' ,vo)du ' . ( 5 . 1 0 4 )

In shorthand notation/ also distinguishing between direct-

ly and diffusely transmitted light [see Eqs. (5.8) and (5.13] ,

we find

D = T + R* ® D (5.105)
~A b ~A b ~A b ~A b

and [cf. Eq. (5.48)]

D.. = R ® D"1",. + R is U . (5.106)
~Ab ~« ~Ab ~« ~Ab

Eliminating Dflb in these equations we obtain

1.42

. (5.107)



The solution of this equation for D&fa can be expressed as

D* = [I - R* 0 R ] 0 [T + R* 0 R 0 U ] , (5.108)

or [cf. Eqs. (5.34) - (5.39)]

~lb = " { i + [5*b ® S»-1 '2 ) } ® [^Ab + SiJb B 5» ® E/b1 *
~ n = 1 ~ ~ ~™ ~ ~ ~™ ~""

( 5 . 1 0 9 )

The infinite product in Eq. (5.109) is very rapidly con-

vergent and, therefore, easily evaluated. As input in Eq.

(5.10 9) we have (i) R^, which can be computed using the pro-

cedure described in Sect. 4.3, and (ii) R,, and T., . The lat-

ter quantities can be evaluated by using only first and second

order scattering if Ab < < 1. Por extremely small Ab first order

scattering suffices. The expressions for the reflection and

transmission matrices in terms of first and second order scat-

tering have been given by Hovenier (1971; Appendix). In the

Appendix of this chapter criteria for the choice of Ab are

presented.

5.5 SOLUTION OF THE MILNE PROBLEM

For the determination of the Milne intensity vector we

may use Eq. (5.51) for nonconservative scattering and Eq.

(5.76) for conservative scattering. For nearly conservative

scattering we find from Eq. (5.51)

. 1
£ M

( T' U ) = ê(u<vi)e~T/U! - ƒ dT(u,y
I)2M1 g(u',vi)dp' +

1
+

rv.le171" - 0(u,v,)e-T/v'] +

1 r -,
ƒ d (u,p')2p' \0(v',vi) - 0(y',-v,) du' . (5.110)
0 ~

T L~ ~ J
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Using Eqs. (3.42), (3.76) and (5.40), we obtain

I M(T,U) =

1
+ ƒ d (u,y')2U'

2-iidu'-k,. (5.111)

This clearly indicates that in using Eq. (5.51) for nearly

conservative scattering loss of significant figures occurs,

because we have to subtract two quantities having the same

order of magnitude. We illustrate this by the following exam-

ple. In the case of scalar Henyey-Greenstein scattering with

g=0.5 and (1-a) =10 5 we used the layer separation method to

calculate the reflection and transmission functions for

1/16 s b s 16, and found a loss of one significant figure. The

loss of accuracy in calculating J,M(T,U) can be remedied, using

a procedure which we will now present.

For this purpose we will first derive a number of equa-

tions to be used later. We consider the Milne problem for an

optical depth T = T2, taking a virtual boundary at T = Ti , where

0 s n < T 2 [see Fig. 5.6]. The intensity vector at T? is given

by I (T2,u). If we remove the layer with 0 < T < ri, the light

sources for T Ï T will be closer to the top yielding an inten-

sity vector e T ] ] I (T 2-TI,U) at the same site. The difference

between these two intensity vectors is caused by light incident

on the semi—infinite atmosphere with T S T I . We therefore find,

replacing T2 by T,

I M(T,U) = e
T>/v> Ift-Twu) +

1
+ ƒ dT_Ti(u,u')2iJ' IM(T,,w')dp' (5.112)

with 0 s T i St.

If we now differentiate this equation with respect to TI and

then take the limit for ti + 0 we find, using the transport

equation in the form



=0

Fig. 5.6 The Milne problem for a plane semi-infinite atmosphere

depicted with virtual boundaries at optical depths tj and T2-

(5.113)

B M(T,U) = i ƒ Z(U,U') IM(T,U') du', (5.114)

and the boundary condition

= £• (5.115)

the following relation:

(1+U/VI)I M(T,U) = B M ( T , U ) + 2 U ƒ dT(u,y')BM(0,p
>) dp1. (5.116)

For the special case T = 0 we find from Eq. (5.116)
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1
= BM(O,-y) + 2n ƒ IlJ^u'JB^O^'JdiJ

1 . (5.117)

With the help of Eqs. (2.169), (2.172), (3.69) and (5.54) we

find

\ T
(l-u/vi)U<p,Vl) = 2 ƒ [B(p',M)] U(M',V])dy' , (5.118)

which is the transpose of Eq. (3.85). The derivation of Eqs.

(5.112) - (5.118) was first presented by Ivanov (1975) for the

scalar case. The scalar equivalent of Eq. (5.118) was derived

by Ambartsumyan (1944) in a different manner, using invariance

in a more explicit way.

Further, we find from Eq. (3.76)

1 T
ƒ [u{M',vi)] w1 0(u'»vi)dp1 = 1 (5.119)

0

and from Eqs. (3.56) and (5.51)

ƒ [0(u',-vi)]Tu'qt IM(T,u')du' = N(-v,)-e
T/x)l . (5.120)

The latter equation is equivalent to [see Eq. (3.51)]

ƒ [g(u' ,vi) ] T u1 33 I^i.-u'ldu' = N(vi)-eT/vi . (5.121)

Equations (5.118) and (5.119) can be used in an iterative pro-

cedure to upgrade u(u,vi), and Eqs. (5.116) and (5.120) can be

used in a procedure to upgrade I (T,±U). These procedures will

now be described.

Let us denote the result of straightforward application

of Eqs. (5.53) and (5.54) by u( (u,vi) , the zeroth approxi-

mant. The n-th approximant u (u,vi), however, will in general

not satisfy Eq. (5.119). To remedy this we calculate
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ƒ [0(P',V 1)
O

(5.122)

which does satisfy Eq. (5.119). We then substitute u (u,vi)

into the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.118) to obtain, after a division by

(1 - M / V I ) , at the l.h.s. the (n+l)-th approximant u ( n + 1) (|i,v,).

The iterative procedure is truncated when for a certain n

max [u ( n + U ], - [u(n) (u,v,)]. I <
J '̂  3

(5.123)

where E is a certain internal accuracy.

For the upgrading of I (T,U) we follow a similar route.

The result of straightforward application of Eq. (5.51) is

denoted by ji (x/U), the zeroth approximant. The n-th approx-

imant will/ in general, not satisfy Eq. (5.121). Equation

(5.121) will, however, be satisfied by

+ 1

-1
u1 q3 (T,-u")du '] '.(5.124)

Substitution of 1^ (T,U) in the'r.h.s. of Eq. (5.116) yields,

after dividing by (1+u/vi). the (n+l)-th approximant

J n ( T , U ) . The iterative procedure is terminated when for a

certain n

max | [l'n+1)(u,v,)]. - [l'n)(u,v,)]. | < e . (5.125)

In the first procedure we have to use the quantity

B(u,v'), and in the second procedure the quantity B ( T , U ) .

These quantities can be computed using Eqs. (3.69) and (5.114),
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respectively. For the internal accuracy we choose

JQ A , (5.126)

where A is the internal accuracy used in the calculation of

R^djjyo) [see Sect. 4.3].

We finally remark that the iterative procedure for the

calculation, or upgrading, of u(p,vi) was first presented by

Konovalov (1974) for the scalar case.

5.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section we will assume that the reflection matrix

(function) for the semi-infinite atmosphere is calculated with

the iterative procedure described in Sect. 4.3. Calculation of

this reflection matrix (function) via H-functions would reduce

the computation considerably, but this approach is only feasi-

ble for simple phase functions or for molecular scattering

(including polarization).

Calculations performed for Henyey-Greenstein phase func-

tions [0 s g< 7/8] and double Henyey-Greenstein phase functions

[see Sect. 2.6] have yielded the following results, based on

the parameter ranges 0.5 < a < 1 and 1/64 j b < 64. The absolute

errors in the reflection and transmission functions calculated

without renormalization were smaller than the maximal absolute

error in the reflection function of the semi-infinite atmos-

phere for (i) all azimuth dependent terms and (ii) for the

azimuth independent term, if a< 0.999. If we used the renor-

malization procedures of Sect. 5.3 we found the same results

for the azimuth independent term when 0.999 < a< 1. The renor-

malization procedure has the additional advantage of reducing

the computing-time for a^O.99, up to about 30 % if a» 0.999.

From the calculations mentioned above we thus find that

the reflection and transmission functions calculated with the

layer separation method (including renormalization) have abso-

lute errors, which are smaller than the maximal absolute error
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of the reflection function of the semi-infinite atmosphere

used in the calculations.

Concerning the accuracy of the calculations we obtained

similar findings as mentioned above for scattering of polar-

ized light. Since the results obtained with layer separation

and doubling are identical within the number of decimals re-

quired, we only compared the computation times required by the

respective methods, for some representative cases. As tests we

considered Rayleigh scattering, using a 16-point Gauss-

Legendre integration scheme, and scattering according to model

B, using 24 division points. In both cases we considered con-

servative scattering for the azimuth independent term. In

Table 5,1 the computation times are given for the doubling

Table 5,1 Computation times T. (in seconds) used in computations with

the doubling method for Rayleigh scattering (16 Gaussian

points) and scattering model B (24 Gaussian points).

b

1/64

1/B

1

8

64

Rayleigh

4.33

6.30

B.33

11.62

16.23

model B

11.36

16.28

21.46

28,70

36.97

method, which is started at Ab = 2~ 1 2 using two successive

orders of scattering. In Table 5.2 the computation times for

the layer separation method are given, starting the calcula-

tion of the internal radiation field with Ab = 2~16 and two

orders of scattering. The time needed for the calculation of

the reflection matrix of the semi-infinite atmosphere is

excluded. It was found that doubling is faster than layer

separation (excluding the calculation of R (U>MO)) for small

values of b and slower for large values of b.

In order to determine the break-even point b at which
eq

both methods are equally fast we proceed as follows. The com-
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Table 5.2 Computation tiroes T (in seconds) used in computations with the

layer separation method excluding the calculation of J^dJrPo).

The same cases as in Table 5,1 are considered. The time (in

seconds) needed for one iteration in the calculation of j£(u*u0)

is T. . The difference T - T is expressed in the (rounded)

number of iterations N'it-

b

1/64

1/8

1

8

64

Tlt

Rayleigh

\ s

3.07

3.31

3.66

3.81

3.82

"it

4

11

17

29

46

0.27

model

T*s

8.30

8.45

9.14

9.26

9.99

0.55

B

5

14

22

35

52

putation times for the doubling method and layer separation

without calculating R^(u,uo) are not very sensitive with

respect to the type of phase matrix used, as experience has

shown. The number of iterations needed to determine the reflec-

tion matrix of the semi-infinite atmosphere depends considera-

bly on the type of scattering. We therefore expressed the time

differences between the doubling method and layer separation

(without calculation of Ra(v;iu)) in the number of iterations

for calculating R^fu/Uo) [see Table 5.2]. From the results

given in Table 4.17 we find that the break-even point is at

be «1/4 for Rayleigh scattering and at b «2 for scattering

according to model B.

Since the computing-times of doubling and layer separa-

tion (excluding the calculation of R^tu/Uo)) decrease only

slightly as the Fourier index m increases. The break-even point

is reached at smaller optical thicknesses for the azimuth de-

pendent terms, since the number of iterations requires de-

creases as the Fourier index m increases [see Table 4.17]. The

situation for the calculation of the complete reflection and
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Table 5.3

4= IO~*} t ni2 (for m > ma two or less orders of scattering

suffice to attain the required accuracy), average number of

iterations per Fourier term <N> and the break-even point b

for five models.
eq

inodel

R

A

B

C

D

Ntot

25

80

219

143

362

2

10

32

19

51

<N>

8

7

7

7

7

b
eq

1/16

1/16

1/32

1/32

1/32

transmission matrices, i.e. all Courier terns, is illustrated

in Table 5.3. If » > « , one or two orders of scattering suffice

[see the Appendix of this chapter] , while for 0 ; m < m.- we find

an average number of iterations per Fourier term of roughly 7.

This implies that when complete reflection and transmission

matrices are required the break-even point is at b »1/32

[cf. Table 5.3] .

As absorption increases, i.e. the albedo for single scat-

tering decreases, the number of iterations to calculate the

reflection matrix of the semi-infinite atmosphere decreases.

The computation times for doubling and layer separation then

decrease only slightly if b < 1 and the break-even points occur,

therefore, at smaller optical thicknesses than at b =1/32.
- eq

In the tests mentioned above we aimed at errors less than

10~5. For lower accuracies the break-even point is found at

smaller values of b and for higher accuracies for larger

values of b , but these changes are relatively small. Vie can

also use only first order scattering to calculate the starting

value for the internal radiation field, using in this case

Ab = 2 ~ " . The break-even point is then found at b «1/64.
eq

As in Sect. 4.5 we present also in this section some re-

sults, which may be used for checking purposes. Reflection and
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transmission matrices for a layer with optical thickness b = 1

and scattering according to scattering model C of Sect. 2.6,

are given in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. The errors in

the results, obtained with the layer separation method plus

the iterative procedure, are estimated to be at most one unit

in the last decimal given. We refer to Hovenier and De Haan

(1985) for a discussion of the symmetries in the results for

v = 1-

Table 5.4 Reflection matrices R (JJ.UO) f°r scattering according to

scattering model C with a= 1, b= 1 and no = 0.5. The upper

three matrices are for m = 0 ( the lower three matrices are

for m = 2.

V

u

V

u

u

u

= 0.1

= 0.5

= 1.0

= 0.1

= 0.5

= 1.0

0.61948
0.00615
0.
0.

0.27504
0.00501
0.
0.

0.06606
0.
0.
0 *

0.22003
-0.00365
0.00148
0.00000

0.05292
-0.00268
-0.00158
0.00003

0.
-0.00298
-0.00298
0.

0.01087
0.50276
0.
0.

0.00501
0.19148
0.
0.

-0.00668
0.
0.
0.

-0.00511
0.22102
-0.03754
-0.00263

-0.00268
0.05579
0.00661
-0.00467

0.
0.01525
0.01525
0.

0.
0.
0.45451
0.01772

0.
0.
0.16044
0.01346

0.
0.
0.
-0.01301

0.00496
-0.04608
0.20640
0.00150

0.00158
-0.00661
0.03846
0.00108

0.
0.00410
0.00410
0.

0.
0.
-0.01412
0.52137

0.
0.
-0.01346
0.19944

0.
0.
0.
0.03402

0.00005
-0.02027
-0.00387
0.20863

0.00003
-0.00467
-0.00108
0.04382

0.
0.00574
0.00574
0.
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Table 5.5 As Table 5.4P but for the transmission matrices TT(p,uo)•

u

u

n

V

V

V

= 0

= 0

= 1

= 0

= 0.

= !

.1

5

0

1

5

0

0.64820
0.00356
0.
0.

1.04347
0.00013
0.
0.

0.21961
0.
0.
0.

0.22480
-0.00235
0.00289
-0.00002

0.55811
-0.00458
0.00295
-0.00003

0.
-0.00270
0.00270
0.

0.00614
0.49530
0.
0.

0.00013
0.82957
0.
0.

-0.00585
0.
0.
0.

-0.00396
0.24938
-0.10133
-0.00121

-0.00458
0.59919
-0.21290
0.00932

0.
0.09259

-0.09259
0.

0.
0.
0.45922
-0.00317

0.
0.
0.8011B
-0.01929

0.
0.
0.
0.00520

0.00295
-0.10275
0.24482

-0.00146

0.00295
-0.21290
0.59750
-0.01050

0.
-0.08835
0.08835
0.

0.
0.
0.00189
Ü.57476

0.
0.
0.01929
0.98613

0.
0.
0.
0.19562

0.00006
-0.01631
0.00001
0.21983

0.00003
-0.00932
0.01050
0.55554

0.
0.00249
-0.00249
0.

Here, we remark that in estimating the accuracy of the

results obtained with the layer separation method (plus itera-

tion) we used results calculated with doubling programs devel-

oped by De Haan (1981, 1985). In the calculations performed

with the layer separation method we used the supermatrix con-

cept presented by De Haan (1981, 1985).

5.7 CONCLUSIONS

Comparing the layer separation method, including the

iterative procedure to calculate Rm(y,uo)# with the doubling

method we arrive at the following conclusions.

The difference in the results obtained with the two me-

thods is, in general, smaller than the final internal accuracy
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found in the calculation of R™(u,Uo)- Further, the absolute

errors in the reflection and transmission matrices are not

larger than the final internal accuracy found in the calcula-

tion of R ™ ( M , M O ) -

The doubling method is faster for small values of b,

whereas the layer separation method is faster for large values

of b. The break-even point for the calculation of the total

reflection and transmission matrices is b « 1/32, for a de-

sired error of 10"5.

If only first order scattering is used to calculate the

starting value for the internal radiation field, the break-even

point is shifted to b «1/64.

Summarizing, it has been shown that for medium range and

large optical thicknesses the layer separation method is a

good alternative for the doubling method.

In calculating the reflection and transmission matrices

of a finite plane-parallel homogeneous atmosphere, evaluation

of one or two orders of scattering may suffice. The correspond-

ing criteria will be given below.

Let the atmosphere be illuminated by a uni-directional

beam of light at the top only fcf. Sect. 2.4]. The intensity

vectors of the reflected and transmitted light can then be

written as

Im(0,-M) = I R'? ,(U,P(,)N F. (5.A1)
n = 1

and

ï[n] Ei f . , (5.A2)
n= 1

where [n] denotes the order of scattering and b the optical

thickness. For the first order of scattering we have [see e.g.

Hovenier (1971; Appendix)]
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and

Z™(u,uo). (5.A4)

If b is not very small, the first order contributions in Eqs.

(5.A1) and (5.A2) have an order of magnitude not exceeding

that of the phase matrix. In this case criteria for the use of

one and two orders of scattering are the same as for a semi-

infinite atmosphere. For these criteria we refer to the Appen-

dix of Chapter 4.

For small values of b we may use the inequalities

1 I - b ' i 7 + f > l b
TT—f l-e ' < -=— (5.A5)

and

\V~V

to estimate the order of magnitude of the first order contri-

bution to the reflection and transmission matrices. The order

of magnitude of the n-th order contribution is n'"" times

the order of magnitude of the first order contribution, where

the value of n is of the order of b if b is small [see Van de

Hulst (1980; Sect. 7.4)]. Therefor3, aiming at a relative

error of A in the reflection and transmission matrices, we

adopted the following criteria. Evaluation of two orders of

scattering if

[ae(m)b]
? < JQ (5.A7)

and evaluation of only one order of scattering if
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, (m)b < — , (5.A8)

where a (m) is the effective albedo [see the Appendix of Chap-
e i

ter 4]. The factor yg- is included as a safety margin. The cri-

teria (5.A7) and (5.A8) worked very well in calculations with

the layer separation method, where we aimed at an absolute

error less than A in the intensity vectors of the reflected

and transmitted light. Further, we remark that in that case A

was also the desired internal accuracy in the procedure to

calculate R|"(M/PO) [cf. Sect. 4.3].
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C H A P T E R

INTEGRATION OVER A PLANET'S DISC

6 .1 INTRODUCTION

In order to interpret observations of the entire disc of

a planet surrounded by an atmosphere, the local intensity vec-

tor of the reflected sunlight, computed for model atmospheres,

has to be integrated over the planet's disc. As examples of

this kind of interpretations we mention the successful analy-

ses of the disc-integrated polarization measurements of Venus,

which has led to the determination of the physical parameters

of the aerosol particles in the clouds [Hansen and Hovenier

(1974)] and upper haze of Venus [Kawabata et al. (1930)].

On integrating over a planet's disc the following assump-

tions are usually made. The planet is spherical in shape, and

the atmosphere can be treated as being locally plane-parallel.

In addition, we will assume that the atmosphere is horizontal-

ly homogeneous. The latter assumption was also made, among

others, by Hansen and Hovenier (1974) and by Kawabata et al.

(1930) in interpreting observations of Venus, and by Tomasko

and Smith (1982) in their analysis of Pioneer Saturn data of

Titan.

The integration over the disc has been considered by many

authors. Exact expressions for the disc integrated intensity

were given by Schoenberg (1929) for local reflection according

to the laws of Lambert and Lommel-Seeliger. A general numerical

method to integrate over the disc was presented by Horak

(1950). He presented results for planets with a semi-infinite

plane homogeneous atmosphere. He computed disc-integrated in-

tensities for scattering according to simple phase functions,

and disc-integrated intensity vectors for conservative
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Rayleigh scattering. In these cases the reflection function

(matrix) can be expressed in scalar H-functions [see e.g.

Chandrasekhar (1950)], which have nice interpolation proper-

ties. This work was continued by Horak and Little (1965). For

scattering by aerosols the approach via H-functions is mostly

not practical; as a result the convenient interpolation pro-

perties are lost. Kattawar et al. (1971) reported some results

for Mie scattering, including polarization, using a flonte Carlo

approach for a spherical shell atmosphere.

The reasons for reconsidering the integration over a

planet's disc are the following. Results not obtained via H-

functions are usually not very accurate, as the results of

Kattawar and Adams (1971) indicate. Further, Hansen and

Hovenier (1974) mentioned numerical difficulties in the case

of Mie scattering when the phase angle, i.e. the angle Sun-

planet-observer, is small.

In this chapter we consider three methods to integrate

over the disc. In Sect. 6.2 two methods based on the so-called

direct integration over the disc are discussed. In Sect. 6.3

we generalize an integration method for unpolarized light pro-

posed by Van de Hulst (1980) to a method for polarized light.

In Sect. 6.4 we consider a variant for all three integration

methods mentioned above. In this variant, first order reflec-

tion of sunlight by the planetary atmosphere is treated sepa-

rately. A selection of results is given in Sect. 6.5, where

we also discuss the merits and limitations of the three methods

considered. Conclusions are given in Sect. 6.6.

6.2 DIRECT INTEGRATION OVER THE DISC

S.R.a Tbio integration methods

Let a planet be illuminated by a beam of sunlight. The

radius of the planet is denoted by R, the distance from the

Sun to the planet by A, and the distance from the observer to

the planet by r. If A >> R the beam of sunlight may be assumed

to be parallel. Further, we assume that r > -• R so that
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"geometrical effects" [cf. Kawabata (1981)] are negligible.

The planet can be seen as a light scattering particle.

The total scattering plane is the plane containing the centres

of the Sun, the planet and the observer. The total scattering

angle of the entire planet is given by y = n - u, where the

phase angle a is the angle Sun-planet-observer. The planet we

consider is spherically symmetric and mirror-symmetric. From

these symmetries a number of relations for the total scattering

matrix of the planet, P ( Y ) » from now on called planetary

matrix, can be derived. Reciprocity leads to the following

relation

P(Y) = S' (6.1)

[cf. Van de Hulst (1980; Sect. 3.2)]. Mirror symmetry with

respect to the total scattering plane leads to the relation

P(Y) = D P(y)D (6.2)

[cf. Hovenier (1969)]. Equations (6.1) and (6.2) imply that

the planetary matrix has the form

P(Y)

(Y)

(Y)

0

0

b i ( Y )

a 2 ( Y )

0

0 - b 2

0

0

( ï )

(Y)

0

0

b , (

a„ (

(6.3)

In addition to the symmetry relations (6.1) and (6.2) we

can also derive symmetry relations for forward (Y = 0) and

backward ( Y = T ) scattering. In these situations any plane con-

taining the incident beam may be considered as the total scat-

tering plane. Let us take total scattering plane 1 as a plane

of reference. We now rotate the reference plane through an

angle B to total scattering plane 2 and, after scattering,
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back to total scattering plane 1. This should yield the same

result as assuming the scattering to take place in total scat-

tering plane 1. We, therefore, find the relations

P(0) = L(-6) P(0) L(S) (6.4)

and

P(IT) = L (0) P(ir) L(e) , (6.5)

where B is an arbitrary angle. Combination of Eqs. (2.16) and

(6.3) with Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) yields

a2 (0) = a;(0); b,(0) = b2(0) = 0 (6.6)

and

a 2 ( i r ) = - a 3 ( 7 T ) ; b i ( 7 r ) = b 2 U ) = 0 . (6.7)

Relations (6.6) and (6.7) are called the symmetry relations

for forward and backward scattering, respectively.

In calculating the planetary matrix we ignore diffraction

of light by the planet, i.e. the diffracted light is considered

to be unscattered. This is legitimate, because for very large

objects the diffraction is confined to very small angles -y and

the state of polarization of the diffracted light is the same

as the one of the incident light [see Van de Hulst (1957;

Sect. 8.1)]. Subtraction of the diffracted light from the total

scattered light does not alter Eqs. (6.1) through (6.7). The

remainder is light reflected by the planet.

We will now derive an expression for the planetary matrix

P(Y) in terms of the reflection matrix of the planetary atmos-

phere (or surface), R(u iuo'tp-io ) • The atmosphere (or surface)

of the planet is taken to be locally plane-parallel. Let us

suppose that at a specific point P on the planet [see Fig.

6.1] sunlight is reflected in the direction of the observer.

In the local coordinate system on the planet [see Fig. 6.2]

the direction of the sunlight is given by the coordinate pair

(.. o,ipo) and the direction of the light received by the observer
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f]
0^-^ Lt

VTO OBSERVER
TO :

Fig. 6.1 Planetary coordinate system. The centre of the planet is

indicated by O. The local coordinates (n»O for a point

P are also indicated.

DIRECTION OF
REFLECTED LIGHT

TOTAL
SCATTERING
PLANE

X.+

DIRECTION
OF INCIDENT
LIGHT

Fig. 6.2 Local coordinate system at a point P1 on the planet. The point

is on the "northern hemisphere", with respect to the intensity

equator [see Fig. 6.1], so that 0 < ip-tpo 1 * • Further, &o = ir-B.
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by the pair (-p ,ip) , where y = cos & and p 0
 = cos B = - cos i?0

[cf. Fig. 6.1]. Using the total scattering plane as a plane of

reference [cf. Sect. 2.2] the intensity vector of the incident

light is

it S A (u-uo) « (ip-iPo) • (6.8)

Here, iSi is the flux of the incident light normal to v.he

beam. Sunlight is unpolarized to a high degree [cf. Gehrels

(1974)]. In the exposition of the third integration method

[cf. Sect. 6.3] complex polarization parameters will, tempo-

rarily, be used. In that formalism it is natural to let polar-

ized light be incident. Therefore, we will allow this to happen

throughout this section.

To obtain the intensity vector of the reflected light,

using the total scattering plane as a plane of reference, we

proceed as follows. First we rotate the reference plane from

the total scattering plane to the local meridian plane and

obtain for the intensity vector of the incident light

L ( K , ) ÏÏ S tf {»-). o) S (ip-(po) . (6.9)

The intensity vector of the reflected light is

R {p , ii o; <P"<P o) L (K l ) u o S , (6.10)

where R(u ,uo ;<p-<Po) is the reflection matrix of the planet's

atmosphere. Rotation of the reference plane from the local

meridian plane back to the total scattering plane yields for

the intensity vector of the reflected light

L( K 2 ) R(M,|JO;<P-<PO) Lit,) u.S. (6.11)

Let us now consider an observer at distance r (r •-• R)

from the planet. A surface element do on the planet is seen
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under a solid angle u dO/r2. The flux vector at phase angle

is thus given by

dOF o (a) = ƒ R (ii» u o; <P-iP o) u u o S — , (6.12)

where the integration is performed over the visible crescent

(VC), i.e. the illuminated part of the disc seen by the observ-

er/ and the following quantity was used

R (u r uo ;<p-<Po) = L(K2) R(u , IJ o ;ip-iPo )L(< i ) . (6.13)
~P ~ ~ ~

The planetary matrix can now be written as

P ( Y ) = c ƒ R (i/#Mo;ip-<Po) Mi'o —r # (6.14)
~ VC ~ P r

where c is a constant to be determined by the normalization

j^ ƒ a, (Y) d;i = A (6.15)
A TV

[cf. Eqs. (2.85) and (6.3)], and A is the Bond albedo of the

planet. The Bond albedo is the fraction of the incident sun-

light that is reflected by the planet. The intercepted flux is

given by

TIR2 • TTS i , (6.16)

while the total flux of the incident light (i.e. in all direc-

tions) is given by [see Eqs. (6.12) and (6.14)]

\ I a, (Y) r
2 dn Sj . (6.17)



From Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) we find

; { a, (Y) r
2 da • S, = A • IT2 R2 SI . (6.18)

C 4v B

Using normalization (6.15) in this equation the constant turns

out to be

Mi) 2-
Substitution of Eq. (6.19) into Eq. (6.14) yields

P(y) = - ƒ R (u,uo;<p-(Po) u uo ^7 , (6.20)
~ vc ~ p R

which is the explicit expression we set out to derive.

The numerical evaluation of the surface integral in Eq.

(6.20) can be handled in various ways. We will consider two

approaches, called methods (i) and (ii).

In method (i) we use as integration variables the longi-

tude q and the colatitude n [cf. Pig. 6.1]. The surface element

is then given by

dO = R2 • sin n dn dc (6.21)

and Eq. (6.20) can be written as

+ 1 ïï/2

P(v) = - ƒ ƒ R (U,UO;<P-<PO) v uo dc d(cos n) . (6.22)
~ -1 O-T/2

The variables occurring in the integrand of Eq. (6.22) can be

expressed in n and t., using spherical trigonometry. For the

"northern hemisphere" of the planet, with respect to the light

equator [see Fig. 6.1], where 0 < i < -/2 and 0 < ip-ip0 < ", we

then find:
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M = cos # = sin n • cos

uo = cos 6 = sin n

cos(<p-ip0) = - C O S

2

(6

(6

(6

(6

(6

(6

(6

(6

. 2 3 )

. 2 4 )

. 2 5 )

. 2 6 )

. 2 7 )

. 2 8 )

. 2 9 )

. 3 0 )

sin(ip-(Po) = [1 - cos2 (ip-tpo)

cos K) = sin n • sin U-a) • (1-p2,)

sin <i = cos n • (1-uo)""

cos K2 = sin n • sin c • (1-u
2)

sin K 2 = cos n • (1-u
2)

To a point P on the northern hemisphere with coordinates

(n,t> corresponds a point P on the southern hemisphere with

coordinates (n-ri/C) which has the same values for u and u0»

whereas the values for «lr K 2 and (ip-(p0) are equal up to a

change in the sign [see also Hovenier (1969)]. From Eqs.

(2.16), (2.115) and (6.13) we find

R-(y/Uo;<P-(Po) = D R (u , wo ;<p-<Po)D , (6.31)

where we remark that Eq. (2.115) is also valid for vertically

inhomogeneous atmospheres, as shown by Hovenier (1969).

Equation (6.22) can, therefore, be written as

P("() = P„('f) + D P„(T) D, (6.32)

where the northern hemisphere's contribution is given by

. 1 -/2
P.,(f) = - f ' R (y,-.io?ip-iPo) :.J.d? d(cos„) . (6.33)
~ N :' Ó ,--'/2 ~ p
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The second term at the r.h.s. of Eq. (6.32) is the contribu-

tion from the southern hemisphere. This completes the presen-

tation of method (i).

In integration method (ii) we choose as integration varia-

bles 11 and K? [see Fig. 6.3]. The surface element is given by

dO = R;' dp d (6.34)

and the integration in Eq. (6.20) is performed over circles

around the subobserver point E [see Fig. 6.3]. Equation (6.20)

is transformed into

f
o -f (p, .)

R (;i i u o ;(p-y)ü ) u M o d (6.35)

Fig. 6.3 Planetary coordinates & and <2. The subobserver and subsolar

points are denoted by E and S, respectively. In method tit)

the integration variables p (= cosi?) and "-'2 ̂ r e used.
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The variables occurring in the integrand of Eq. (6.35) and

f in,a) can be obtained as follows. Application of the cosine

rule in the spherical triangle EPS [see Figs. 6.1 and 6.2]

yields

— .. - no cos u - K (6.36)

(l-ii,) ** sin a

and

- = u cos a + (1-u ) ̂ sin a cos t. . (6.37)

The remaining variable in the integral in Eq. (6.35), cp-ip-i ,

can be obtained from Eq. (6.25). The integration over r. .. in

Eq. (6.35) is carried out from the terminator via the light

equator (t ., = 0) to the terminator. At the terminator u a =0.

From Eq. (6.37) we find, if p <- sin «,

0 = u cos a + (1-u')' sin u • f(u,u) . (6.38)

Equation (6.38) can be transformed into

f(u,a) = i - arccos - r " cot a . (6.39)

(1"~LJ?)

For p 2 sin a the following upper boundary is found

f it , for n < 90°,

f(u,a) = (6.40)

[ 0 , for a > 90°,

As before we can split the integration in Eq. (6.35) into

a northern hemisphere part and a southern hemisphere part

[cf. Eq. (6.32)]. From Eq. (6.35) we now find

4 1 f(n,a)
£N' Y' = 7 ^ / R (wiuor(p-(pii)u Mo d <: dp . (6.41)
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Unfortunately, the integrand for the u-integration has a dis-

continuity in its derivative at y =sin a for 0° < a < 90°. The

discontinuity is caused by the discontinuity in the derivative

of f(u,a) with respect to u at u= sin a. This causes consider-

able errors in the numerical integrations, as we found in

sample calculations. To overcome this loss of accuracy the in-

tegration is split into two parts if 0° < o < 90° as follows:

. sina f ( u , a )

~ ' O O ~ P

+ — ƒ ƒ R {p,Uu ;ip-iPo) u Us d K, du. (6.42)
sin a 0

If a=0° or a s90° we use Eq. (6.41), since then no disconti-

nuity occurs, but if 0° < o < 90° we use Eq. (6.42).

When a = 0°, Eq. (6.35) can be written as [cf. Eqs. (6.23)

-(6.25)]

. 1 TI

P(ii) = - ' r R (u,u;..)ir d •••. du , (6.43)

* 6 -% ~p

where according to Eqs. (6.13), (6.27)- (6 . 30)

Using Eq. (2.16) and the symmetry relation

which is also valid for vertically inhomogeneous atmospheres

[cf. Hovenier (1969)], we find after evaluation of the integral

over K. that the nondiagonal elements of P(-) are zero, in

agreement with Eq. (6.7). The diagonal elements are [cf. Eq.

(6.3)]
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1
a. (TT) = 8 ƒ R. . (p, u;ir) u;' dM , for j = l,4 (6.46)
j 0 :»3

and

l r -i

a., (TT) = -a,(n) = 4 ƒ R.> .. (u , u ;*)-R3 i ( M r » ; '0 u '' dn .
0 L J

(6.47)

A further discussion of the last two expressions is given in

the next subsection.

G.S.b 'l'i.neï'ieal aspects

In calculating the scattering matrix of a planet via Eq.

(6.33) or via Eqs. (6.41) and (6.42) we will assume that the

reflection matrices Rm(i., j. i) have been calculated for a set of

L Gauss-Legendre division points on the interval [0,1]. The

pairs (U,IJI) needed in the numerical integrations in Eqs.

(6.33), (6.41) and (6.42) do, in general, not coincide with

(u,uJ)-p^irs of the L x L-pointi Gauss-Legendre grid. To obtain

values at these non-grid points we will have to use interpola-

tion.

A number of alternatives for interpolation of the reflec-

tion function (scalar case) were examined by Van der Plas-

Eskes (1973). It was found that a one dimensional Lagrangian

interpolation on u Rm ( u , u • ) w in both the y— and u .,-directions

yielded the most accurate results. In view of this result we

have used this interpolation procedure for every matrix ele-

ment of j Rm(u,;. ) i. - separately. The Lagrangian interpolation

was carried out using Newton's interpolation scheme [see e.g.

Stoer and Bulirsch (1980)].

If we use in Eq. (6.33) a mesh of fl x fl Gauss-Legendre

points, we will have to evaluate (L+M') interpolation poly-

nomials and calculate (L+])M' function values. This procedure

is employed for each matrix element. Using also meshes of M x fl

Gauss-Legendre points in Eqs. (6.41) and (6.42), we will have

to evaluate (L+M) and (L+2H) interpolation polynomials,

respectively. In these cases (L+fl)M and 2(L+f!)fl function values
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have to be determined. The entire process is repeated for each

matrix element. In practice M s L , indicating that method (ii)

is faster than method (i) if L ^ 3 . For higher values of L, and

also H, the ratio of the computation times for methods (ii) and

(i) will increase steadily. The accuracy of both methods will

be discussed in Sect. 6.5. In that section we will also discuss

which one of the two methods is to be preferred in a specific

case.

When the phase angle a = 0°, we can use the simple expres-

sions (6.46) and (6.47). In these expressions only one inte-

gration occurs, viz. over the angular variable u• For this

integration we can use the L Gauss-Legendre points used to

calculate Rm ( u , u -,) . This yields, in general, very accurate

results. Numerical integration via method (ii) , i.e. inte-

grating over .. and K. , however, yields equally good results

for all elements of the planetary matrix. Further, we remark

that the differences between the results obtained with M = L

and M = 2 L are negligible.

Finally, we remark that in integrating over a planet's

disc most authors employ Horak's (1950) variant of Eq. (6.22)

[see e.g. Kattawar and Adams (197:)]. Horak (1950) used the

transformation

{ = cos n (6.4 8)

and

I = [2 sin ? + (cos a-1) ]/[cos a + 1] (6.49)

to obtain, in our notation,

„, , 2(l+cos .j.) +.] +r' ,

_•] Jj ~P

• (l-y ) ' di d*. (6.50)
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The ^-integration is then handled with the Gauss-Legendre

scheme, and the ^-integration with the Chebyshev integration

scheme. With respect to the accuracy of the results to be ob-

tained, there is no reason beforehand to prefer method (i) to

Horak's method or vice versa. We prefer method (i), because it

has nicer interpolation properties. In Eq. (6.33) both y and

HG occur in the integrand, in contrast to Eq. (6.50) in which

only MO occurs explicitly. This necessitates a division by y

after interpolation on u Rm(u,va)uo, which makes the errors

increase for small values of u. Still, this interpolation pro-

cedure yields better results than direct interpolation on

Rm(u,yD) or R
m(prUaJuor as test calculations showed.

6.3 EXPANSION OF THE PLANETARY MATRIX

6. C,G The expansion 'joe^^idents

The planetary matrix considered in this chapter has the

same form as the scattering matrix of the ensemble of particles

considered in Sect. 2.3 [cf. Eqs. (2.41) and (6.3)]. Also the

symmetry relations for forward and backward scattering are

identical, as inspection of Eqs. (2.42), (2.43), (6.6) and

(6.7) shows. In the same manner as in Sect. 2.3 we now wish to

expand the planetary matrix in generalized spherical functions.

According to Eq. (2.44) we may write, using complex polariza-

tion parameters,

P (y) = t S' P' (cos •») . (6.51)
ï=max ( | JJI I , I n | )

Applying the orthogonality relation (2.68) we obtain for

the expansion coefficients
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After substitution of Eq. (6.35), written in terras of complex

polarization parameters [cf. Sect. 2.2], into Eq. (6.52) we

may derive that

6 o o ra'n

R (M/PO ;<P-«PO) d(u:')d(u;)d(ip-ip„) . (6.53)
L p -L.n

The derivation is given in the appendix of this chapter. From

Eqs. (2.141) and (6.13) we find

[ R (u,uo;tp-<Po)] = e'imK' Rm (v.,i,3;ip-(p,)e"
in>'! . (6.54)

L -'m, n '

Application of the addition theorem for generalized spherical

functions [see Eq. (2.144) for m,n=±0,±2] yields

e " i n K l p' (cosY) e"
1"1*-- = e

i n l J ! - K l ) P' (cos ,) eini|I"l:; 'mfn n.m

= ï (-l)s P^ (MO) P^ a(-u) • e
1 8 * * - ^ ' . (6.55)

Note, that the role played in Fig. 2.3 by ii, i. and (ip-ip:) ,

is played by (TT-K.. ) , (I-KI) and (tpo-<P) in Fig. 6.2. Substitut-

ing Eq. (6.54) into Eq. (6.53) and using Eq. (6.55) in the

result, we obtain

Sm,n

where we performed the integration over (tp-ipn) and used the

expansion of the reflection matrix [cf. Eq. (2.145)]

R(n,u3;ip-iPo) = E RS(u,u„) &-
is({P~W-: ) _ (6.57)

s = -a
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We now rewrite expression (6.56) in terms of real polari-

zation parameters using Eq. (2.158). In a similar way as for

the phase matrix [cf. Eq. (2.154)] we find that

=j(E+iD)T-' Rm(y,uo) T(E-i D) . (6.58)

Further, it can be shown that [cf. Eq. (2.152)]

R (u,Uo) = D R"'(ii,Po)D , (6.59)

where R " (u,un) is defined by Eq. (6.58). From Eqs. (2.45),

(2.55) and (2.161) we obtain

(U) = D Ol(u) D . (6.60)

Substitution of Eq. (6.56) into Eq. (2.158) yields, using

definitions (2.148) and (2.159) together with Eqs. (2.156),

(6.59) and (6.60) the expression

s; = z
m= 1

(6.61)

for the coefficient matrices

« i.
'M Bi

O O

Bi u. O O

O O .ij B?'

O O -\\\ al

(6.62)

The matrices Ra occurring in Eq. (6.61) are defined by

2'(-v) Rra(u,n„) Q! (m) ddr') d(vi) . (6.63)/ I
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Once the coefficient matrices S^ have been determined, the

planetary matrix PV'Y) c a n be calculated using the (truncated)

series given in Eqs. (2.62)-(2.67), as will be discussed in

the following subsection.

The method presented in this subsection will be called

method (iii) or expansion method. It was proposed by Van de

Hulst (1980; Sect. 18) for the scalar case.

From a numerical point of view the calculation of

5™ S & = ƒ ƒ S*(-u) • S" 1 R m ( y / M o ) S A • R^fuo) d(u :

(6.64)

is to be preferred to the calculation of R™ directly via Eq.

(6.63) [see also Eqs. (2.163) and (2.164)]. The reason is that

the diagonal matrices R (u) are easier to handle, so that the

numerical effort is reduced.

It should be noted that for incident unpolarized light,

only the elements ai(7) and bi(y) of the planetary matrix are

of interest [see Eq. (6.3)]. In that case we will only have to

calculate the coefficients m and 61, i.e. the first column of

S [see Eq. (6.62)]. This requires the calculation of the

first column of R"1 for which only the first column of each

matrix Rm(jj,p0) is required.

B.3.b Numerical aspects

The coefficient matrices S can be calculated in a

straightforward manner via Eqs, (6 61) and (6.63) or its

"diagonalized form" Eq. (6.64). The sequences of coefficients

a* (j = 2,3,4) and 6. (j = l,2) show a similar behaviour as the

sequence of coefficients ai.

Therefore, we concentrate our discussion on the coeffi-

cients «). Experience has shown that the absolute values of ai

have the following behaviour. At first they vary irregularly,

followed by a steady decrease until at a certain value of t
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they increase rapidly. The 8,-value at which the increase sets

in will be called the critical point. The increase of the ab-

solute value of the coefficients for higher values of s. is a

purely numerical issue, since it is clear that from the limited

amount of information available, i.e. Rm(p,uo) at an L x L mesh

of integration points, only a limited number of expansion

coefficients can be determined accurately. The procedure to be

followed is to truncate the series at the critical point.

In fact, the situation is more complicated than described

above, because the behaviour of the coefficients with even i.

and those with odd >. differs. This forces us to consider the

two subsequences separately, when a truncation criterion has

to be formulated.

In calculating the coefficient matrices S we assume that

the reflection matrices Rm(u,yD) are given for an L x L mesh of

Gauss-Legendre points. If we use an L xL integration grid in

Eq. (6.63) or Eq. (6.64) no interpolation on the reflection

function is required. By interpolation to an M x M (fl > L) Gauss-

Legendre grid we can improve the results. It appears that in

this way the accuracy of the calculated expansion coefficients

increases and the critical point is shifted to higher values

of l. As a matter of fact considerable improvement was found

for M=2L. Interpolation to a finer grid of, for instance,

3L x 3L points (M = 3L) did not yield a significant improvement

with respect to the results obtained with M=2L. In our calcu-

lations we, therefore, used two alternatives, (i) no interpo-

lation (M = L) and (ii) interpolation with M=2L. In these

cases the critical point was roughly at i =2(11+5).

6.4 CONTRIBUTION OF FIRST ORDER SCATTERING

In this section we treat the contribution of first order

scattering to the planetary matrix. The well-known special

features in the scattering matrix of the atmospheric particles,

such as the glory and the rainbow-like features, will reflect
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themselves in the scattering matrix of the planet. This may

cause numerical difficulties in integrating over the disc. In

the higher order contribution these special features will be

spread out, thus leading to a smooth contribution to the

planetary matrix. The use of a separate treatment of first

order scattering, therefore, seems worthwhile.

We consider a multilayered atmosphere, consisting of K

slabs [see Fig. 6.4]. The optical thickness of layei n is

denoted by b and the optical depth of its upper boundary by

T . The contribution to the reflection matrix of the entire
n

atmosphere caused by first order scattering is [cf. the Appen-

dix of Chapter 5]

R[ j -j (vw p o ;tp"Po) = £ e
y |J n l

4(M+

ï i

f-T- [l - e <lJ + 1" M • Z.(-y,y„;lp-<p0)} , (6.
+111)) L j ~i j

65)

Fig. 6.4 sketch of a multi-layer atmosphere. Indicated are the optical

depth at the top of each layer (right) and the optical thickness

of each layer (left).
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where Z .(u,uo;ip~<Po) is the phase matrix in the i-th layer. The

expression between braces is the first-order reflection matrix

of layer i, which is preceded by the attenuation factors

exp(-T./y) and exp(-t./i'«) • Taking the total scattering plane

as plane of reference, we may write Eq. (6.59) as [cf. Sects.

2.4 and 2.5]

A I K -I- + — I ' ;
Pilï) = M X e " u"
~ vc l i=l

,1 1 . ,

(6.66)

Here, F.(y) is the scattering matrix of the particles in the

i-th layer.

Equation (6.66) may be written as

K
Pi (Y) = Ï gi (T. ,b. ,a) • F. (Y) (6.67)

with

4 u u i i

' ' ^ 4(lJ + M o )

(6.68)

Equation (6.68) represents the integration over the disc for a

"reflection function"

1 \ .. + .. J T

R(u.Ui!V-<P«) = 4 (), + !,,,) e " "° -[l-e " '•"" j (6.69)

at phase angle •. (= *->). The planetary function, i.e. the

scalar equivalent of the planetary matrix, for this scalar

problem can easily be calculated with any of the three methods

discussed in Sects. 6.2 and 6.3. Interpolations and rotations

do not havs to be considered. After calculating the functions
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gi(T1,b1,a), and the matrices F^y) using Eqs . (2 . 62)-(2 .67) ,

the first order contribution Pi(y) is readily obtained from

Eq. (6.67).

In case the expansion method is used we proceed as follows.

The function gi <T,b,a) is expanded in the Legendre series

gi(t,b,a) = I w Pfcosy) ,
8=0 l

(6.70)

where [cf. Eqs. (6.61) nnd (6.63)]

OJ£ = (2J.+ 1) R°

with

(6.71)

P( (Vo) (6.72)

Using 32 Gauss-Legendre division points in Eq. (6.72) an error

less than or roughly equal to 10"b is found in gi(b,T,a), for

the entire ranges of the parameters b, T and a.

We now calculate Pi(Y) for a set of angles y. = arccos xy. .,
where the points x. are a set of Gauss-Legendre points on the

interval [~l,+l]. The expansion coefficients of £I(Y) are then

calculated using Eqs. (2.69)-(2.74) . Since the expansion

method applied to higher order (n > 1) scattering reaches its

critical point again at £«2M+10, we use for the first order

contribution a set of 2M+25 division points y.. Roughly 2M +20

first order scattering expansion coefficients can then be ac-

curately determined, i.e. an overshoot of about 10 coefficients

is included as a safety margin. Finally, first order (n = 1)

and higher order (n > 1) coefficients are added to obtain the

set of coefficient matrices S"'. This completes the procedure.
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In addition to an increase in accuracy of the results

[see Sect. 6,5], separate treatment of first order scattering

also reduces the computation time needed, in all three inte-

gration methods of Sects. 6.2 and 6.3. The reason is that for

high Fourier indices m evaluation of first order scattering

suffices in order to obtain Rm(p,ii0) with a certain accuracy.

For homogeneous atmosphere this is discussed in the Appendices

of Chapters 4 and 5, and for multi-layered atmospheres in

Sect. 7.3.a.

We further note that when the atmosphere rests on a ground

surface, the summations in Eqs. (6.65), (6.66) and (6.67)

should run from 2 to K.

6.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test the three integration methods presented in Sects.

6.2 and 6.3 we will first consider two cases for which exact

expressions are available.

The first case is reflection according to Lambert's law,

i .e.

R(w ,uo ;ip-cp0) = 1 . (6.73)

Substitution of Eq. (6.73) into Eq. (6.22) yields after ana-

lytical evaluation of the integrals [cf. Schoenberg (1929) ]

for the planetary function

P(Y) = j^ [sin Y - y cos y] . (6.74)

The second case is first order scattering in a plane

semi-infinite homogeneous atmosphere. The planetary matrix is

according to Eq. (6.67) given by

£(•,) = gi(O,-,r,J • P(Y) . (6.75)
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The function gi (0,'•<,•*) can be obtained in closed form as fol-

lows

,~,u) = j f 1 - sin j • tan | • m(cot j) j (6.76)

[cf. Schoenberg (1929)]. The limiting values are

gi (0,«.,0) = j (6.77)

and

g,(0,-,ii)=0. (6.78)

On comparing our computed results with the exact results

we started with the scalar case. For Lambert reflection and

Lomrael-Seeliger reflection, which is equivalent with first

order isotropic scattering in a semi-infinite atmosphere, we

found errors less than l0~!' for all three methods, using 11= 16.

We remark that in these cases no interpolation was required.

The results for first order Henyey-Greenstein scattering with

g=0.5 and g = 0.75, obtained with the expansion method using

M = L = 3 2 , had absolute errors less than 10~" and 2 x 10" ,

respectively. For first order scattering according to the

double Henyey-Greenstein phase function of Sect. 2.6, we found

errors less than 7x10"', using the same procedure as before.

In all cases of first order scattering the scattering was as-

sumed to be conservative. For smooth reflection functions, as

those considered above, the results obtained with all three

methods had errors of the same order of magnitude.

We will now account for the polarization of light and we

will use more realistic scattering matrices. VJe compared com-

puted results with exact results for first order scattering

[see Eq. (6.75)] in the cases of Rayleigh scattering and scat-

tering according to models A, B, C and D [cf. Sect. 2.6], The

corresponding reflection matrices R̂ 1 -1(11,115) were calculated

for a grid of 16x16 Gauss-Lroendre points, i.e. L=16. Some

results for unpolarized light xncident on the planet are given
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Table 6.1 Values of I, fi and -Q/I of light reflected by the entire disc of a

planet with a plane serai-infinite homogeneous atmosphere. Only the

contribution by first order scattering is taken into account. Scat-

tering according to scattering model B is used. The planet is thought

to be illuminated by an unpolarized beam of sunlight. In all three

methods we used L= 16 and M= 32. The phase angle a is given in degrees.

I

Q

-g/i

OUn°,

0
3
6
9
12
15
20
30
45
60
90
135

0
3
6
9
12
15
20
30
45
60
90
135

0
3
6
9
12
15
20
30
45
60
90
135

exact

0.35421
0.26221
0.18277
0.28805
0.42243
0.43342
0.29131
0.12899
0.04273
0.02611
0.03479
0.05304

0.
0.00754
0.01210
-0.00799
-0.03907
-0.05401
-0.03403
0.01448
0.01137
0.00595
0.00405
0.00266

0.
-0.02875
-0.06619
0.02773
0.09250
0.12461
0.11681
-0.11227
-0.26604
-0.21161
-0.11652
-0.05008

(i)

0.34594
0.26904
0.20463
0.28860
0.41007
0.43351
0.29812
0.12898
0.04308
0.02824
0.03479
0.05305

0.00030
0.00585
0.00849
-0.00939
-0.03751
-0.05347
-0.03559
0.01474
0.01134
0.00593
0.00405
0.00266

-0.00087
-0.02175
-0.04150
0.03255
0.09148
0.12334
0.11939
-0.11431
-0.26325
-0.21001
-0.1165!
-0.05008

(ii)

0.35421
0.26948
0.20331
C.28552
0.40586
0.43049
0.29737
0.12942
0.04297
0.02823
0.03479
0.05305

0.00000
0.00580
0.00860
-0.00877
-0.03687
-0.05288
-0.03514
0.01461
0.01137
0.00593
0.00405
0.00266

-0.00000
-0.02151
-0.04232
0.03073
0.09085
0.12283
0.11818
-0.11286
-0.26464
-0.21011
-0.11651
-0.05008

(iiil

0.34918
0.27045
0.20338
0.28554
0.40600
0.43046
0.29733
0.12946
0.04300
0.02822
0.03480
0.05303

0.
0.00583
0.00861
-0.00875
-0.03691
-0.05288
-0.03513
0.01461
0.01137
0.00593
0.00405
0.00266

0.
-0.02156
-0.04231
0.03066
0.09091
0.12285
0.11816
-0.11282
-0.26440
-0.21022
-0.11643
-0.05013
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Table 6.2 As Table 6.1, but for scattering according to scattering model D.

I

s

-0/1

o
a [in )

0
3
6
9
12
15
20
30
45
60
90
135

0
3
6
9
12
15
20
30
45
60
90
135

0
3
6
9
12
15
20
30
45
60
90
135

exact

0.39946
0.23664
0.23548
0.28546
0.19615
0.12700
0.0999<i
0.10949
0.05369
0.02045
0.01640
0.04400

0.
-0.02965
0.01931
0.07455
0.06271
0.04081
-0.00324
-0.05871
-0.00S50
-0.00297
0.00278
0.00259

0.
0.12528
-0.08199
-0.26116
-0.31973
-0.32130
0.03238
0.53620
0.17688
0.14535
-0.16967
-0.05897

(1)

0.39887
0.29386
0.25977
0.26954
0.19967
0.12947
0.09563
0.10977
0.05359
0.02041
0.01640
0.04400

-0.00019
-0.00049
0.03530
0.06709
0.06262
0.04253
-0.00421
-0.05856
-0.00952
-0.00298
0.00278
0.00259

0.00049
0.00166
-0.13587
-0.24892
-0.31362
-0.32852
0.04405
0.53343
0.17757
0.14606
-0.16966
-0.05897

(ii)

0.39946
0.29318
0.25961
0.26893
0.20105
0.13178
0.09649
0.10945
0.05365
0.02041
0.01640
0.04400

-0.00000
-0.00024
0.03564
0.06755
0.06273
0.04257
-0.00418
-0.05861
-0.00950
-0.00298
0.00278
0.00259

0.00000
0.00083
-0.13/37
-0.25119
-0.31203
-0.32301
0.04331
0.53551
0.17707
0.14598
-0.16966
-0.05897

(iii)

0.39152
0.29434
0.25914
0.26908
0.20111
0.13J56
0.09640
0.10945
0.05366
0.02042
0.01641
0.04399

0.
0.00004
0.03561
0.06756
0.06276
0.04251
-0.00421
-0.05862
-0.00950
-0.00298
0.00278
0.00259

0.
-0.00012
-0.13741
-0.25108
-0.31208
-0.32312
0.04365
0.53561
0.17701
0.14578
-0.16976
-0.05898
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in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for scattering models B and D, respec-

tively. In all three methods we used 11= 2L. Based on the re-

sults shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, and results for other cases,

we find that the differences between the results obtained with

the threa methods are small. However, the errors in the results

are much larger than the mutual differences. The latter sug-

gests that these errors are caused by errors in the interpolat-

ed values of u R? ,(P , im ) po • The choice L = 16 for models B and

D is far too low, but was made deliberately to show the effect

of insufficiently accurate interpolated values. In fact, for

practical purposes, relative errors in the computed intensity

should be less than about 1O~' and absolute errors in the com-

puted degree of polarization less than about 10"3. That these

conditions can in fact be fulfilled will be shown later on in

this section.

Fom the calculations for Rayleigh scattering and scatter-

ing according to models A, B, C and D mentioned above, we

found that for very small phase angles, say a <^ 3 , methods (i)

and (ii) --yield the best results. For « = 0° and method (ii) the

results were very good [see also Sect. 6.2.b]. Further, one

should note the very small differences in the results obtained

with methods (ii) and (iii) for a > 3° [cf. Tables 6.1 and S . 2].

The results, obtained with all three methods, for Rayleigh

scattering and scattering model A were quite good, in contrast

to those for scattering models B, C and D. For modelB rainbow-

like features are found at a» 15° [see Fig. 6.5], and for model

D at a» 10° and a» 35°. The large" errors for a < 20° are likely

to be caused by these rainbow-like features, and also by the

glory at a«0°. The errors for a > 20° are much smaller than

those for a < 20°.

Based on the results for first order scattering discussed

above, some criteria to estimate the errors in the computed re-

sults can be formulated. For incident unpolarized sunlight

only the elements ai(y) and bi (y) are of interest, and, there-

fore, we will now consider only these elements. For u= 180° we

find [cf. Eq. (6.22) ]
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• including first order scattering
excluding first order scattering

Fig. 6.5 Phase curves for a planet with a semi-infinite plane homogeneous

atmosphere illuminated by unpolarized sunlight. The atmospheric

particles scatter according to scattering model B.

a, (0) = bi(0) = 0 . (6.79)

For phase angle a =0 , we have according to Eq. (6.6)

b,(i) = 0 , (6.80)

and according to Eq. (6.46)

(TT) = du (6.81)

The latter quantity can be calculated with high accuracy using

M = L , which requires no interpolation [see Sect. 6.2.b].

Equation (6.79) is automatically satisfied when methods

(i) and (ii) are used [see Eqs. (6.22) and (6.35), respective-

ly] . Checks for method (i) can be performed using the quanti-
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ties bi (ir) and aj (u) . Since method (ii) yields very good re-

sults for a = 0°[cf. Sect. 6.2.b], the quantities aiU) and

bi(n) cannot be used for checking purposes. A rather good cri-

terion can be given for method (iii), i.e. the expansion

method. The series expansion for b)(7) implies that bi(0) =

b i U ) = 0 [cf. Eqs. (2.66), (2.76), (2.78) and (2.80)]. The

errors in a2 (0) and a i U ) , however, turned out to be a good

indication of the errors in all matrix elements calculated,

and for the entire range 0° < a < 180°. As an estimate of the

maximal error in the planetary matrix we, therefore, use the

largest of the errors in aj(0) and ai(n). For smooth planetary

matrices this estimate turned out to be the maximal error in

the matrix elements.

In their paper on the interpretation of the polarization

of Venus, Hansen and Hovenier (1974), who used Horak's (1950)

integration method, reported numerical difficulties for a< 20°.

They considered a plane semi-infinite atmosphere, and took

into account all orders of scattering. The difficulties are

most likely due to features in first order scattering, as dis-

cussed in Sect. 6.4. We will now test the integration proce-

dures for the case that first order scattering is treated

separately, as indicated in Sect. 6.4. In a homogeneous atmos-

phere, the special features will be preserved best. Further,

higher order scattering is most prominent in a semi-infinite

atmosphere. We will therefore consider a semi-infinite homo-

geneous atmosphere to test the improvement in the results due

to the separate treatment of first order scattering.

Some results obtained with the expansion method are given

in Table 6.3. Both for Rayleigh scattering (model R) and scat-

tering models A, B, C and D we assumed the scattering to be

conservative. For the first two models we used L=16 and for

the other three L=28. In the last column of Table 6.3 the

final internal accuracy A in the computation of R^(u,u;) is

given [cf. Sect. 4.3]. We find that on integrating over the

disc interpolation to [1 = 2L reduces the errors by a factor 10

or more, with respect to the M = L results. A similar reduction
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Table 6.3 Estimated errors in the planetary matrix using the expansion method.

The results were obtained for a semi-infinite plane homogeneous

atmosphere. All orders of scattering were taken into account in

columns (a) and (c). First order scattering was excluded in columns

(b) and (dj. For columns !a) and (b) we used M = L, and for columns

(c) and (d) we interpolated to H = 2L. In the last column the final

internal accuracy, fi , of Rn(uiUo) is given.

model

R

A

B

C

D

3

2

3

1

6

(al

x 10""

x 10""

xlO"1

XiO"*

x 10"''

2

9

3

4

1 .1

Ib )

x 10

x 10

x 10

x 10

x 10

- 5

" b

- "

- 5

- Ï

6

3

1

7

1 .4

(c)

X l O " 5

x 10"b

x 10""

X 1 0 " '

X 10~ !

2

1

3

7

1 .2

( d )

X l O -

x 10" 5

x 10" b

x 10"

x 10"*

1

1

9

7

. 1

. 1

a

A

X

X

X

X

X

t

io-6

10-*

10"b

10""

10"1

is found if we treat first order scattering separately, using

M=L. The highest reduction is obtained by interpolation to

M=2L and separation of first order scattering. The estimated

errors are then reduced by factors up to 100. The last two

columns of Table 6.3 show that the integration over the disc

can be performed with an accuracy comparable to the accuracy

of the reflection matrix, i.e. no significant figures need to

be lost. It is also clear that the required accuracy oi the

results has been obtained.

The increase of accuracy due to separation of first order

scattering can be understood by examination of Figs. 6.5 and

6.6. In these figures phase curves for the entire planet are

given, for the case of unpolarized incident light. Depicted

are the curves of I(a) =ai(rr-a) and Q(a) =bi(i-nl . Evidently,

the structure in the phase curves is mainly caused by the con-

tribution of first order scattering.

As shown above, the three integration methods are, in

general, equally accurate. These is, however, a considerable

difference in the computation times needed by these methods.
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- including first order scattering
excluding first order scattering

Fig. 6.6 As in Fig. 6.5, but for scattering model D.

To compare the computation times we consider Rayleigh scatter-

ing using L=16. The time used for the separate treatment of

first order scattering is excluded, since it is the same for

M = L and M=2L. The computation times for !l = L and M = 2L are

given in Table 6.4. [Note, that method (ii) requires half this

time for a = 0° and 90° s re < 180°.] To represent the phase curves

in this case one needs about 40 points in the range 0° t « 1=180''.

For the computation times needed to calculate I(a) and Q(n)

for 40 phase angles with methods (i), (ii) and (iii) we find

the ratios (54 : 12 : 1) if 11= L and (72 -. 12 : 1) if M=2L. These

ratios are very conservative with respect to method (iii),

because we first calculated 128 coefficient matrices before

determining the critical point. The computation times could

then be reduced by factors of about 3 (if M=L) and 3/2 (if
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Table 6.4 Computation times» in seconds, used in the three integration methods

for incident unpolarized sunlight. The results for methods (i) and

(ii) were obtained at a=20°. In column (iii) the time needed to

compute the expansion coefficients in method (iii) is given. Ti is

the time needed to evaluate the series expansion for a single phase

angle. N is the critical point in method (iii). The results were

obtained for Hayleigh scattering with L= 16.

M

16

32

(i)

1.05

3.97

(iii

0.30

0.91

(iii)

0.66

2.01

Tl

0.003

0.005

Nc

37

Bl

M = 2 L ) . In practice, however, critical points at i » 100 may

occur and therefore we keep these ratios. For more structured

phase curves than the ones for Rayleigh scattering, up to 80

points may be needed to properly represent the phase curves

for 0° s a < 180°, making the ratios even more unfavourable for

methods (i) and (ii).

In this chapter we considered only horizontally homogene-

ous atmospheres. Separate treatment of first order scattering,

however, leads to more accurate results for horizontally inho-

mogeneous atmospheres as well. This is caused by the fact that

interpolation on higher orders of scattering yields better re-

sults, than interpolation on the total reflection matrix.

We assumed that the atmosphere can be treated as being

locally plane-parallel. This may lead to inaccuracies for near-

ly grazing angles [see e.g. Adams and Kattawar (1978), Kattawar

and Adams (1978)]. Calculations performed by Kattawar et al.

(1971) showed, however, that the disc-integrated results for

intensity and polarization obtained for locally plane-parallel

and spherical atmospheres agree very well.

Further, Kawabata (1981) showed that non-sphericity of
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the planet is of secondary importance, even for highly non-

spherical planets as Jupiter and Saturn. Kawabata also showed

that observations at distances r > 10R fiom the planet may be

treated using the procedures discussed in this chapter. Only

if r < 10R the assumption that the observer is at infinity in-

troduces considerable errors.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS

In general, the three integration methods considered in

this chapter yield results with accuracies of the same order

of magnitude. For small phase angles, i.e. a •• 5U , method (ii)

yields (slightly) better results than the other two methods.

In cases where the phase curves are very structured, a

separate treatment of the contribution of first order scatter-

ing greatly reduces the errors in the results for all three

methods.

Method (ii) is roughly a factor of four to six faster

than method (i). When the complete phase curves are needed the

expansion method, i.e. method (iii) , is about 10 (40 phase

angles) to 20 times (80 phase angles) faster than method (ii).

Method (ii) is only faster than method (iii) when results for

less than five phase angles are required.

The expansion method has two additional advantages.

Firstly, a reliable criterion exists to estimate the errors in

the results. Secondly, when the expansion coefficients are

known, results at an arbitrary phase angle can be simply and

accurately computed without interpolation.

APPENDIX

In this appendix we give a derivation of Eq. (6.53), which

is the central equation in integration method (iii).

t/e start by substitution of Eq. (6.35), rewritten in terms

of complex polarization parameters, into Eq. (6.52). This
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yields

+1 1 El»,u)

ƒ ƒ ƒ (6.A1)*+i . «. ƒ d ( c o s , ) ƒ d|J ƒ dt..[ ]
-1 0 - f ( p , ii)

where the brackets are used to denote the integrand

[ ] = P* ( C O S Y ) ti'R ( M / U O ;<P-<Po) no] • (6.A2)m, n m, n p m, n

The "northern hemisphere" part of the triple integral in Eq.

(6.A1) is written as

1 +1 f(u,a)
f du f d(cosa) ƒ d<- [ ] . (6.A3)
0 - 1 0 '

The integration over K; will now be replaced by an inte-

gration over u,. From spherical trigonometry [see Fig. 6.1] we

find that

sin a _ sin e _ (l-u'o) . fi ,.,
sin(ip-ipo) sinic- sin i -

Using Eq. (6.36) and (6.A4) one easily obtains

So that the triple integral (6.A3) may be written as

1 + 1 "0 p - , _ • ( - - ]

ƒ du ƒ d(cos a) ƒ dy0 I - T^ (Chè)
0 -1 u o L P J L J m, n

The upper and lower limits, vb/ which can be obtained from

Eqs. (6.37) through (6.40), are
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and

where

U if COS (( -• - (1-y

0 if cos u i - (1-u

u" if cos 'i •• (l-|j

0 if cos -t s (l-ii

u" = u cos a ± (I-u' ) ̂ sin 'i

(6.A7)

(6.AC)

(6.A9)

The integration domain for the integration over cos a and ;, •

is illustrated in Fig. 6.A1. The upper curve (I and II) is

given by u and the lower curve (III) is given by u .

The next step in the derivation is a change in the order

of integration of cos a and IID. From Eq. (6.A9) we nay readily

derive that

COS a < COS '.i < COS ci , (6.A10)

cos a+ = t (l-u'^U-iiB)' (G.A11)

Fig, 6.A1 Illustration of the integration domain for the integration

over cos a and MQ« when u is fixed. In the case depicted

II =0.8.



The curve I in Fig. 6.A1 is given by cos a and the curves II

and -II are given by cos a . Integral (6.A6) is now written as

1 1 C O S a r -i_lr-i

ƒ dp J dn, ƒ d(cosa) ~ a • (6.A12)
0 0 cos a L <><2 J L Jm,n

Finally, we replace the integration over cos ;i by an in-

tegration over (tp-ip0). From Eq. (6.25) it follows that

For the "northern hemisphere" 0 < ip-tp0 < it and thus in combina-

tion with Eqs. (6.25) and (6.All), we find that the integral

(6.A12) is equal to

1 1 it

ƒ du ƒ dM0 ƒ d(ip-iPo) [ ] • (6.A14)
0 0 0 ra'

Taking into account also the "southern hemisphere" part of Eq.

(6.A1) , the integral over (cp-tPc) runs from 0 to 2i. The triple

integral (6.AD can thus be expressed as

4 1 1 2TT

0 0 0 '

In view of Eq. (6.A2) it is clear that Eq. (6.A15) and Eq.

(6.5 3) are one and the same.
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C H A P T E R

ATMOSPHERES WITH A HAZY TOP LAYER

7 . 1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapters A and 5 we treated the reflection and trans-

mission of light by homogeneous atmospheres. In this chapter

we examine the reflection of light by a planet with a multi-

layer atmosphere, i.e. an atmosphere consisting of a number of

plane-parallel homogeneous layers. In particular, we will con-

sider planetary atmospheres with an overlying haze layer.

In many studies the presence of a haze at the top of a

planetary atmosphere is assumed. Arguments for invoking a par-

ticular haze may come from different disciplines. One example

is chemical modelling of the upper atmosphere as was done, for

instance, by Lewis (1969) for the clouds of Jupiter. In radia-

tive transfer certain special effects may sometimes be explain-

ed by an overlying haze layer. Axel (1972) , for exanple, assum-

ed a haze layer to be present above the main cloud deck of

Jupiter to explain the low ultraviolet albedo of this planet.

This layer of "Axe1, dust", as it is presently called, is op-

tically thin and nonabsorbing in the visual range, but optical-

ly thick and strongly absorbing in the ultraviolet range.

Tomasko et al. (1978), introduced a haze in their models of

Jupiter to account for the very high brightness at a phase

angle of 150°. Finally, we mention the haze above the main

cloud deck of Venus. A thin haze, having an optical thickness

of about 10"'" in the visual range, was reported by O'Leary

(1375) and later by Lane and Obstbaum (1983). The former used

Mariner 10 pictures obtained in 1974, and the latter used

brightness scans near the limb made by Pioneer Venus from
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December 19 79 through March 1980. More pronounced haze layers

on Venus existed in October 1959 as reported by Dollfus et al.

(1979), and from December 1978 through July 1979 as found by

Kawabata et al. (1980) from Pioneer Venus polarimetry data.

Kawabata et al. (1980) estimated the optical thickness of the

haze to be about 0.6 at X = 0.55 vm, on the basis of model

calculations. They also mentioned a reduction of the optical

thickness by a factor as much as three from data obtained

during October and November 1979. The data mentioned above

suggest that changes in the optical thickness of this haze

layer occur over periods of the order of 100 -200 days.

From the viewpoint of radiative transfer an overlying

haze may be invoked for the following reason. The optical

thickness of a specific layer in the atmosphere generally de-

pends on the wavelength considered. For large particles, how-

ever, this dependence is often very little in the visual wave-

length range. As an example we consider a haze layer consisting

of spherical particles. For spherical particles with a size

parameter x > 10 for the entire visual range the optical thick-

ness changes hardly with wavelength [see e.g. Hansen and

Travis (1974)]. For particles with intermediate size parameters,

say 0.1 £ x < 10, the optical thickness generally increases as A

decreases. In the case of Rayleigh scattering (x<< 1) the op-

tical thickness is proportional to \~". A haze layer having a

negligible influence at large wavelengths may thus become im-

portant at small wavelengths. A model atmosphere, without an

overlying haze, fitting observational data at large wavelengths

may fail to do so at smaller wavelengths. In this case a haze

may be invoked. The investigation of the influence of such a

haze on the reflection properties of the atmosphere is the

main goal of this chapter.

In Sect. 7.2 we review the types of observations of plan-

etary atmospheres usually performed. We also discuss the aero-

sol parameters frequently eiroloyed in model calculations per-

formed to interpret observational data. Next, we make a plan

for model calculations to be performed in our investigation.
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The calculation of the reflection matrix of a multi-layer at-

mosphere is described in Sect. 7.3. Here, we also discuss the

interpolation on the reflection matrix. The determination of

the global reflection properties has been treated in the pre-

ceding chapter. Section 7.4 is devoted to calculations for at-

mospheres with a haze top layer, where we restrict ourselves

to two-layer atmospheres. In that section we interpret and

discuss the results of our model calculations. VJe end this

chapter with Sect. 7.5 in which we draw our conclusions.

7.2 MODELS FOR PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES

7.2.ci ReS'lev) o^ ohsei'^cttion-tl data

In order to obtain maximal information on the reflection

properties of a planetary atmosphere, the complete intensity

vector (i.e. all four elements) of the light received from the

planet should be determined at various wavelengths and phase

angles. Most observers restrict themselves, however, to (i)

relative photometry, (ii) absolute photometry, or (iii) polar-

imetry. In the first case the intensity at different wave-

lengths is measured relative to the intensity at a certain

fixed wavelength, or the intensities at different points on

the disc are measured relative to the intensity at a certain

fixed point. In the second case the ratio of thr> intensity of

the reflected light and the incoming solar flux is determined.

In the third case one usually determines only the degree of

linear polarization and the position angle x [see Sect. 2.2].

Circular polarization is generally ignored. The few observa-

tions made of the degree of circular polarization showed that

it is in the order of 10~" [see Kemp (1974) and Wolstencroft

(1976)]. In practice, the degree of linear polarization is

usually two orders of magnitude larger than the degree of cir-

cular polarization.

Photometric and polarimetric observations can roughly be

divided into three types: (a) light reflected by the entire

disc of a planet, (b) light received from certain features,
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such as Jupiter's Great Red Spot, and (c) scans performed along

e.g. the equator or the central meridian of a planet. Usually,

photometric observations of type (a) involve either absolute

photometry (j.f phase angle dependence is studied) , or relative

photometry (if wavelength dependence is studied). Both absolute

and relative photometry may be involved in type (b) observa-

tions, whereas relative photometry is usually employed in ob-

servations of type (c). Besides, observations of all three

types may be combined with polarimetry.

Numerous examples of observations (and measurements) as

mentioned above could be given. We will restrict ourselves,

however, to some typical cases. Well-known are the polarimetric

investigations of Lyot (1929), who measured the disc-integrated

polarization of Venus between 13 flay 1922 and 6 July 1924. The

phase angle approximately covered the range between 2 and

176°. Irvine (1968) determined the magnitude of Venus for phase

angles in the range 73°<ia</110° using 10 narrow-band filters

in the region 0.3 ym< A^l.l ym. For Jupiter we mention the

Earth-bound relative photometry performed by Vdovichenko

(1979a,b), who scanned the disc along a number of belts and

zones. Photometric and polarimetric results for the northern

component of the Jovian South Equatorial Band (SEBn) were re-

ported by Stoll (1980). These data were obtained from measure-

ments performed by Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11. Polarization

maps of Jupiter were published by Bolkvadze (1978), and Hall

and Riley (1969) . Polarization maps of Saturn were given by

Hall and Riley (1969, 1974). The phase dependence of the polar-

ization for specific areas on Saturn was studied by Bugaenko

and Galkin (1973). Recent photometric and polarimetric inves-

tigations of Saturn carried out in Kiev were reviewed by

Dlugach et al. (1983). With regard to Saturn's satellite Titan

we mention the photometric work of Noland et al. (1974) , and

the photometry and polarimetry performed by Pioneer 11, as re-

ported by Tomasko and Smith (1982). The latter consists of

photometric scans along the equator and whole-disc photometry

and polarimetry for 22° £0^96°. Uranus and Neptune have not

been studied as extensively as the objects discussed above.
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However, whole-disc polarimetric observations of Uranus were

published by Michalsky and Stokes (1977). Absolute photometry

for both Uranus and Neptune has been carried out by Wamsteker

(1973) .

As will be clear we only intended to give an impression

of relevant observational work performed on planets and satel-

lites having an atmosphere. Further, we only considered objects

in the Solar system with an optically thick atmosphere in the

visual wavelength range, which excludes e.g. the planets

Mercury, Mars and Pluto. A critical view of photometric work

(absolute photometry, relative photometry and spectrophotometry)

for all planets except Pluto, has recently been given by

Hovenier et al. (1985). A review of polarimetric observations

and their interpretation has been presented by Coffeen and

Hansen (1974). They considered the planets Venus, Earth, Mars,

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

7.2.b Physical properties of aerosol particles

In our model calculations we will use aerosol particles

with physical parameters covering the ranges which may occur

in practical situations. To determine these ranges we consider

results reported by authors interpreting observational data.

In these interpretations one usually assumes that the atmos-

phere of the planet is horizontally homogeneous over large

areas, such as the belts and zones of Jupiter. As an approxima-

tion one usually considers stratified atmospheres, consisting

of a number of locally plane-parallel homogeneous layers. Some

layers are clear, i.e. contain only gas molecules, while other

layers are turbid, i.e. contain also aerosol particles. The

latter are called cloud layers or haze layers. The determina-

tion of the aerosol properties is a major goal in the inter-

pretations.

We will now review some results obtained for Venus,

Jupiter, Saturn and Titan. Due to the small amount of data

available for Uranus and Neptune, interpretations for these

planets are of limited value. In this subsection we will only

consider results for the visual wavelength range. The physical
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Table 7.1 Physical parameters of aerosol particles determined via model calculations by several authors.

A question mark in the last column indicates that this quantity was rot explicitly given.

authors

Hansen and Hovenier (1074)

Moroz (1981)

Kawabata et al. U980)

Morozhenko and Yanovitskii (1973)

Horozhenko and Yanovitskii (1976)

Tomasko and Doose (1933)

Bugaenko et al. (1975)

Dlugach et al. (1983)

Podolak and Danielson US77)

TomasJto and Smith (1982)

object

Venus

Venus

Venus

Jupiter

Jupiter

Saturn

Saturn

Saturn

Titan

Titan

layer

cloud

cloud

haze

cloud

cloud

haze

cloud

cloud

cloud

cloud

1.05

1.05

0.23

0.40

0.40

0.10

1.35

1.35

0.0B

0.12

vef£

0.07

0.07

0.18

0.35

0.35

0.20

0.13

0.13

0.06

0.05

I

1

1

1

n

.43

.43

1.

1.

1

1

.33

.35

2

1

r

- 1

- 1

45

36

36

5

- 1

- 1

7

.46

.46

.44

.42

0

8x 10

•

0

ni

- 5x

0

0

-5

•3

0

0

02 -

02 -

10"u

1.3xl0~2

0.1

0 ->7



parameters of the aerosol particles in clouds and hazes found

by a number of authors are listed in Table 7.1. The parameters

of the Venus cloud-particles were deduced by Hansen and

Hovenier (1974) from Earth-bound polarimetry. On the basis of

these parameters and whole-disc relative photometry, Moroz

(1981) deduced physical parameters for a larger wavelength

range with shorter intervals in wavelength. The results of

Kawabata et al. (1980) for the haze above the main cloud deck

of Venus [cf. Sect. 7.1] have been derived from Pioneer Venus

polarimetry. The parameters for Jupiter obtained by Morozhenko

and Yanovitskii (1973) are based on Earth-bound polarimetry of

the centre of the disc and of the entire disc. These results

were later refined [see Morozhenko and Yanovitskii (1976)]

using multicolour photometric data given by Irvive et al.

(1968) for the entire disc of Jupiter. The atmosphere of Jupi-

ter was assumed to be plane, semi-infinite and homogeneous.

Tomasko and Doose (1984) analyzed Pioneer 11 data of Saturn.

For a dark belt (15°S-17'S) they estimated for the haze layer

above the main cloud deck the parameters given in Table 7.1.

In the analysis photometric and polarimetric scans at several

phase angles were used. Bugaenko et al. (1975) based their

results on polarimetry of the centre of Saturn's disc, assum-

ing a plane semi-infinite homogeneous cloud deck. This analysis

has been continued by Dlugach et al. (1983), who also included

photometric scans in their interpretation. Finally, we arrive

at Saturn's satellite Titan. Podolak and Danielson (1977),

using results of absolute photome'try for 0.2 i.m < 1.1 um,

derived aerosol properties assuming a homogeneous atmosphere

above a perfectly reflecting surface. Tomasko and Smith (1982)

used for their analysis Pioneer 11 photometry and polarimetry,

as mentioned in the preceding subsection.

The physical parameters listed in Table 7.1 were obtained

from model calculations, assuming the aerosol particles to be

spheres. [The relation between effective size parameter and

effective radius is x = =p r ff-J Exceptions are the results

of Tomasko and Doose (1984) and the results of Tomasko and

Smith (1982). These authors used simplified model scattering
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matrices to fit the observations, and then estimated the cor-

responding physical parameters for scattering by spheres (flie

scattering). To characterize the size distributions of the

particles we only list the effective radius and the effective

variance, which suffices for practical purposes. The reason is

that the influence of smaller details of the size distribution

on the scattering matrix is very small [cf. Hansen and Travis

(1974)].

7.2.a Plan for numerical work

As mentioned before, the main purpose of this chapter is

the investigation of the influence of an overlying haze on the

reflection properties of an atmosphere. We restrict ourselves

to two-layer atmospheres, in particular atmospheres with a

hazy top layer.

Before presenting a programme of numerical work to be

performed, we will first discuss the types of relationships

between reflection properties and, for instance, the phase

angle, which have to be considered. The relationships to be

studied will have to cover ."-.he types of observations mentioned

in Sect. 7.2.a. Integrated ciisc observations are included by

calculating the phase curves of the entire planet, using the

expansion method described in Chapter 6. The atmosphere is

assumed to be horizontally homogeneous over the entire planet.

The second type of observations concerns measurements of cer-

tain features. For this case we will consider phase curves,

i.e. plots of the intensity and/or polarization as a function

of the phase angle, for a number of selected points on the

visible part of the disc. Further, we will plot the intensity

and degree of polarization of reflected sunlight, as a func-

tion of longitude for four parallels of latitude/colatitude

[see Fig. 7.1], viz. m = 90°, ri2 = 75°, r,s = 60° and n- = 40°.

The projections of these parallels are roughly equally spaced,

since cos n I = 0 , cos in t» 0. 26, cos n 3 =0.5 and cos n „ 0 0 . 77.

For the selected points on the disc, used to cover observations

of certain features, we take a set of three points, dividing

the projection of the illuminated section of the parallel into
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Fig. 7.1 The planetary disc. The north pole and south pole, with respect

to the light equator, are indicated by Np and SP, respectively.

The projections of the subsolar point S and subobserver point E

are also indicated.

four equal parts. The longitudes of the points are given by

sin c = -cos a + (1 + cos a) • -r

for k = 1, 2, 3 (7.1)

The variables M, \I O , (y>-<Po)j K I and >-, can be calculated

using Eqs. (6.23) - (6.30). We only consider the northern hemi-

sphere for "local observations", but results for (ir-n,c) can

be expressed in those for (n,t) via Eq. (6.31).

The physical parameters of the aerosols that will be used

in our model calculations are based on the results given in

Table 7.1. The wavelength of the light is fixed at X=0.655 urn.

Two standard gamma size distributions will be used, one with

r „.=0.55 um and one with r = 1.1 um. We will regard these
eff e f f

parameter sets as basic to haze models 1 and haze models 2.

Haze models 1 and 2 are completed by adding to these sets a

parameter set {v , n , n.} as given in Table 7.2. In the
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the parameters is varied at a time. The values of the

unchanged parameters are indicated by an asterisk.

Veff

0.01

0.10*

0.30

n
r

1 .35

1.50

1.65*

1.80

1.95

0.*

0.001

0.003

0.01

0.03

0.1

0.3

1.0

3.0

subsequent models only one of the three parameters v , n

and n. will be varied at a time. In Table 7.1 we define two

haze models which will be referred to as the central haze

models 1 and 2.

Table 7.3 Defining parameters of the central haze models 1 and 2.

The standard gamma distribution is used for the particles sizes.

model

1

2

reff

0

1

(in

.55

.10

um) veff

0.10

0.10

n
r

1.65

1.65

ni

0.

0.

X (in um)

0.655

0.655

Computations have been performed for a semi-infinite con-

servatively scattering Rayleigh atmosphere [p = 0; see Sect.

2.6] having a haze layer with optical thickness b = 1 on top.

All parameter values in Table 7.2 were employed for both haze

models 1 and 2. Further, we also considered the variation of

the optical thickness of the haze for five situations [see

Table 7,4]. In the first four situations the particles in the

bottom layer, also called cloud layer, exhibit Rayleigh scat-
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The scattering properties of top and bottom layer are indicated.

The optical thicknesses of the top layers are given in the last

column. In all cases the bottom layer has an optical thickness

bottom

Rayleigh

Rayleigh

Rayleigh

Rayleigh

model 2

layer

(a

(a

(a

(a

(n.

= 1)

= 1)

= 1)

= 1)

= 0)

model

model

model

model

model

top

1

2

1

2

1

layer

<n.

(n.

(n.

(n.

(n.

= 0)

= 0)

= 0.003)

= 0.001)

= 0)

0,

0,

1/16,

1/16,

1/4

1/4

0,

0,

0,

, 1/2,

, 1/2,

1/4, 1,

1/4, 1,

1/4, 1,

1,

1,

4,

4,

4,

2,

2,

CO

„

4,

4,

16, •»

16, •

tering, i.e. the cloud particles are very small (x << 1). In

the fifth case the particles in the cloud layer scatter accord-

ing to a haze model 2 scattering matrix. In all five situations

the cloud layer has an optical thickness b = ».

The calculation of the reflection properties is discussed

in detail in Sect. 7.3.b.

7.3 THE NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

7.1.a The reflection matrix of a multi-layer atmosphere

In calculating the reflection matrix of a multi-layered

atmosphere we proceed as follows. Each low order Fourier term

is treated separately, and essentially in the same manner. We

start with the bottom layer, which is in the cases considered

a semi-infinite homogeneous layer. The reflection matrix of

this layer is computed using the method described in Sect. 4.3.

Vie then calculate the reflection and transmission matrices of

layer 2 [see Fig. 6.4] with the layer separation method of

Chapter 5. Layer 2 is placed on top of layer 1 and the reflec-

tion matrix of the two-layered atmosphere is calculated with

the adding method. We may then proceed with layer 3, and so on.
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For a detailed account of the adding formalism used we refer

to De Haan (1981, 1985).

For high order Fourier terms we distinguish in our algo-

rithm four distinct cases. Suppose layer n is placed on top of

(n - 1) other layers. When m •• N [see Sect. 2.5] phase matrix

Zm(u,Un) for layer n is zero. i.e. for Fourier t^rm m no scat-~n •*

tering occurs in this layer. As a consequence the reflection

and transmission matrices for this Fourier term are also zero.

Thus, when m> N only direct transmission of light by layer n

is found. When m < N Zm(u,u0) may be very small, yielding re-

flection and transmission matrices that are negligible, i.e.

having elements which are in absolute value smaller than the

desired accuracy. When the reflection and transmission matrices

of layer n are negligible (including the case m > N ) , two situ-

ations may occur. If the reflection matrix of the underlying

(n-1) layers is negligible, no calculations have to be per-

formed. When this reflection matrix is not negligible the at-

tenuation by layer n has to be taken into account. Also when

the reflection and transmission matrices of layer n are not

negligible two situations may occur. If the reflection matrix

of the (n-1) lower layers is negligible no adding has to be

performed. When the reflection matrix is not negligible the

complete adding formalism is to be used.

High order Fourier terms are not treated separately since

they only contain first order scattering. Evaluation of only

first order scattering suffices for a Fourier term with index

m, if first order scattering suffices for tho calculation of

the reflection and transmission matrices of each separate

layer. Let this be the case for m Ï nu . For 0 sm<irti the com-

plete reflection matrix Rm(y,u0) is calculated. Thereafter,

the contribution of first order scattering, which is given by

K -,I +-1-)T.
R" ,<«.!.„> = ï e 1J va L •
~ 1 1 J 1=1

_ i r,
4 <„+,,„) L1

l " e M Va Al z°<-u.u ! 1)} (7.2)
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[cf. Sect. 6.4], is subtracted. Summation of the Fourier series

for 0 $m<mi yields the contribution of higher order scattering

to the total reflection matrix. This has to be completed with

the total contribution of first order scattering.

We will now use as plane of reference for the polarization

parameters the plane through the Sun, the object and the ob-

server. The contribution of higher order scattering to the

total reflection matrix has, therefore, to be pre- and post-

multiplied by the proper relation matrices [see Sect. 6.2.a].

The total contribution of first order scattering to the reflec-

tion matrix is then given by [cf. Sect. 6.4]

K -<! + -L,T.
R (uruo ;<P-<PO) = l e M y° 1 •
p

['- (7.3)

where o is the phase angle.

?.S.b Interpolation of the reflection matvix

Here, we assume that the intensity vector of sunlight in-
cident on the planet i s given by [cf. Sect. 6.2.a]

IT S & ( U - U G ) « (ip-M>o) • (7.4)

Here, the element n Si is the flux of the sunlight normal to

the beam. Since sunlight is unpolarized to a high degree [see

e.g. Gehrels (1974)] we take

S = {1,0,0,0} . (7.5)

The intensity vector of the reflected sunlight is then given

by the first column of the matrix [see Eq. (6.11)]

HK2) R(P ,uo ;<P-<Po) wo • (7.6)
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The calculation of the reflection matrix for a specific

point on the planet requires, in general, an interpolation

[see also Sect. 6.2.b], After examining a number of alterna-

tives it turned out that, as for the integration over the disc

discussed in Sect. 6.2.b, interpolation on

U R (u , |in ) no (7.7)

gives the best results. In this case there are, however, some

difficulties. First of all, if p is close to zero division by

u of the interpolated value of expression (7.7) magnifies the

error in the result. If the reflection matrix is known for

L j 16, we found absolute errors in Rra (y , p 0) v o less than 10"1"

if v > jg- , which suffices for our purposes. To include the end-

point we calculated the reflection matrix with u = 0 as an ad-

ditional point. The same procedure is followed for \i 0 = 0 ,

where we remark that the intensity becomes zero for u 5 •+ 0 and

y > 0. This is, however, not the case for the degree of polar-

ization. The special case y = y3 = 0 will be discussed later on.

Numerical difficulties were also found for values of p

and/or p 0 close to one. These difficulties could be traced

back to extrapolating from the Gauss-Legendre grid to u3 = 1

and/or y = 1 in the cases m = 1 and m = 3. In these cases the

phase matrix £ m'-y,p 0) contains a factor

(7.P)

as can be seen by considering Eq;. - (2.75) - (2.80) and Eqs.

(2.157) - (2.161). Consequently, these factors are also found

in the reflection matrix. This can be shown by considering the

expressions for each separate order of scattering given by

Hovenier (1969; Appendix). To his expressions for £ and N

we can apply the Fourier expansion of Sect. 2.4, and so obtain

equivalent expressions for the Fourier coefficients I m and N m .
*̂ ^ ~n ~n

In these expressions a factor (1-u')" can be separated for

n j ) and m = l , 3 . Therefore, in the reflection matrix Rm (;;, u • )
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a factor (l-y^) can be separated, and in view of symmetry re-

lation (6.45) also a factor (1-po) • Thus, factor (7.8) can be

separated in the contribution of each order of scattering to

the reflection matrix for m= 1,3. This reasoning also holds

for inhomogeneous atmospheres. Factor (7.8) has a derivative

equal to minus infinity for y =1 and MO = 1 (u~ and uo-deriva-

tive, respectively) . In the casos in - 1 and m = 3 we therefore

divided expression (7.7) by factor (7.8) and interpolated/

extrapolated on the result. For m =0 factor (7.8) does not oc-

cur, while for m = 2 only even powers of factor (7.8) are found.

When m> 3 second and higher powers of factor (7.8) occur, which

have a decent behaviour near y = 1 and/or «, =1. Extrapolation

in the above manner for L > 16 yielded errors less than about

10~" in the cases which we have examined. In our calculations

we usually treated first order scattering separately. Then

also, tha above extrapolation procedure had to be used to re-

duce errors. Interpolations (and extrapolations) were carried

out as in Chapter 6,i.e. using Lagrangian interpolation in

both the y- and the u0 -directions with Newton's scheme [see

e.g. Stoer and Bulirsch (1980)].

In all of our model calculations we have assumed that the

planetary atmosphere is locally plane-parallel. This assump-

tion will lead to errors for nearly grazing angles, i.e. close

to limb and terminator [cf. Adams and Kattawar (1978), Kattawar

and Adams (1978)]. The plane-parallel approach for grazing

incident and reflected light presents a speciaj problem. This

situation is present at the poles for all phase angles, and

at the entire limb of the planet if a = 0° and 0 = 180°. The re-

flection for grazing directions of incident and reflected

light is only due to first order scattering near the top of

the atmosphere. A rigorous proof is omitted, but we refer to

a classical theorem, recalled by Van de Hulst (1980, Sect.

15.3.5) from Minnaert's lectures about 1941. For u = u• = 0 the

intensity vector of the reflected light is given by
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1Lm 4(yJ+°u0) ZK(-M,uo;cp-^) S (7.9)
M t MO-'-O

in the local reference system. Here, K denotes the top layer

[cf. Fig. 6.4]. Using the plane through the Sun, the planet

and the observer as plane of reference, we obtain for the in-

tensity vector [see e.g. Sect. 6.4]

FK(ip-ip0) S . (7.10)

The result for the limit in expression (7.10) for the

planet's poles depends on the way the pole is approached.

Along the limb u = 0 and along the terminator yc =0, leading to

the limiting values 1/4 and 0, respectively. Intermediate va-

lues can be obtained by following other routes on the visible

crescent. The result of the limiting procedure is thus not

unique. The poles are, however, not considered in our model

calculations.

Expression (7.10) for scans on the disc, not including

the poles, has only to be evaluated at ot = 0°. Since in th^s

case we have V = M O [see Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24)] we find for

expression (7.10)

I E K
( 7 T ) S (7.11)

at the limb of the planet.

For the selected points on the disc the case u = ii r = 0 is

only found at a = 180° [see Eqs. (7.1), (S.23) and (6.24)]. The

limit in expression (7.10) is now given by

, cos (c,.-ri)
lim

4 (u + |i o)
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We now expand cos C, anu sin ck in a Taylor series in e = -n-a

[cf. Eq. (7.1)]. After taking the limit for e->0, we find for

expression (7.10)

\ [1 " (l-f)''] FR(0) S , (7.13)

being the intensity vector of the reflected sunlight. Also in

this case we obtain different limiting values for the points

with longitude c (k = 1,2,3), which coincide at the limb when

a = 180°. The results for n= 180° are thus of mathematical in-

terest only, but they are included in order to obtain suffi-

ciently accurate phase curves also for 177° j a < 180°. [It

should be noted that for a close to 180°, y and y0 are small,

which makes interpolation inaccurate.]

Here, we emphasize that the results obtained with locally

plane-parallel atmospheres are sufficiently accurate as long

as u is not very small. This only occurs near the poles (y and

Mo small), and near the limb (y small) . The projected area near

the limb and the poles, where u is small, is, however, almost

negligible. In practice the errors are insignificant.

7.3.a Accuracy of the pesutto

Let us first discuss the accuracy obtained in the calcu-

lation of the reflection matrix of a multi-layer atmosphere.

The estimation of the absolute errors in the reflection and

transmission matrices of the individual layers has been dis-

cussed earlier. For semi-infinite layers we refer to Sect. 4.5

and for finite layers to Sect. 5.6. Test calculations have

shown that the adding procedure introduces virtually no addi-

tional errors. In all cases considered the maximal absolute

error in the resulting reflection matrix was roughly equal to

the largest of the maximal errors in the reflection and trans-

mission matrices of the individual layers. To obtain an error

in the reflection matrix of a multi-layer atmosphere less than

some beforehand specified A, we should aim at an error less

than A in the reflection and transmission matrices of each



layer. This will be obtained with the layer separation method

if the final internal accuracy in the calculation of the re-

flection matrix of the corresponding semi-infinite atmosphere

is less than or equal to a.

The accuracy of the calculations performed according to

the plan given in Sect. 7.2-c was estimated using the procedure

just mentioned. The total reflection matrix was found to have

errors less than 1.3xlO"5. An exception was found for models

1 and 2 in the case v =0.30, where we found maximal errors

of 1.6X10"5 and 3 x10~", respectively. In calculations with

Rayleigh scattering and model 1 scattering we used 16 Gauss-

Legendre division points. In all other cases we used 24 Gauss-

Legendre division points.

The errors in the planetary matrix are estimated [see

Sect. 6.5] to be less than or roughly equal to 5 x10~ 5. In the

calculation we separated the first order contribution and in-

terpolated to an M = 2L grid [cf. Sects. 6.2.b and 6.3.b]. The

phase curves of the entire planet were calculated for a = 0°

(1°) 180°, i.e. for 181 points. The phase curves of the select-

ed points on the disc were calculated for a=0° (3°) 180°.

Scans along parallels of colatitude were plotted for ot = O°,

15°, 30°, 60°, 90° and 135°. The intensity and degree of polar-

ization were calculated for 40 equally spaced longitudes r, in

the interval [-90°+a, 90°] including both endpoints. The ac-

curacy of our calculations is such that the errors are less

than the width of the lines in the graphs. A selection of these

plots will be given in the next section.

In the calculations to be discussed in the next section

we used the 3x3-approximation in all cases [see Sect. 2.4].

Sample calculations have shown that the errors introduced by

this approximation are smaller than represented by the line

widths in the graphs.
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7.4 INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this section our findings concerning the effects of an

overlying haze layer on the reflection properties of a plane-

tary atmosphere will be reported. In order to facilitate the

discussion and interpretation of the results of our model cal-

culations the following facts should be kept in mind. The con-

tribution of higher orders of scattering to the reflected and

transmitted light in a homogeneous layer diminishes when

(a) the albedo for single scattering, a, decreases;

(b) the optical thickness of the layer, b, decreases;

(c) the angular variables u and no become smaller.

Statements (a) and (b) are obvious. They are illustrated by

Van de Hulst (1980, Sect. 4.2.2) for isotropic scattering.

Statement (c) reflects the transition from perpendicular inci-

dence and/or reflection and transmission to grazing incidence

and/or reflection and transmission. In the latter case only

first order scattering remains. Statement (c) is illustrated

with numerical data by Van de Hulst (1980; Sect. 15.4.1).

We will now examine in detail a sample of results obtained

by calculations for the model atmospheres described in Sect.

7.2.

On examining the phase curves for the fixed points on the

disc, we found that for constant colatitude the results for

;,, C2 and ?3 were almost the same, in all cases considered.

We will, therefore, only consider the central points, i.e. when

5 = I;. , in this section.

As a first example we consider a semi-infinite conserva-

tively scattering Rayleigh atmosphere with a haze layer having

optical thickness b = 1 on top. Haze model 2 is used with va-
H

riation of the real part of the index of refraction [see Table

7.2]. The scattering properties of the hazes are illustrated

in Fig. 7.2. In Fig. 7.3 the phase curves of the central points

on the disc are plotted. As the colatitude n decreases the
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Fig. 7.2 Matrix elements, as a function of phase angle 1= supplement of the

total scattering angle), pertaining to scattering model 2 for

various values of n .



intensity also decreases [cf. Fig. 7.3]. As n decreases both

u and MO decrease [cf. Eqs. (6.23) and (6.24)], which implies

(i) that scattering in the uppermost part of the atmosphere

becomes more and more important, and (ii) that the contribu-

tion of higher orders of scattering gradually diminishes. The

latter yields a decrease in the intensity (less orders of

scattering contribute) and an increase in the degree of polar-

ization (dilution by higher orders of scattering decreases).

Also the contribution of the upper layer of the atmosphere to

the degree of polarization becomes more prominent. The effects

mentioned can easily be noted in Fig. 7.4.

Comparison of the phase curves of the entire planet [see

Fig. 7.4] and those of the central points [see Fig. 7.3] re-

veals a certain similarity. The similarity of the intensity

curves is not evident at first sight. One should, however,

realize that the integration over the disc is essentially an

averaging over the entire disc, of which only a fraction

i(l+coso) is illuminated and visible to a distant observer.

For better comparison we will now assume, as an approxima-

tion in integrating over the disc [see Sect. 6.2], that the

intensity vector across the illuminated part of the disc to be

equal to the intensity vector at the central point on the light

equator. From Eq. (6.22) we then find that the first column of

the approximated planetary matrix £ a r'f)
 i s given by

P (7) S = 2(l + cosn) 1(0,CO , (7.14)
~appr ~ ~

where J(O,c?) is the intensity vector at the central point on

the light equator. The phase curves in this approximation,

I (a) and P (a), are depicted in Tig. 7.5. It should be
appr ^PPr
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60 120 160 0 60 120 160

Fig, 7.3 Phase curves of the central points on the disc with n= 90 , 75 , 60

and 40 (from left to right). The planet is illuminated by a beam of

unpolarized sunlight. The planet has a semi-infinite conservatively

scattering Rayleigh atmosphere having on top a model 2 haze with

optical thickness b = 1. Various values of the real part of the

refractive index of the haze particles, n , are considered.



nr=1.35
• nr=1.50
nr=1.65
nr=1.80
n =1.95

Fig. 7.4 As Fig. 7.3, but for phase curves of the entire planet.

Fig. 7.5 As in Fig. 7.4, but for the approximated disc-integrated intensity,

I (a), and degree of polarization Pfl r<a).
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noted that P (a) is equal to P (a), recalling that P = -Q/I

[cf. Sect. 2.2], for the central point on the light equator.

The similarity of the intensity curves in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 is

now quite clear.

The similarity of the polarization curves in Figs. 7.3

and 7.4 (n = 90°) is evident. For points with n - 90° element U

of the intensity vector of the reflected sunlight is, in gener-

al, non-zero. In these cases the degree of polarization is re-

presented by P instead of P . For n = n. and n = nj there is

still a similarity between the curves of p and the absolute

value of P . When n = ru this is less clear. The similarity in

the polarization curves of the entire disc and a point on the

disc is also illustrated in the computed curves for Venus at

X=0.655 am given by Hansen and Hovenier (1974).

We will now consider the interpretation of the phase

curves of the entire disc. Since the phase curves of fixed

points are similar to those of the entire disc, the former are

no longer discussed. Let us examine the curves depicted in

Figs. 7.2 and 7.3. The intensity curves in Fig. 7.3 nearly

coincide for a > 30°. In the range 0° < a < 30° large differences

occur, which can be related to differences in the glory peak

(near a =0°) and the rainbow-like feature (at a» 15°) [cf.

Fig. 7.2]. The characteristics of the polarization curves in

Fig. 7.4 can be understood as follows. The Rayleigh atmosphere

at the bottom gives rise to predominantly positive polariza-

tion [cf. Fig. 7.8 for b = 0 ] . The haze layer itself gives

rise to a polarization similar to that of first order scatter-

ing, but diluted by higher order scattering. The haze layer

will also reduce the polarization caused by the Rayleigh at-

mosphere, partly through attenuation and partly through inter-

reflections between top and bottom layer. Comparison of the

polarization curves in Figs. 7.2 and 7.4 shows that the posi-

tive bulge in the centre of the plot, i.e. around a = 90 3, is

caused by the Rayleigh scattering bottom layer. Further, it is

seen that for < > 120° the features in Fig. 7.4 are dominated
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by the haze layer. This is explained by the fact that for

nearly grazing incident and reflected light the reflection is

almost entirely due to scattering in the uppermost part of the

atmosphere. Furthermore, for a > 160° the forward scattering

peak of the haze particles becomes important, which increases

the influence of the top layer.

In addition to the results presented above, we also give

results for the following two cases. In both cases we consider

a conservatively scattering semi-infinite Rayleigh atmosphere

having on top a layer scattering according to haze model 2. In

the first case the optical depth is fixed at b =1, and the
n

imaginary part of the refractive index, n., is varied. In the

second case we take n. =0.001 and vary the optical thickness

b . The scattering properties of the relevant model 2 hazes
H

are illustrated in Fig. 7.6. The phase curves of the entire

planet in the two cases are given in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8.

The phase curves can be interpreted in the same manner as

above. Comparison of the intensity curves in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8

shows that, at close inspection, the forward scattering peak

of the haze can be recognized for a £165°. Further, it should

be noted that the intensity in Fig. 7.3, for small phase an-

gles, first shows an increase as b increases, followed by a

decrease. This may be explained as follows. The backscattering

of the model 2 haze particles with n. =0.001 is much larger

than that of the Rayleigh scattering particles. The haze par-

ticles will, therefore, cause an increase in the intensity for

a PS 0°. As b increases, the relative influence of the bottom
H

layer decreases. The absorption in the haze layer will become

more important, and eventually the intensity will decrease.

The polarization curves in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8 can be in-

terpreted as follows. The increase in the degree of polariza-

tion seen in Fig. 7.7 for increasing values of n., is caused

by a steady decrease of the albedo for single scattering of the

haze particles. In Fig. 7.8 the gradual transition from one

homogeneous plane semi-infinite atmosphere (b =0) to another

homogeneous plane semi-infinite atmosphere (b =») is shown.
H

Further, it should be noted that the intensity curves in Fig.
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Fig. 7.6 Matrix elements as a function of phase angle, pertaining to

scattering model 2 for various values of n..
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nj=0.001
1^=0.003
n,=0.01
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Fig. 7.7 As in Pig. 7.4, but for various

values of the imaginary part of

-Q/I

bH=0
bH=i/4

b„=

Fig. 7.8

0.001 and various values of the

optical thickness of the haze, b
H"
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7.7 and Fig. 7.8 (br > 0) are similar, but that the polariza-

tion curves are quite different. This illustrates the well-

known fact that polarization curves contain, in general, more

information on the constituents of the atmosphere and its

structure thin the intensity curves.

We proceed with a discussion of scans along parallels of

colatitude. In Figs. 7.9 and 7.10 results are given for a semi-

infinite conservatively scattering Rayleigh atmosphere with a

model 2 haze on top. The optical thickness of the haze is

b = 1 and n. is varied. In Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 we took n. =
H i 1

0.001 and b was varied. The trends in the intensity and polar-
H

ization curves mentioned above are also found in Figs. 7.9 -

7.12. We therefore concentrate our discussion on the behaviour

towards the limb and the terminator.

Let us first discuss the intensity scans in Figs. 7.9

through 7.12. As a consequence of the symmetry relation

R, (p , v o ? 'P-tPs) = R, (u o , u ;tp—tPn) , (7.15)

valid for horizontally homogeneous atmospheres [see Hovenier

(1969, 1970)] we find for the intensity I(n,O the relation

cos z, • I (n , c) = cos (-c+a) • I (n ,-?+a) . (7.16)

In deriving this equation, we used Eqs. (2.113), (6.23), (6.24)

and (7.6). Consequently, for a =0° the intensity scans are

symmetric about the central meridian, i.e. z, =0°. When a > 0°

relation (7.16) expresses a certain symmetry about the mirror

meridian (5 = a/2). It may readily be verified that Figs. (7.9)

- (7.12) are in agreement with these symmetry rules.

Figures 7.9 through 7.12 show that the variation of the

intensity is similar for all colatitudes. Figures 7.9 and 7.11,

both for a = 0°, reveal a smooth transition from centre to limb,

where the limiting values (7.11) are reached. In Fig. 7.10

scans are given for o= 15U. The parts with C > 0° are similar
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Fig. 7.9 Scans along parallels of colatitude with n = 90 , 75 r 60 and 40

(Erom left to right). The planet has a model 2 haze on top of a semi-

infinite conservatively scattering Rayleigh atmosphere. The imaginary
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Fig. 7.11 AS Fig. 7.9, but for n. =0.001 and various values of the optical

thickness of the haze. Phase angle a = 0°.
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in shape to those for a = 0° [see Fig. 7.9]. For ? <0° a strong

drop in intensity is seen, reaching zero at the terminator.

Scans for a phase angle a=60° are shown in Fig. 7.12. These

intensity scans may be compared with those in Fig. 7.11 for

a = 0°. The trends towards the limb and terminator are similar

to those in Fig. 7.11.

The polarization scans in Figs. 7.9 through 7.12 are also

similar for all colatitudes, taking into account the difference

between P and P . At phase angle a = 0°, the degree of polari-

zation is zero at the limb, since bi(») =0 [see Eqs. (7.11) and

(2.43)]. This is, however, not visible in Figs. (7.9) and

(7.11). The polarization curves for a =0° are difficult to in-

terpret, because the polarization is caused by higher orders

of scattering. In contrast to the polarization curves for

a = 0°, the curves for a = 15° can well be understood in terms

of first order scattering. The polarization at the center is

low. The positive polarization of the Rayleigh atmosphere and

the negative polarization of the haze [see also Fig. 7.6] al-

most balance there. Towards limb and terminator the contribu-

tion to the polarization by the haze increases, yielding an

increase of the degree of polarization.

The polarization scans in Fig. 7.12 can be interpreted as

before. In all models having b > 0 the degree of polarization

is almost the same near the terminator. Hence, the influence

of the uppermost part of the atmosphere on the degree of polar-

ization is not as strong as for small phase angles.

7.5 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the results obtained for the horizontally

homogeneous model atmospheres considered in this chapter, the

conclusions discussed below can be reached.

The phase curves of the entire planet and those for the

selected points on the disc show a striking similarity. This

indicates that these two kinds of phase curves contain nearly

the same amount of information on the atmosphere. The inter-
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pretation of local phase curves is thus, in principle, not

more difficult than that of the global phase curves of a planet

with a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere. A study of global

phase curves was successfully conducted by Hansen and Hovenier

(1974), who determined the physical parameters of the Venus

cloud particles from entire disc polarization measurements.

The determination of the physical properties of Jovian

aerosol particles, on the basis of, for example, local phase

curves of a belt appears to be feasible. The interpretation

will, however, be hampered by the fact that on physical and

chemical grounds one expects to find irregularly shaped dust

and ice particles rather than spherical particles, as is the

case for Venus.

The global and local phase curves can well be understood

in terms of the reflection and transmission properties of the

upper haze and the main cloud layer. The reflection and trans-

mission properties of the two layers can in their turn be re-

lated to the scattering properties of the particles in haze

and cloud layers. It is clear that sharp features in the phase

curves are due to first order scattering. Higher order scat-

tering will then provide a smooth "background", which is for

the intensity curves largely determined by the asymmetry param-

eter <cos 8> and albedo for single scattering of the aerosol

particles in each layer. The sharp features will, however, con-

tain most information on the aerosol particles.

The trends in the scans along parallels of colatitude

reveal the following. Towards limb and terminator the influence

of the uppermost part of the atmosphere increases. The reflec-

tion properties near limb and terminator are dominated by the

upper haze at small phase angles (0° < n < 20°) and at large

phase angles (160° _< a < 180°). The reflection near the poles is,

at all phase angles,largely due to the uppermost part of the

atmosphere.

We may also conclude from the facts mentioned above that

scans of the disc provide primarily information on the verti-

cal structure of the atmosphere, whereas phase curves give in

the first place information on the scattering properties of the
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aerosol particles. To determine the vertical structure, scans

for a limited number of phase angles appear to suffice [see

e.g. Tomasko et al. (1978), Stoll (1980)]. To determine the

scattering properties of the aerosol particles a large phase

angle coverage is desirable, preferably with small intervals

for 0u ; tt ̂ 25 , i.e. the range of the glory and rainbow-like

features.
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S U M M A R Y

In this thesis the reflection and transmission of sunlight

by planetary atmospheres is studied, taking full account of

the polarization of light. The atmospheres are treated as being

locally plane-parallel, and are assumed to consist of a number

of homogeneous layers, the lowest one being either a ground

surface or a semi-infinite homogeneous layer.

The most widely used procedure to calculate the reflection

and transmission matrices of multi-layer atmospheres is a com-

bination of the doubling and adding methods. As an alternative

for the doubling method two methods are presented to calculate

the reflection and transmission matrices of homogeneous plane-

parallel layers: one of these - an iterative procedure - is

applicable to semi-infinite layers and the other one - called

layer separation method - is applicable to finite layers. The

latter method covers the range from very thin to very thick

layers.

The iterative procedure to calculate the reflection matrix

of a semi-infinite homogeneous layer is based on the well-known

nonlinear integral equation for the reflection matrix and a

linear constraint. An examination of nonphysical solutions of

the nonlinear integral equation revealed that in practice the

physically relevant solution will be selected by the iterative

procedure. In the layer separation method the reflection and

transmission matrices of a plane-parallel finite homogeneous

layer are derived from the reflection matrix and the internal

radiation field of a semi-infinite homogeneous layer with the

same composition. The internal radiation field of the semi-

infinite atmosphere is calculated using its reflection matrix.

For both me.hods a selection of results is given, and a compar-

ison with the doubling method is made. Concerning accuracy of

results and memory storage requirements, the two methods are
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comparable with the doub]ing method. In computing the complete

reflection matrix of a semi-infinite atmosphere, the iterative

procedure is a factor of two to ten faster than the doubling

method, the latter being supplemented by asymptotic fitting

for (nearly) conservative scattering. In calculating the com-

plete reflection and transmission matrices of a finite layer,

the layer separation method is faster than the doubling method

when the optical thickness of the layer is larger than about

one tenth. An additional advantage of the alternative methods

is the fact that errors in the result can easily be estimated,

since the absolute errors in the computed reflection and trans-

mission matrices are smaller than the internal accuracy found

in the iterative procedure.

In order to calculate the brightness and polarization of

light reflected by an entire planet, an integration over the

disc has to be carried out. Three methods to integrate over

the disc of a planet with a horizontally homogeneous atmosphere

are studied. In methods (i) and (ii) a direct integration over

the disc is performed. Method (iii) - the expansion method -

is based on the expansion of the so-called planetary matrix in

terms of generalized spherical functions. In general, the three

integration methods studied yield results with accuracies of

the same order of magnitude. Method (ii) is about a factor of

five faster than method (i). The expansion method is about a

factor of 10 to 2 0 faster than method (ii), when the phase

curves for brightness and polarization are required for 40 to

80 phase angles to cover the entire range from 0 to 180 de-

grees. When results for less than about five phase angles are

calculated method (ii) is the fastest method. Separate treat-

ment of first order scattering reduces, in all three methods,

both the required computing-time and the errors in the results,

the latter up to factors of 50.

Finally, the numerical procedures presented in this thesis

are used, together with the adding method, to investigate the

influence of an upper haze layer in a planetary atmosphere on

brightness and polarization of reflected sunlight. For this

purpose we consider horizontally homogeneous atmospheres con-
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sisting of two layers: a semi-infinite gas or cloud layer with

a haze layer on top. Cloud and haze layers are assumed to con-

tain only spherical particles, h sample of results of model

calculations is presented in order to illustrate the discussion

of our findings. A strong similarity is found between the phase

curves of the entire planet and those of specific points on the

disc, indicating that they contain nearly the same amount of

information. Global and local phase curves can well be under-

stood in terms of the scattering properties of the particles

in haze and cloud layers. Especially sensitive are the ranges

with phase angles less than 25 degrees, corresponding to the

range of rainbow-like features and glory, and phase angles

larger than 160 degrees, corresponding to the range of the

forward-scattering peak. Scans of the disc provide primarily

information on the vertical structure of the atmosphere. To-

wards limb and terminator the influence of a haze layer on the

reflection properties of the atmosphere increases. The haze

layer dominates near limb and terminator at phase angles less

than 25 and larger than 160 degrees. Near the poles the haze

layer dominates at all phase angles.
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